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1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Motivation 
With the continually growing demand for electricity by our communities' 
consumers, the electric utility industry has had to commit itself to the 
development and enhancement of extra high voltage (EHV) power system net-
works. It is these networks in the form of EHV transmission lines which link 
together the often remote generating stations with industrial, commercial and 
residential load centers and it is these same transmission lines which wield _ 
the large and ever-increasing amounts of electric power transferred between 
them. 
With each series element in the network there is by nature a reactance 
whose reactive power loss is proportional to the square of the current propa-
gating through it. Reactive power losses are a system-wide phenomenon and 
can escalate sharply during periods of disturbingly heavy load. 
As much as frequency is a measure of the balance between the generation 
and load absorption of real power throughout a system, transmission voltage 
levels so measure the balance between the supply and demand of reactive power 
and the introduction of higher voltage levels to match ever-increasing load 
demands have helped to exasperate system reactive power situations. Although 
frequency is uniform by and large throughout the power system, voltage 
levels can vary markedly at different points within the transmission network 
and it is the system's controllable reactive source reserves which ensure a 
satisfactory authority over these levels. 
System reactive power controls, due to their complexity, are largely 
automated and scattered all throughout the transmission network functioning 
in absolute coordination due to the system's strongly dependent voltage versus 
reactive power characteristic. This control for the most part is maintained 
not only for normal operating conditions but also in the light of severe 
outages as well, provided they lie within system planning criteria. 
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And despite the fact that these criteria account for highly unlikely 
system conditions, the laws of probability do not look with favor on all 
large power systems at all times. Certain combinations of operating con-
ditions which far surpass any utility planning criteria can present them-
selves, triggering a chain of events which may result in the deterioration of 
the system's reactive power balance and the eventual collapse therein of 
extra high voltage levels. 
It is all too unfortunate that actual events in history have had to give 
testimony to the possiblity of what will herein be referred to as "voltage 
collapse." But since the occurrences of the various local system collapses 
in France on December 9, 1965 and November 10, 1976, followed in suit by what 
turned out to be a nationwide disaster in the famous French collapse on 
December 19, 1978 [1], a great deal more attention has been directed in the 
past decade to the problems associated with voltage control in general and 
the phenomenon of voltage collapse in particular. 
What has spawned from numerous discussions regarding voltage collapse is 
quite intriguing, for there is strong evidence to support that a large insti-
gator to voltage instability lies in the operation of what is otherwise 
deemed (ironically enough) as a reactive control (or voltage-controlling) 
device--namely the load tap-changing (LTC) or tap-changing under load (TCUL) 
transformer. [1]-[61 
Evidently, the properly consistent operation of load tap-changers on the 
distribution level is believed to effectively offset the balanced flow of 
3 
reactive power between voltage levels that is so vitally necessary to main-
tain a power system's operating integrity. The research, therefore, is done 
in an investigative effort to get a tighter grasp on the nature of voitage 
collapse and more fully clarify the role of the under load tap-changer as one 
of its prime jeopardizing factors. 
A load flow strategy will be developed incorporating a derived steady-
state load tap-changing transformer model and tested on a relatively 
realistic system that will be purposely driven close to the limit of its 
power transfer capability. The study will then graduate to that of 
exploring dynamic stability whereby in addition to following steady-state 
load flow trends, the actual strength of the system will be "tracked" for 
various load conditions and operational limitations imposed upon it. 
It is felt that the implications alone that present themselves when con-
~ sidering voltage collapse not only makes its research worthwhile in the 
undertaking but should provide the impetus on the electric utility industry's 
part to understand it better and work to counter the odds of its occurring. 
1.2 Literature Summary 
On December 19, 1978 between 8:26 am and 8:27 am, the country of France 
experienced a power failure considered by the EDF (French National Electrical 
System) as the most serious one encountered since the shortage period after 
World War II from the standpoint of both geographical range and time 
duration. 
A tremendous majority of the system collapsed at 8:26 am .and was reser-
viced in part at such a tremendous rate that it was only to deteriorate a 
second time 42 minutes later due to cascaded trippings caused by too rapid a 
restoration of load in certain regions of the country. The EHV system was at 
last fully back in service at around noon. An account recapitulating the 
' scene was written as viewed from a forecasting viewpoint by the French 
National Control Center on the day of the disaster. [1] 
This limelighted incident, compounded with other similar collapses of the 
French system on more local levels in years prior to that generated a merit-
able interest in the voltage instability phenomenon not only on the part of 
France, but other areas of the world as well. [1}-[6} In particular, a 
native Austrian by the name of Walter R. Lachs has dedicated a considerable 
amount of work to understanding the nature of voltage collapse and has 
proposed through a pedigree of related papers a rather detailed sequence of 
events that might constitute a typical occurrence of such a disaster. [2], 
[3], [4], [6] 
As an attempt to localize a majority of his work, the scenario out of 
which a collapsing situation might arise can probably best be described in 
the following manner. 
An arbitrary power system is under medium to heavy load and is operating 
under what can be considered abnormal conditions, possibly with large 
generating units and/or EHV transmission lines out of service for planned or 
unplanned maintenance. Certain prominent EHV lines supplying major load cen-
ters, therefore, are more heavily loaded than usual. 
The initiating event of collapse can be any major contingency: the sud-
den loss of a heavily loaded EHV transmission line or generating unit, or 
1 possibly an uncanny load spike in the hourly profile. In any event, a 
substantially increased reactive burden is placed on the system in the form 
of extra loading on EHV lines in the vicinity of the disturbance. 
1 
In the case of the French disaster, it was the latter of these possibilities 
that eventually bred the former two. By 8:25 am that morning, the national 
load consumption had already surpassed the 38,500 MW level initially forecast 
for the peak hour of 10:00 am. 
4 
5 
Immediately thereafter, a significant voltage reduction would be seen at 
nearby load centers prior to automatic tranformer tap-changing operations. 
Fortunately, normal system load-voltage characteristics are such that this 
voltage depression would invite an attendant reduction in system loading, 
thus allowing system integrity to be maintained. Despite the fact that 
generator MW loading would be relaxed as a result of this, the MVAR demand on 
the other hand would be forced upward in order to compensate for the extra 
2 
transmission lines' reactive losses. Automatic voltage regulation would 
quickly revive generator terminal voltages but the additional reactive power 
flow would initiate a post-disturbance reduction in generator transformer EHV 
levels and an even greater reduction at the EHV load centers in the proxim-
ity. This, in general, would not be corrected without operator intervention 
by generator transformer tap-changing operations. 
Regardless of this, the present status of this immediate post-disturbance 
situation reveals all generators within rated outputs (since MW loading 
relaxations have allowed each unit a more sufficient reactive power margin 
for reserve), a slight increase in system frequency until governor interven-
tion occurs, and consequently no indication on the operator's part whatsoever 
of an impending disaster. 
Meanwhile, any EHV reduction at the load centers would naturally be 
reflected into the distribution network and instigate MW and MVAR loading 
reductions in that vicinity a~ well. Interposed between these EHV and 
distribution loads, there would more than likely exist three or four sets of 
2 In the light that reactive power has no actual physical significance, to say 
that reactive power is "lost" is a bit controversial. Therefore, it is 
important to clarify that reactive losses are not physically lost as real 
power is lost in heat dissipation, but is "stored," so to speak, in the 
transmission line's magnetic field. 
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cascaded load tap-changing transformers accounting for an overall 30% to 60% 
per-unit voltage boost (or buck) depending on their respective range capaci-
ties. As long as the power system remains intact, tap-changing operations 
will slowly but surely correct all voltages and distribution loads to 
their pre-fault levels over a typical course of two to four minutes. 
The consequences of these tap-changing operations turn out to be quite 
severe as the system by this time is in a rather vulnerable disposition. 
For with each remedy of increased distribution voltages and system loading, 
EHV levels are attendantly diminished by a number of interrelated factors. 
With each extra increment of loading imposed on an EHV line, there are 
further MW and MVAR losses which yield a greater voltage drop at its 
receiving end and in turn, increase its line current, instituting yet even more 
losses in the line. 
It is readily observed here for the first time that the entire system has 
in essence begun working to defeat itself. The circumstances let alone are 
critical, but can be worsened particularly if any of the lines have surpassed 
3 their surge impedance loading (SIL) levels. 
Repeatedly, with each tap-changing sequence the loading demand 
(particularly reactive) imposed on system generators is directly heightened. 
These increases would be aggravated by additional series losses in both the 
lines and the transformers interposed between the generating stations and 
system loads. While automatic voltage regulation continues to maintain 
generator terminal voltages, the extra reactive loading through the generator 
transformers would progressively hinder transmission voltage levels. 
3 It is noted that once a transmission line has attained or exceeded its rated 
SIL level, it may be necessary to generate as many as 4 MVAR of reactive 
power to transmit 1 MVAR to the load it feeds. And even those 4 MVAR would 
cause voltage drops in both the generator transformer and the line itself. 
Consequently, with their eventual inadequacy of reactive reserve, system 
generators would attain and exceed their continuous rated field currents and 
in a matter of minutes exhibit a constrained thermal capacity for 
overloading. At this point, the generator transformer would have probably 
run out of tapping range. 
A station operator may tolerate a relatively short period of rotor over-
current but as this current continues to mount whilst terminal voltages are 
sustained through automatic regulation, he would (usually within 60 seconds) 
be required to safeguard the generator from rotor overheating. 
When the first generator has its excitation limited, its terminal voltage 
will drop and for a fixed MW output, its stator current would increase and 
overload unless the reactive output was reduced--a virtually defenseless 
predicament. 
In turn, this generator's share of reactive loading will be transferred 
to other generators until progressively more and more will require either 
automatic or operator intervention in order to escape the risk of damage. In 
correspondence with generator overloading, the EHV level at the plant ter-
minals will decline and at marginally faster rates as more units become 
overloaded. Again, this heightens the line currents, reactive line losses, 
the power angle across the lines and further reduces load-end voltages. The 
controllable reactive reserves all but dissipated, EHV control is by this 
time no longer possible. 
In the light of the remarkable tapping range available at distribution 
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load centers, these reduced EHV levels still do not inhibit distribution 
voltages from maintaining nominal values and reviving full system load. At 
this stage, however, this fact is nothing less than crippling, for soon, enough 
8 
generators will have required over-excitation intervention to deliver the 
final death blow to the system. When at a critical load center the EHV level 
(whose rate of decline has become comparatively accelerated) reaches a level 
below 90% or so, system generators will have begun to come out of synchronism, 
triggering cascading voltage and frequency drops and the ultimate collapse of 
the power system against which automatic frequency load shedding will be to 
no avail. 
This dramatization, though it does properly establish the severity of the 
voltage collapse phenomenon, can by no means be expected to be absolutely 
duplicated in a computer simulation down to the last detail. This is par-
ticularly true when considering dynamic stability, which is associated with a 
power system's steady-state behavior. The account does however provide ample 
clues as to what operating conditions need be investigated and what realistic 
restrictions need be imposed on the system to invite a voltage instability 
condition. The preceding discussion will be referred to many times as 
results of this research unfold. 
Chapter 2 begins then with a general discussion of the Newton-Raphson 
load flow technique, the implementation of a steady-state LTC transformer 
model into its method of solution and the particula~ study system on which 
the experimentation is done. 
2. NEWTON-RAPHSON LOAD FLOW STUDY 
2.1 Introduction 
The basis for the Newton-Raphson method of solving load flow problems 
lies in the linear approximation of a Taylor Series expansion for a set of 
nonlinear functions of two or more variables which take the form: 
f1(x1,x2, ••• ,xn) 0 
f2(xl,x2, ••• ,xn) = 0 (2.1.1) 
or written more compactly,~(~ = ~, where the underlining notation signi-
fies a vector. 
The solution procedure is an iterative one and expanding Eqs. (2.1.1) in 
h (i) 
a Taylor Series, we have for an (i + l)t iteration a vector x such that 
af ~(~) = ~(x(i)) +-
ax 
(~- ~(i)) + ••• (2.1.2) 
where the negligence of partial derivatives with order greater than one in 
the expanded series of terms provides the linear feature needed to obtain a 
solution at each iteration. The term af/ax I (i) indicates that the par-
x=x 
tial derivatives are taken for every function-with respect to every unknown 
and evaluated at the values for that particular iteration. As a result, it 
represents a matrix. 
The ultimate objective at the start of any iteration is to find a vector 
(i+1) 
x that satisfies 
9 
10 
.Q_ ~ .!_ (X ( i ) ) + :! (X ( i + 1 ) _ _!. ( i ) ) 
(i) (2.1.3) 
X = X 
to within a small predetermined error allowance. Upon the rearrangement of 
Eq. (2.1.3) the final equation becomes, in the form in which it is actually 
solved, 
[
- af 
ax 
( i )] (X ( i + 1 ) _ ~ ( i ) ) ~ .!_ (.?!_ ( i ) ) 
X~ X 
- -
(2.1.4) 
[ J] b 
It is well to note that .each iterative solution by Newton's method 
(i+1) doesn't directly yield the vector x but rather a "correction vector" 
(x(i+l) - x(i)) to which .!.(i) will be added for the forthcoming iteration 
(i+l) 
until eventually ~ will approach the solution x* to within a suitable 
margin. 
2.2 Augmentation of the Load Flow Jacobian Matrix 
To apply the Newton-Raphson method to the solution of load flow 
equations, consider an arbitrary n-bus system without the presence of tap-
changing under load transformers for the time being. As operating conditions 
need always be selected for each study, the net real power injected into 
every bus except one must be specified, with generated power representing a 
4 positive input and power drawn from a load a negative input to the system. 
In addition, and ignoring voltage-controlled buses for the moment, the net 
injection of reactive power must also be specified at these buses. These 
inputs will be given the nomenclature P. and Q respectively. 
~nput 4.nput 
4 The net power injection can obviously not be fixed in advance at every bus 
for the losses in the system are not known until the study is completed. The 
single bus for which power injections are not specified is the swing ( or 
slack) bus and is given a fixed arbitrary bus voltage magnitude and angle. 
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Hence, the solution to the load flow problem involves finding complex bus 
voltages in terms of their magnitudes and angles ~~ and ~' which when used to 
calculate these same injected power quantities, will yield values which match 
the inputs to within the chosen precision index. 
Eqs. (2.1.1) then actually represent what is called a "mismatch vector" of 
(2n - 2) elements such that 
f 1 <.!) = p 2,exp p2,input - ~P2 
f n-1 (!) = p p - ~ n,exp n,input n 
f (x) Q - Q 
- ~Q2 n- 2,exp 2,input 
f (x) = Q - Q 
-
~Q 2n-2- n,exp n,input n 
(2.2.1) 
where P and Q are expressions for injected real and reactive powers 
~xp --exp 
written in terms of the variable vector x, namely [o2 ••• o lv2 1··· IV IJT and - n n 
are evaluated at the vector's present state in the iterative process. These 
equations for P and 0 can be referred to in Appendix A. 
-exp ~xp 
Therefore, for every iteration in the Newton-Raphson load flow method, 
the equation being solved, shown in identical form with Eq. (2.1.4) and 
taking on a matrix notation, becomes 
aP 2 
ao 
n 
aP 
___.!!. 
ao 
n 
aP 
n 
aP 
n 
a lv I 
n 
tJ.o 
n 
!J.P 
n 
12 
------------T---------------- (2.2.2) 
3Q2 aQ2 1 aQ2 aQ2 
ao2 aon l alv2 1 alvnl 
aQ 
n 
ao2 
aQ 
n 
a-r-
n 
aQ 
n 
a lv 2 1 
[ J] 
aQ 
n 
a lv I 
n 
tJ.Iv2 1 
tJ.IV I 
n 
!J.Q 
n 
= b 
where aP 2/ao2 for example is written for simplicity and is more accurately 
expressed as a(P
2 
- P )/ao or merely a(P )/ao since 
,exp 2,input 2 · 2,exp 2 
P is constant. 2,input 
Note that if the original set of nonlinear equations 
were written in the form !J.P = P - P and !J.Q = Q - Q the matrix 
- 1nput -exp - ,nput -exp 
[J] of partial differentials would be negated and thus cancel the foregoing 
minus sign in Eq. (2.2.2). 
The element tJ.o2 (and similarly with all the other state variables) in the 
correction vector !J.x is, of course, o~i+l) - o~i), the quantity to which 
o~i) is added to obtain the new value used to update both (J] and the 
mismatch vector b for the next iteration. 
The (2n - 2) x (2n - 2) matrix (J] of partial differentials is called the 
Jacobian matrix and in light of the possibility that tap-changing under load 
transformers are scattered throughout the network under study, this matrix 
must undergo an augmentation in order to account for their operation. 
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Load tap-changing transformers are provided with taps on their windings 
that adjust the ratio of transformation by switching tap increments while 
the transformer remains energized so as to keep the regulated side's 
voltage level within a nominal range and thus nearly constant without 
interrupting the circuit.[7] It is noted, however, that if a particular 
bus voltage's magnitude is fixed whilst tap-changing operations hold their 
authority, the column in the Jacobian matrix of partial differentials taken 
with respect to that voltage magnitude will no longer exist. Therefore, in 
cases where a bus does indeed experience voltage regulation via tap-
changing procedures, the state variable in~ corresponding to what was once 
that bus' complex voltage magnitude will now be occupied by the variable t, 
or the tap ratio of the particular transformer performing the regulation. 
And so for instance, if in our n-bus system there is a bus k whose 
voltage magnitude is maintained fixed by a tap-changing mechanism, the load 
~low equation to be solved in contrast now to Eq. (2.2.2) becomes 
r 
aP aP aP aP aP 
n n n n n ~0 
-a.r- ar a lv2 1 atk a lv I ~ n n 2 n n 
------------4------------------------- (2.2.3) 
aq2 aQ2 aq2 aq2 aQ2 
~IV21 ao2 ar a lv21 atk a lvn I ~Q2 n 
~t 
k 
aq aq aq aq aq . n n n . n n ~IV I ... 
a IVnl 
~Q 
ao2 ao a IV21 atk 
n n 
n 
'------r------' "---....r---" 
[ J] ~ = b 
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The partial differentials of both real and reactive power expressions 
with respect to all three types of variables are considered in detail in 
Appendix A as well. 
While on the subject of voltage-controlled buses it is recalled that at 
each bus a decision is required as to whether the voltage magnitude or reac-
tive power flow is to remain constant before proceeding with the load flow 
solution. In the event of the former it can be taken into account in a number 
of ways.[8] The strategy employed here involves setting the diagonal Jacobian 
element of the partial differential of reactive power with respect to voltage 
magnitude at the bus in question to -1 and the rest of the elements in the 
same row and column to zero. Furthermore, the corresponding mismatch vector 
element is set to zero automatically before each iteration. The compounding 
effects of these alterations will invariably yield a zero in the correction 
vector ~x corresponding to that bus voltage magnitude and rightly so. Since 
the reactive power at the bus is given the freedom to vary, its value as 
determined in Q is found after the point of convergence. 
~xp 
2.3 Steady-State LTC Transformer Model 
When modelling the load tap-changing transformer in the steady-state it 
is desirous to produce such a model that is conveniently implemented into the 
Y-bus admittance matrix. However, as the tap ratio of the particular trans-
former exists as a state variable in the load flow problem, this involves a 
recalculation of the Y-bus matrix before every iteration. This does not pose 
a serious problem though, so long as each model in the system network, 
whether it be a transmission line, transformer or anything else, is kept 
monitored throughout the solution process. 
Appendix B (under some initial assumptions) covers the derivation 
involved in obtaining the steady-state model employed in this study. It 
ultimately gives way to the following two-port n-equivalent circuit shown 
below in Fig. 2.1: 
v !pu 
\ 
-
1- t-
fTY12pu 
---
I 
-t- Yt2pu 
t-1 -
-t- Yt2pu 
--
+ 
'\ 
\ 
v 2pu 
) 
Figure 2.1. Equivalent circuit of the steady-state load tap-changing 
transformer model. 
where 
Ilpu' Vlpu are high-side per-unit quantities 
I 2pu' Vzpu are low-side per-unit quantities and v2pu is the regulated 
bus voltage 
t is the tap ratio of the TCUL transformer 
Y12pu is the single line equivalent per-unit admittance of the 
transformer 
On the foundation of this model it is seen that with a tap ratio of one 
the shunting admittances of the two-port network become zero, leaving merely 
the single per-unit transformer admittance y connected between the high-12pu 
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side and low-side busbars. This of course is the conventional model employed 
for most transformers and is certainly valid so long as the ratio of 
line-to-line voltages of that transformer is the same as that for the base 
voltages of the two buses (neglecting all magnetizing currents). 
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A note of striking gravity however lies in the fact that whenever the tap 
ratio is not unity and y12pu is expressed as a pure susceptance (as it 
usually is by and large), the two shunting admittances will be purely imagi-
nary as well but consistently opposite in sign, leaving one purely inductive 
element and the other a purely capacitive one. 
This leads to the making of particularly merited conclusions regarding 
the nature of load tap-changing operation and the transformer's leading role 
as the culprit of system voltage collapse. It is loosely considered that 
this type of transformer is actually a reactive power source. This is per-
fectly logical considering its utilization as a currency for maintaining 
nominal voltage levels. The fact remains nonetheless that according to the 
model derived in Appendix B, reactive power is certainly produced to upkeep 
voltage levels on one side, but at the ultimate expense of the other side. 
Recalling Lachs' recap of the collapsing scenario, as soon as one tap-changing 
sequence draws to completion and raises distribution voltage levels, the even-
tual aggravation of higher voltage levels sets in, as their line currents are 
increased and greater voltage drops are felt across them due to this current's 
reactive loading effect on the transmission line. 
Hence, through automatic transformer tap-changing, for a given amount of 
reactive power supply that strengthens wavering bus voltages, there is by 
virtue of this model an attendant increase in reactive loading elsewhere 
which poses the destabilizing effect on higher transmission voltage levels. 
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2.4 The Study System: Its Parameters and Limitations 
The one-line diagram of the power system being researched is shown in 
Fig. 2.2 on the following page. [9] The system is an allegedly realistic 
one and is characterized by 11 buses (whose transmission and distribution 
voltage levels are 345 kV and 138 kV respectively), 13 transmission lines 
(some of which are underground cables) and 3 generating units. According to 
the acquired data two of the machines are rated at 20 kV and both have 
generating capacities of 696.4 MW (numbers 1 and 3, the former being the 
swing generator) while the third (number 2) is rated at 18 kV and can 
generate up to 828.3 MW. All network and machine data were per-unitized for 
one-line representation on a 100 MVA base. One particularly limelighted 
feature in this system and one of certain prominence where the voltage 
collapse phenomenon is concerned is its healthy capacity for line charging, 
inherent due to the general nature of underground cable. All transmission 
line parameters and base case system load levels are summarized in Tables 
2. 1 and 2. 2. [ 9] 
The generated power serving the system loads is economically dispatched 
at all times in obedience to the following incremental fuel cost relations 
for each of the two types of machines: 
dF 1 dF 3 
- .. - = o.oos8P1 + 3 dP 1 dP 3 
$/MWhr 
$/MWhr 
(2.4.1) 
(2.4.2) 
where Fi is the input to unit i in dollars per hour which of course is depen-
dent of the cost of fuel in dollars per million Btu it supplies and P. is the 
1 
output of .unit i in megawatts. 
r7'\ SWING 
'..:J BUS 
Figure 2.2. One-line diagram of the 11-bus 3-machine s t udy s ystem. 
The incremental fuel cost of a unit for any given power output is the 
limit of the ratio of the increase in cost of fuel input in dollars per hour 
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to the corresponding increase in power output in megawatts as this output 
increase approaches zero. [8] This definition let alone suggests that the 
relationship between the incremental fuel cost for a particular generating unit 
and its power output is not a linear one and so for purely analytical pur-
poses, Eqs. (2.4.1) and (2.4.2) are employed as linear approximations of the 
TABLE 2.1 MODEL PARAMETERS FOR THE 11-BUS 3-MACHINE 
STUDY SYSTEM EXPRESSED ON A 100 MVA BASE 
TRANSMISSION LINE AND TRANSFORMER DATA ON A 100 ~A BASE 
From To Series 
Bus Bus Resistance 
~umber NUIIlber (r) 
1 7 0.0014 
2 4 0.0034 
2 ·5 0.0011 
2 6 0.0001 
2 7 0.0011 
3 4 0.0015 
4 5 0.0023 
4** 8** 0.0016 
5* 9* 0.0008 
6* 10* 0.0000 
7* 11* 0.0000 
9 11 0.0203 
10 11 0.0284 
*9ignifies a transformer model 
**signifies a TCUL transformer model. 
Series Shunt 
Reactance Susceptance 
(x) (B/2) 
0.0142 0.1329 
0.0496 0.4130 
0.0152 0.1369 
0.0024 0.0217 
0.0178 0.0921 
0.0212 0.1920 
0.0333 0.3012 
0.0242 0.0000 
0.0262 0.0000 
0.0277 0.0000 
0.0277 0.0000 
0.1553 0.0361 
0.1330 0.0153 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
i 
I 
actual curves and are assumed to maintain a reasonable accuracy over a 
respectable range of generated output. 
Of course, the most economic manner of dispatch of system load amongst 
the various generators (and hence the maximum efficiency of operation) is 
realized when all the units are operating at identical incremental fuel 
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costs while remaining within their respective generation limits. So in order 
to accomplish this with the three generators in our system, we simply equate 
the expressions in Eqs. (2.4.1) and (2.4.2) as follows: 
or 
TABLE 2.2 BUS DATA FOR THE 11-BUS 3-MACHINE STUDY SYSTEM 
EXPRESSED ON A 100 ~NA BASE 
BUS DATA ON A 100 MVA BASE 
Bus Bus 58% Load Desired 
Number Type Level Voltage 
1 swing 5.2900 + j2.5621 1.02 
2 PV 0.6023 + j0.2917 1.04 I 
1 3 PV 2.9600 + jl.4336 1.04 I 
4 PQ 1.3376 + j0.6478 ---
5 PQ - - - ---
6 PQ - - - --·-
7 PQ - - - ---
. 8 LTC 3. 7200 -+ j 1. 8017 1.00 
9 PQ 3.6960 + jl. 7901 -·--
10 PQ 1. 3697 + jO. 6634 --- I 
ll PQ 1.0032 + j0.4859 -·--
0 .0058P 1 + 3 0.00027P2 + 1 MW 
P 1 = 0 . 0465SP2 - 344.82759 MW (2.4.3) 
while P1 = P3 • It is quite obvious at this point (if it hadn't become so 
already from viewing Eqs . (2.4.1) and (2.4.2)) that generator 2 is enormously 
cheaper to operate than either of the other two--more than three times, in 
fact. A physical interpretation of this might suggest the possibility that 
generator 2 represents a nuclear unit while generators 1 and 3 are of the 
fossil-fuel type . In any event there is a danger in the light of Eq. (2.4.3) 
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that in a conservatively loaded instance the load flow result might inevitably 
force units 1 and 3 into power-absorbing (or motor-representative) modes, 
which is undesirable if not even more unrealistic. For this reason rough 
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generation limits are imposed alike on all three generators, thus 
establishing generation ranges from 400 MW to 2000 MW (4 to 20 in per-unit 
on the 100 MVA base) throughout, assuming two identical units per generating 
station. 
To summarize the economic dispatching strategy that the load flow employs 
then, it first calculates the total real load to be served before the first 
iteration begins and then adds an estimated 1% to this to account for the 
speculated line losses (I2r) that the final results will reveal with more 
accuracy after convergence. Giving this value the nomenclature Ptotal' 
generation is dispatched amongst the generators as follows by utilizing Eq. 
(2.4.3), only here in per-unit: 
or 
p 
total 
2P1 + p2 
= 2(0.04655P2 - 3.44828) + P2 
= 1.09310P2 - 6.89656 
P2 0.91483 Ptotal + 6.30917 
1 
p1 = p3 = 2 (Ptotal P2) 
(2.4.4) 
Should any of these allotted generation quantities lie beyond either of 
the stipulated limits, they will simply take on the value of the limit having 
been surpassed. And since two of the generators' real power outputs are 
always equal, any assignment to one generator in this manner will automati-
cally fix the outputs of the other two. 
As aforementioned, it is speculated prior to iterating that real power 
amounting to 1% of the total real load being serviced will be lost in 
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transmission. In ordinary circumstances any real power losses would be 
mathematically absorbed by the swing generator as its real power is not known 
until convergence is obtained. In "guessing" what they will be beforehand 
and distributing this fractional margin amongst all three generators in the 
initial dispatch, the final real power output of the swing generator will 
comply more closely on the average with the original simultaneous 
Eqs. (2.4.4), that is, P1 and P3 will be more nearly equal. 
Just as real generated power limits are being imposed on the system 
generators, it is far more crucial in the light of Lachs' arguments that 
constraints be dually enforced on their reactive demands as well. Recall in 
his scenario that the brink of collapse was not solidly assured until the 
point where excitation intervention prohibited a majority of rotating units 
from churning out the necessary reactive power that up until that time had 
been maintaining aggravated transmission voltag.e levels. However, this becomes 
tricky business in the Newton-Raphson method of load flow solutions, for 
generated reactive power limit checks cannot be made too early in the itera-
tive process as the solution-space takes sizeable (and thus deceiving) leaps 
in the first couple of iterations.[lOj As a measure to combat this, an 
"interum" reactive generation quantity will not be calculated until just 
before the third iteration when it can be reasonably ascertained that the 
final solution will not waver too far from that point in the solution-space. 
It will be assumed that manual excitation control will intervene at a 
given generator when it shows signs of operating at a power factor less than 
0.9. In itself this is a trivial calculation as all the generated real 
powers (with the exception of the swing generator) have been fixed at prede-
termined values in the economic dispatch. It merely becomes a matter of 
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expressing the reactive power output Qi of machine i with that of its real 
power P according to the power triangle relation 
i 
pi 
= 0.9 => p2 = 0.81P~ + 0.81Q~ i j~ + Q2 
1 i 
2 0.19 p2 
Qi = 0.81 i 
Mr • 0.4843P. (2.4.5) Qi = pi 1 
If at any point beyond the third iteration this power factor limit is under-
passed by any single generator other than the swing generator, the provisions 
discussed in Section 2.2 for voltage~controlled buses will no longer hold 
valid for the terminal bus at that machine and its previously fixed voltage 
will be destined to attendantly decline thereafter in the ensuing iterations. 
It is noted from the system diagram in Fig. 2.2 that there is only one 
tap-changing under load transformer in our network, located between buses 4 
and 8. In an effort to remain consistent with Lachs' assumptions the trans-· 
former is elected to regulate the distribution level or load-side voltage at 
bus 8, though our steady-model can facilitate the regulation of either side 
with no problem~ The reason that this is the only transformer in the system 
chosen to possess the tap-changing feature is merely for the sake of simplic-
ity in the programming chore. 
Bear in mind again that in the iterative procedure, this transformer's 
"incremental" tap ratio ~t joins ranks with the other state variables 
comprising the vector ~x in Eq. (2.2.3). This insinuates that like the other 
variables 6~1 and 61, by the time a final load flow solution is reached the 
final tap ratio twill have a value assigned to it that is "exact", at least 
to the limit of accuracy delegated by the selected error margin. 
However, as discussed in Appendix D it is conventional to allow a distri-
bution level tap-changing mechanism the capability of switching to any one of 
32 discrete positions, that is, 16 positions at ±5/8% increments from the 
nominal ratio, which is of course unity. To permit a convergent solution for 
the final tap value t to take on any continuous value down to any number of 
significant digits, then, is highly contradictory. Therefore, our particular 
load flow strategy is amended to account for this as well. 
After every convergent solution in which the iterative process had just 
previously operated on the tap ratio t, the closest 5/8% increment to the 
final value for t is substituted for it and the load flow procedure begins 
again, only treating its previously regulated voltage magnitude (at bus 8 in 
this case) as the state variable in place of t, which from there on out remains 
fixed at the proper increment available to it. In other words the load flow 
problem is defined in the beginning by Eq. (2.2.3), but after a value for t 
is reached and its nearest realistic value is established, Eq. (2.2.2) is 
then solved based now on this fixed quantity. 
This format for reaching steady-state values of tap ratios and their 
regulated voltages simulates for all practical purposes the voltage-sensing 
apparatus that is a part of the entire tap-changing picture. The sensor in 
effect feeds a continuous "voltage difference" signal to the motor control 
circuit which, when this difference gets too large, actuates the motor 
drive that physically changes the tap setting under load in the proper 
direction. 
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Lastly, where the actual system loads are concerned, it is imperative 
that they eventually provide the ample stress on the transmission network 
that will instigate a probable instability condition. This can be a 
seemingly delicate procedure when considering attempting simulations of this 
sort on digital computer, so in order to more easily follow the gradual 
trends in our system's behavior it is chosen to run the load flow analysis at 
each hour according to a load profile typical of a hot summer day in the Midwest. 
The profile curve and the specific percentages of full load extracted from it 
at each hour of the day are shown in Fig. 2.? on the following page. Full 
load is int'erpreted to correspond to the 100% value seen to occur at 5:00 pm 
on that day. All the system loads are assumed to exhibit constant power fac-
tors of 0.9 throughout all 24 hours and the specific loads that serve as 
inputs to the program are chosen to correspond to a preselected base case 
percentage of that full load. Before each of the 24 studies, then, the magni-
tude of each load is increased or decreased as the profile authorizes. 
In supplement to each load flow run and their subsequent interpretations 
a dynamic stability study will be performed to investigate the system's 
strength in withstanding small perturbations from each of the acquired steady-
state points. This is justified when considering the lengthy time lapse that 
transpires from the point of an initial disturbance to the ultimate collapse 
of the power system's voltage profile. Chapter 3 will deal in length with the 
actual definitions and theory behind dynamic stability, the development of 
the hybrid machine models and excitation system representations used, and the 
final coupling of these models with the transmission network into the state-
space system to be solved based upon the specific operating point obtained 
from the previous load flow solution. 
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3. DYNAMIC STABILITY STUDY 
3.1 Introduction 
According to the terms and definitions of stability proposed by the Power 
System Engineering Committee of IEEE in 1981, two sep·arate classifications of 
power system stability exist: stead~state and transient, the problems with 
which each is associated are different in several ways. 
A power system is interpreted as being dynamically stable for a par-
ticular steady-state operating point if following any small disturbance it 
reaches another steady-state operating status identical to (if the distur-
bance is temporary) or close to (if the disturbance is permanent) that of the 
pre-disturbanced system.[ll], [12] Hence this gives rise to the term "small 
disturbance stability" which is known to des .cribe the same classification as 
w·ell. 
With regards . to dynamic stability a small disturbance is suitably defined 
as one for which the differential equations that describe the dynamics of a 
power system may be linearized for· the purpose of analysis. Any power system 
forms a group of interconnected electro-mechanical elements whose "motions" 
are represented by these equations and with large perturbations they are 
highly nonlinear. Enforcing the stipulation that the changes remain small 
affords us the ability to linearize them about a quiescent operating point 
with little loss of accuracy.[13] 
Dynamic stability, especially in this study~ implies the ability of all 
the machines in .a system to adjust to small changes in the form of loading 
impacts or fluctuations. As a forethought to this, consider any multi-
machine system feeding a constant load that at a given instant is changed by 
a small increment, possibly through the energizing of a large motor somewhere 
in the system. This load change will manifest itself at each of the several 
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machines to the degrees at which each one serves that particular load. And 
since the change in load is an increase there is an immediate increase in the 
output power requirements from each of the machines. In the time interval prior 
to governor intervention the transient behavior in machine voltages, currents 
and speeds will all be different, due primarily to their comparative unit 
sizes, designs and electrical locations with respect to the changing load. 
Thus each unit responds by contributing its share of the load increase and 
having its own unique natural frequency of response, will oscillate tem-
porarily until damping forces can decay it. 
Universally then, the one change in load sets up an arena of oscillatory 
responses and the system "rings" for a time with an entire spectrum of fre-
quencies. In examining the dynamic performance of the system it is impera-
tive to ascertain not only that growing oscillations do not result during 
normal operations but that these oscillatory responses to small perturbations 
are satisfactorily damped as well. In any other instance when the oscilla-
tions grow in magnitude or are sustained indefinitely the system will be 
unstable.[11], [13] 
Such is the type of behavioral information accessible to one when 
investigating dynamic stability. The differential equations having been 
determined and linearized in a first order approximation about a quiescent 
status point, the system's characteristic equation is formed from which the 
information regarding stability is obtained. If the mathematical description 
of the system is written the state-space form 
X [A].!_ + [B ]~ (3.1.1) 
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the free response of the system is readily determined from viewing the eigen-
values of [A], the roots of the characteristic equation.[ll] If the square 
matrix [A] is of order n, the solution to the first order differential 
equation for any one state variable xi in Eq. (3.1.1) will take the general 
form 
s. t s 2 t s t xi= cil e ~ + ci2 e + ••• +cine n (3.1.2) 
where cil' ciZ' ••• , cin are constants of integration and s 1 , s 2 , ••• , sn 
are the roots of the characteristic equation. 
Each of these roots (eigenvalues of [A]) can be complex and so in general 
can be expressed in the notation si = ai + jwi~ the real parts of which 
describe the envelope of the system's oscillatory modes while the imaginary 
components indicate their respective frequencies. Therefore, if any of the 
roots s. yield positive real parts, the quantity x. in Eq. (3.1.2) will 
~ ~ 
increase continuously in time and a steady-state condition will not be re-
established. The major criterion for dynamic stability, then, is that all the 
real parts of the eigenvalues of [A] be negative.[13] 
In much the same way that stability is, power system instability can also 
be divided into two types, one of which, called "angle instability," is caused 
by insufficient synchronizing and damping torques. The other, "voltage 
instability," is the result of insufficient reactive support and is the type 
around which this research is concentrated. It is this type of instability 
that gives way to system collapse even when proper synchronizing and damping 
torques are readily available.[l2] 
According to the .records collected from the French collapse on December 19, 
1978, the voltage instability phenomenon proceeded very slowly from 8:00 am 
to 8:30 am.[1] In addition, it is obvious from Lachs' sequence of events 
leading to voltage collapse that the overall time duration of the event 
spans a matter of several minutes. It would be very natural, then, to con-
sider that system collapse phenomena are more closely related to the dyna-
mic rather than the transient performance of the power system. And so it 
is upon this promise that the dynamic stability route is taken. 
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Differential equations will be assigned to describe not only the electro-
mechanical "motions" of each machine in our 11-bus system but the electri-
cal dynamics of field excitation and automatic voltage regulation as well. 
These in turn will be linearized about previous steady-state load flow con-
ditions and expressed in the state-space format of Eq. (3.1.1), at which 
time the eigenvalues of [A] will be sought as the measure of operating 
point stability. 
3.2 Machine and Excitation System Models 
Any model of a synchronous machine is generally assumed to have three 
phase windings on the stator and three other windings on the rotor. Those on 
the rotor include two fictitious short-circuited amortisseur or damper wind-
ings, one of which lies along the direct axis of the field winding while the 
second lies along its neutral (quadrature) axis, and the field winding 
itself.[ll] These six windings are magnetically coupled as governed by a 
function of the rotor's position which in turn is a function of time. 
This coupled circuit viewpoint of the six windings, however, indicates that 
the mathematical description of the synchronous machine includes differential 
equations that have time-varying inductance coefficients. It is mandatory, 
then, to adopt a transformation of variables that simplifies this descrip-
tion. This is realized universally in what is known as Park's transformation, 
a power-invariant conversion that projects the actual variables onto the 
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direct and quadrature axes of the rotor and essentially converts the three 
stator windings into two equivalent fictitious windings (called the d-axis 
and q~axis windings) that move synchronously with the rotor.[l4j 
This post-transformation model now has five windings (two stator and 
three· rotor), the differential equations for which have exclusively time-
invariant coefficients. Since the stator windings rotate synchronously with 
those of the rotor there is no mutual coupling between the direct and quadra-
ture axis windings. Adopting from here on out the convention that the d-axis 
leads the q-axis (which is the less popular of the two alternatives in most 
literature), the equivalent five-winding model is shown pictorially in 
Fig. 3.1 below: 
DIRECTION 
OF 
ROTATION 
Figure 3.1. Equivalent 5-winding synchronous machine model. 
In any stability study the response of a large number of these synchro-
nous machines to a given disturbance is investigated. In the light that the 
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complete state-space model of the power system includes not only the 
equations for each machine but those for mechanical torques, excitation 
systems and network constraints as well, the overall mathematical description 
is rendered exceedingly complex and various assumptions are undertaken in 
order to simplify this model depending on the type of disturbance being 
exploited. 
For the purposes of dynamic stability the need for viewing any subtran-
sient effects in machine motion is obviated, so they will be neglected to 
start out with while those on the transient level will remain accounted for. 
In the specific machine model selected for use in this research, these tran-
sient effects will be dominated by the rotor circuits, namely the field cir-
cuit in the d-axis and an equivalent short-circuited coil in the q-axis which 
is chosen to represent the effects of eddy currents present in a perfectly 
solid cylindrical rotor. This single q-axis coil will serve as a replacement 
for the original two damper windings in Fig. 3.1, which is valid under the 
assumption that the rotor is indeed solid and round. The last assumption 
made in our forthcoming machine model is that the flux linkages centered on 
the d-axis and q-axis in the stator circuits are contant as their time deri-
vations can be considered negligible as compared to speed voltage.[ll ] , [14] 
The machine model is now left with two algebraic stator circuit equations 
and two differential rotor circuit equations. After a lengthy mani pulation 
of these fundamental equations (the bulk of which is omitted here), the f inal 
machine model to be used for the purpose of dynamic stability, herein 
referred to as the two-axis E' model, is composed of stator equations 
vd -rl - x'r + d q q 
v -rl + x'I + q q d d 
and rotor equations 
' dE 
. ' 1 ' 
__<l = Eq ---E dt T ' q do 
' dEd _ , 
dt- Ed 1 ' --E T' . d 
qo 
E' 
d 
E' 
q 
1 I +-1-+-- (x - x') 
T' d d d T' 
do 
1 
T' qo 
do 
(x - x') I q q q 
Efd 
which together breed the machine's electromechanical swing 
dw 
-= w dt 
do dt- 5 
where 
D w w+~ (P 2H 2H m 
w D 0 
w + 2H pm 2H 
(JJ- w 
0 
- p ) 
g 
w 
0 ' + E'I ) + (x' - X') -- [ (E I 2H q q d d d q 
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(3.2.1) 
(3.2.2) 
(3.2.3) 
(3.2.4) 
equations 
Idiq ] (3.2.5) 
(3.2.6) 
v + ·v J d is the machine output voltage at the terminals in per-unit q 
I + jld is the machine output current at the terminals in per-unit q 
' ' E + jEd defines a machine voltage behind transient · reactance in per-unit q 
xd is the unsaturated d-axis synchronous reactance in per-unit 
X is the unsaturated q-axis synchronous reactance in per-unit q 
' xd is the unsaturated d-axis transient reactance in per-unit 
' X is the unsaturated q-axis transient reactance in per-unit q 
r is the winding resistance in per-unit and is typical throughout 
' T is ~he q-axis transient open circuit time constant in seconds qo 
' Tdo is the d-axis transient open circuit time constant in seconds 
Efd is excitation field voltage in per-unit 
w is the actual rotor speed in radians per second 
w is the synchronous rotor speed (376.99 rad/sec) 
0 
H is the inertia constant of the machine in MJ-sec/ MVA 
D is the machine load damping coefficient in per-unit 
P is the mechanical output power of the machine in per-unit 
m 
P is the electrical output power of the machine in per-unit g 
o is the relative rotor position in radians 
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All of the necessary machine constants are tabulated on the following page i n 
Table 3.1. 
' ' The voltages Eq and Ed are the q- and d-axis components of the electromo-
tive force produced by the transient flux linkage, call ed the voltage behind 
transient reactance. Equations (3.2.1) and ( 3.2.2) may be represented by the 
equivalent circuit of Fig. 3.2 below, expressed in the q- and d-axis 
reference ( machine reference) frame: 
+ 
'?tl -- r=' 1:. '-q + 
Figure 3. 2 . Transient equival ent circui t of a synchr onous machine. 
the 
TABLE 3.1 INDIVIDUAL MACHINE PARAMETERS FOR THE 11-BUS 3-MACHINE 
STUDY SYSTEM EXPRESSED ON A 100 MVA BASE 
SYNCHRONOUS MACHINE DATA ON A 100 MVA BASE 
Quantity Machine 1 Machine 2 Machine 3 
H 18.9803 34.6365 18.9803 
I xd 0.2640 0.1945 o. 2640 
I 
0.0386 0.0461 i :,;:d 0.0461 I 
X 0.2585 0.1804 0.2585 I q 
:t 
~ 0.1523 0.0619 0.1523 I q 
'd~ 5. 6500 7.9000 5 . 6500 
T 
~ 1.5000 0.4100 1.5000 qo 
The voltage and current quantities are shown as rotating phasors (thus 
' notation) while the transient reactance xd stems from the assumption 
' that x ' xd which is equivalent to neglecting the transient saliency of the q 
machine. If quasi-steady-state conditions are assumed to apply at any par-
ticular instant, the relations expressed in Eqs. (3 . 2 . 1) and (3 . 2 . 2) may also 
be represented by the instantaneous or "snapshot" phasor diagram shown below 
in Fig. 3.3 with the barred notation signifying the instantaneous positions 
of otherwise rotating phasors at a certain time t: 
a-AXIS 
' 
" 
"' 
/ 
"' 
/ 
"' 
"' "' 
/ 
/ 
/ 
Figure 3.3. Phasor orientation of the transient equivalent machine 
circuit variables. 
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' ' The state variables Eq' Ed, wand o in Eqs. (3.2.3) through (3.2.6) are 
among those found in state vector~ of Eq. (3.1.1) and form respective sub-
vectors for every machine in the system. The algebraic Eqs. (3.2.1) and 
(3.2.2) assist in turn in the coupling of the machines together into the 
"dynamic Jacobian matrix" [A] and are governed by the status of the operating 
point being studied. 
Along with these state variables will be included those describing the 
dynamics of each machine's excitation system. The primary function of an 
excitation system is to enhance the transient stability of a power system. 
When any type of disturbance occurs, the effects of the armature reactions at 
each generator tend to decrease their "effective" ·airgap fluxes. In order to 
boost this flux, the excitation system will increase each machine's field 
voltage via feedback control, thus regulating not only the generated EMF at 
each machine, but their output voltages, power factors and current magnitudes 
as well.[ll], [14] 
Various types of control schemes are in widespread use today and any fun-
damental distinctions made between them are usually done so on the basis of 
the type of excitation power source employed. In many modern day systems the 
exciter is a de generator driven by either the steam turbine (on the same 
shaft as the generator) or an induction motor. In either case a commutator 
provides the source of excitation system power and this will be the type of 
system used for our dynamic modelling. 
In the 1960's IEEE appointed a study group to universally standardize the 
representation of excitation systems in the light of the tremendous evolution 
of different models that had come about by that time for purposes of computer 
simulation. In 1967 this group presented a final report which identified 
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four different types of generally representative models on the basis of the 
specific commercial systems in popular use at the time.[l1] The de excitation 
system of interest here falls into the category of the IEEE Type 1 system 
comprised of a continuously acting regulator and exciter. Continuous regula-
tion implies that the control signal is always present and exerts an effort 
proportional to the system error, thus continuously initiating corrective 
action for small changes in the controlled variable. The block diagram for 
the Type 1 system is shown below in Fig. 3.4: 
POTENTIAL 
TRANSFORMER 
AND RECTIFIER 
VOLTAGE 
REGULATOR 
vref 
SUPPLEMENTAR't' 
SIGNALS 
REGULATOR 
AMPL!riER 
vr min 
'---------' 
DERIVATIVE 
FEEDBACK 
COMPENSATION 
+ 
SATURATION 
FUNCTION 
1.__----....------J 
FIELD 
VOLTAGE 
EX l.I TfR 
Figure 3.4. IEEE Type 1 excitation system representation for a continuously 
operating regulator and exciter. 
Note firstly that provisions are made for the first-order smoothing or 
filtering of the generator terminal voltage magnitude IV I through the regulator 
t 
input filter time constant T • 
r 
The filter output v1 is proportional (through 
gain K ) to either the sum or the average of the rms values of the three phase 
r 
voltages. The regulator compares v1 against a fixed reference and produces a 
regulator output Ve' called the error voltage. The amplifier portion of the 
excitation system can be physically realized in a number of different ways 
but in any case is assumed to linearly amplify the error voltage with gain 
K and time constant T • As with any amplifier, a saturation value must be 
a a 
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specified as seen conditionally by V . ' V ' V • The exciter output Efd' ruun r rmax 
the field voltage, is a first-order linear function of the regulator output 
voltage Vr through the exciter time constant Te and exciter gain Ke which 
relates to the self-excited field. 
Examinations of the root locus of the transfer function just up to this 
point have revealed that the response of the system is heavily governed by 
the exciter poles that are very close to the origin and that even modest 
values of gain can be likely to excite unstable modes in this response.[ll] 
This justifies the need for compensation in the control network (which can 
take many forms) and usually involves the derivative feedback and lag compen-
sation shown in Fig. 3.4. This is otherwise known as a regulator stabilizing 
circuit. 
Lastly, Se = f(Efd) represents a nonlinear correction function that takes 
into account exciter saturation. For sufficiently small values of 
Efd however, the system retains a nearly linear characteristic (Se 
' 
0) and 
this is what is generally assumed in analytical studies such as this. The 
excitation system gains and time constants chosen for each machine are listed 
in Table 3.2 on the following page. 
As for the state equations describing the IEEE Type 1 excitation system 
it can be verified from Fig. 3.4 that in the time domain 
(3.2.7) 
dV 3 
v3 --= dt 
dV 
r 
v --= dt r 
TABLE 3.2 INDIVIDUAL EXCITATION SYSTEM PARAMETERS FOR 
THE 11-BUS 3-MACHINE STUDY SYSTEM 
EXCITATION SYSTEM DATA 
Quantity Machine 1 Machine 2 Machine 3 
K 1.000 1.000 1.000 
r 
r 0.050 0.010 0.050 
r 
K 40.000 40.000 t..O. OOO 
a 
'! 0.001 0.200 0.001 
a 
K 1.000 1.000 1.000 
e 
'! 1.000 1.000 1.000 
e 
Kf 0.050 0.050 0.050 
,_ 2.000 1 . 000 2.000 
t 
= Kf [-1 V 
s + K 
Efd } - ~f v3 e e Tf Te r T e 
K 1 a (Vref - V1 - V3) =- --V T T r 
a a 
S + K 
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(3.2.8) 
(3.2.9) 
--= dt 
• 1 
E =-V fd T r 
e 
e e 
---- Efd Te 
(3.2.10) 
where l v 1 = ~v2 + v2 v ~ v ~ v d v v v d E h t q d' rmin r rmax an 1' 3' r an fd are t e 
state vari ables in x of Eq. (3.1.1) that will complete the subvector for each 
' ' machine in the dynamic stability study along with Eq, Ed, wand o. For the 
3-machine, 11-bus system undergoing study, then, the dynamic Jacobian [A] will 
have an order of 24. 
3.3 The Steady-State Operating Point 
In order to formulate an operating point from steady-state load flow 
results about which a dynamic stability study is to be performed, it should be 
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recalled again that the variables in Eqs. (3.2.1) through (3.2.6) that are 
subscripted with q or d are done so to indicate that they are expressed as 
components of the q- and d-axis, which form the machine reference frame. 
Unfortunately, any bus voltages or line currents obtained from a load flow 
study are related through a completely different and arbitrary reference, 
usually through the polar angle that is chosen to help represent the complex 
swing bus voltage. Therefore it becomes mandatory to have a knowledge of the 
relative displacement of these references with respect to each other so as to 
allow us the freedom of being able to express both machine and network 
variables in either reference (machine or system) as it becomes necessary. 
The general equation for the angle that the d-axis of the rotor makes with the 
reference phase axis a is 
e( t) = w t + a( t) 
0 
(3.3.1) 
where w is rated synchronous angular speed, t is a particular instant of 
0 
time and a(t) is the angle that the machine d-axis makes with the synchro-
nously rotating system reference chosen. If IEEE recommendations are 
followed, a(t) = ; + o(t) and in steady state o(t) and a(t) are both 
constant. This is seen with more clarity in Figure 3.5 below: 
a-AXIS 
/ 
/ 
/ 
/ 
/ 
q -AXIS 
SYSTEM 
- -7~'" REFERENCE 
// AXIS 
Figure 3.5 . IEEE convention of defining the relative positions of 
machine and system reference axes. 
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To begin then we shall establish this synchronously rotating system 
reference axis as the Q-axis, chosen by previous suggestion to correspond to 
the angle arbitrarily selected for the swing bus voltage in the system net-
work. And just as in the machine reference frame, the system reference will 
have a leading D-axis as well, serving the imaginary components of all system-
referenced variables. 
In view of Fig. 3.5 it becomes our motive to pin down o, the angle 
(constant in steady-state) that displaces the real (or imaginary) axes in both 
5 
reference frames from each other. When a machine operates in steady-state, 
differential state equations are not necessary since all variables are either 
constant or sinusoidal variations in time. In a situation such as this, pha-
sor equations are a bit more appropriate and our development in finding o 
will evolve around these.[14] 
Assuming firstly that winding resistance r in algebraic stator Eq. 
(3.2.1) is negligible (=0) this equation becomes 
' 
-x I + Ed q q (3.3.2) 
' and in order to obtain a steady-state expression for Ed, its differential Eq. 
(3.2.4) is set equal to zero: 
1 ' 
--E 
' d T qo 
leaving 
1 
T' qo 
' (x - x ) Iq q q 
5It is worthy to note that o is not to be confused with the torque angle of 
the machine. 
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(3.3.3) 
and plugging this back into Eq. (3.3.2), we are shown that 
(3.3.4) 
Now we define the instantaneous phasor quantity 
-
Eqa = Vt + jxqit 
(3.3.5 ) 
A quick reference back to Eq. (3.3.4) will reveal that E lies solely on qa 
the real q-axis, for its imaginary component (that on the d-axis) is zero. It 
is this vector E , then, that will allow us to locate the machine reference qa 
axes with respect to those of the system reference, or in other words, to 
calculate o. For when Vt and It (the generator terminal voltage and injection 
current respectively, from Fig. 3.2) are ohtained from the load flow, expansions 
of both into their real and imaginary components will yield Vt = VQ + jVD and 
IQ + jiD expressed in the system reference frame. A calculation of E i n qa 
this frame will result in a complex number, the angle of which is precisely o. 
Therefore, for the ith machine in ann-bus system 
1
[ 
Im (E . ) f o - qa~ o. = tan 
~ Re (E i) J 
. qa 
-1! Im(Vti + jx .It.) 1 = tan g~ ~ I 
Re(Vti + jxqirti) 
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(3.3.6) 
where the superscipt "o" denotes a specific operating point quantity. As state 
before in so many words, 
(3.3.7) 
IV ti I sin oti (3.3.8) 
IV ti I (3.3.9) 
where I V~ I and ot are those voltage magnitudes and angles at machine terminal 
buses only and are calculated directly from the load flow. As for the machine 
currents, 
(3.3.10) . 
n ISLil I IY .. V. I sin( e .. + o.) + jv I sin(-~.+ o.) j = 1 ~J J ~J J i ~ ~. (3.3.11) 
where ISLi l /oti represents any complex load that might possibly be connected 
to generator terminal bus i and again, lVI Li is calculated in t he load flow 
for every bus. Equations (3.3.10) and (3.3.11) simply indicate that the 
total machine current I . injected into the network is the sum of the net t~ 
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current injection through the lines into bus i~ = [Y]~) and any current drawn 
- -* -* from a load connected to bus i(I1 = s1 /v1 ). 
Once these quantities are obtained, calculating E;0 and E~0 is trivial, 
for rewriting Eqs. (3.2.1) and (3.2.2) in the system reference coordinates 
yields 
(3.3.12) 
(3.3.13) 
and doesn't affect the validity of the original machine reference equalities. 
' ' Keeping r = 0 and neglecting transient saliency (xq = xd)' the desired 
operating values become 
0 ' 0 
VQi- xdi1 Di (3.3.14) 
(3.3.15) 
'O tO 0 0 Finally, machine reference quantities Eq , Ed , Iq and Id can be calcu-
lated from a simple axis transformation as follows: 
(3.3.16) 
where the parenthetical variables are those on which the transformation is to 
be performed. An inversion of the matrix factor in Eq. (3.3.16) would yield 
the one needed to convert system reference variables to the machine reference. 
All in all, the general phasor relationships of the preceding variables in 
their respective reference frames are clarified diagrammatically in Fig. 3.6 
below: 
q-AXIS 
Figure 3.6. Phasor orientation of sysiem and machine variables used 
in calculating the steady-state operating point. 
3.4 Formulation of the Dynamic Jacobian Matrix 
The dynamic Jacobian matrix [A] of state-space Eq. (3.1.1) is the result 
of coupling each machine model with that of its own excitation system and 
coupling each of these larger subsystems with each other through the 
transmission line network. Each el·ement of [Aj therefore is a function of 
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constant system and machine parameters, steady-state load flow results and the 
precalculated operating point quantities discussed in Section 3.3. A schemat-
ic overview of this coupling relationship is shown in Fig. 3.7 below. The 
matrices indicated in the different blocks are defined in Appendix C and are 
those involved in that particular process in the total interconnection. Their 
elements represent first-order linearized expressions evaluated at a certain 
.6 ICI SYSTEM TO 
.6I a 
MACHINE 
.6Io 
.6! d TRANSFORMATION (s] , [R] 68 
.6Id 68 
6E 1 6I 0 6Iq .6E ~ MACHINE TO a SYS TEM SYNCHRONOUS 
.6E,d MACHINES 6f~ SYSTEM 6E 1 NETWORK 610 
(D), (F). (G), (Bm] TRANSFORMATION 0 EQUATIONS 
.6Pm 6w [T] [YN] 
6E~ 
6lv,l 6v0 .6t::~ 
6Efd EXCITATION 
STAfOR 
--SYSTEMS ~( )2+( )2 6v0 ALGEBRAIC 6 I 0 (Ae], (E). (Be] 6 v,ef EQUATIONS [z] o r 0 
Figure 3 .7. Schematic diagram of interconnections among various sub-
systems in a multi-machine network. 
operating point. This section will concern itself only with localizing all of 
6 
the equations involved in the building of (A] while the linearization and actual 
construction of the resultant matrix in a block-structure format will be dealt 
with in Appendix C. The following equations will be introduced in their matrix 
forms in order to more clearly identify respective inputs and outputs of each 
block in Fig. 3.7. 
Firstly, the synchronous machines' electromechanical equations (Eqs. 
(3.2.3) through (3.2.6)) become 
. ' 1 X - xd E 0 0 0 E 0 d q T' q T' do 
X do 1 - X 
[:: Ed 0 0 .0 Ed 
q q 0 
T' + T' qo qo 
0 0 D 0 w 2H w 0 0 
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
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0 1 0 
T' do 
0 0 0 
+ p + Efd + (3.4.1) m 
w w 
0 0 0 ' ' 2H - 2H(Eqlq + Edld) 
0 0 -w 
0 
while those describing each excitation system's "motion" (Eqs. (3.2.7) through 
(3.2.10)) are 
1 K 
v1 0 0 0 vl 
r 
T T 
r r 
v3 0 - _1_ 
Kf KfKe 
v3 0 ---Tf TfTe TfTe + IVt I + 
K K 
v -2 a 1 0 v 0 
r T T T r 
a a a 
1 K 
Efd 0 0 
e 
Efd 0 T T L e e 
-It becomes necessary as seen in Fig. 3.7 to convert all 
to the system reference frame, so as in Eq. (3.3.16), 
I q cos 0 
-sin o 
sin o 
cos o. ID 
0 
0 
v 
ref (3.4.2) 
K a 
T 
a 
0 
machine currents 
(3.4.3) 
and it is required as well to perform the opposite transformation on all 
generated EMF's, that is, from the system to the machine reference frame. So 
inverting the· matrix factor immediately above, we have 
cos 0 -sin 0 E q 
(3. 4 .4) 
' sin 0 cos 0 Ed 
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Rewriting algebraic stator Eqs. (3.2.1) and (3.2.2) with respect to system 
reference axes yields 
= 
0 
' -x 
q 
+ 
' E 
Q 
E' 
D 
(3.4.5) 
Before considering the actual network equations, a few preliminary steps 
are to be taken that eventually lead to the complete reduction of the network 
down to nothing more than just the internal generator modes.[ll], [14] An 
internal generator node, referring back to Fig. 3.2, is the node separating 
- ' the generator EMF E' from transient reactance xd (still assuming r = 0). 
Recall also that this type of node is not included in the load flow Y-bus and 
so it is to be augmented with these nodes before beginning the reduction. In 
addition to this, the augmented network is assumed to absorb all loads in the 
form of constant admittances, so they too need the proper consideration prior 
to reduction. An overview of the predicament is visualized in Fig. 3.8: 
• 
• 
TRANSMISSION • 
NETWORK •· 
• 
DESCRIBED k+Z 
SY [Y bus] 
• 
• 
GENERATORS LOADS 
Figure 3.8. Pictorial reduction of a multi-machine power system down to 
an internal generator bus equivalent. 
Consider then the n-bus, k-machine system in Fig. 3.8 whose Y-bus admit-
tance matrix (augmented with internal generator nodes) is partitioned 
accordingly: 
[Ykk] I [Ykn] 
I 
I 
--------L------1 
I 
[Ynk] I [Y ] 1 nn 
where subscript k is used to denote internal generator nodes and subscript n 
is used for the original network nodes. [YkkJ is of course a square matrix 
_, _, _, ' ' 
whose only non-zero elements are ydl' ydZ' ••• , Ydk or 1/jxd1 , 1/jxd2 , ••• , 
' 1/jxdk and occupy all the diagonal positions. The negatives of these admit-
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tances are the only non-zero elements in [Ykn] and [Ynkj as well, although 
they won't occupy the same relative positions invariably, as most of the time 
they won't be square matrices at all. Note however that they will always be 
perfect transposes of each other. Lastly, · [Y J is not only of the same order 
nn 
as [Yb j but actually contains it in addition to the diagonal contributions 
us 
of both the above transient admittances and the constant impedance loads. The 
equivalent shunt admittance representing a constant load is found through the 
relation 
PL . QL 
- Jl---- = 
IV 12 IV 12 L L 
(3.4.6) 
-
where P1 + jQ1 = s1 is the complex load at the bus, jv1 j is that load bus' 
voltage magnitude calculated in the load flow and y1 is the diagonal element 
contribution to [Y J. 
nn 
Obtaining the final generator internal node equivalent [YN] is realized 
through aKron-reduction of the partitioned matrix as follows: 
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[Yeq] [Ykk] - [Ykn] [Ynn]-l [Ynk] (3.4.7) 
where [Y ] is a complex matrix of order k, the number of generators in the 
eq 
system. 
The network equation block in Fig. 3.7 is at last described in terms of 
the real matrix [YN] in this manner: 
' 
IQl Gll -Bll Gl2 -Bl2 Glk -Blk EQl 
' 1
n1 Bll Gll 812 Gl2 8 lk 81k ED! 
' IQ2 G21 -B21 G22 -B22 G2k -B2k EQ2 
' (3.4.8) 1
n2 == B21 G21 B22 G22 B2k G2k ED2 
' IQk Gkl -Bkl Gk2 -Bk2 Gkk -Bkk EQk 
' 1Dk Bkl I Gkl Bk2 Gk2 Bkk Gkk EDk 
where Gij + jB-ij are the corresponding complex elements of [Y ] . eq 
4. RESULTS OF LOAD FLOW AND DYNAMIC STABILITY STUDIES 
4.1 Typical Load Flow Observations 
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Table 4.1 is the result of the computer simulation of our study system's 
steady-state and dynamic behavior at 9:00 am under 74.40% of total load and 
exhibits a format typical of those for every hour of the day. The output for 
this particular hour is discu~sed for purely aesthetic reasons and serves 
merely to familiarize us with the locus of information that is kept under sur-
veillance with each hourly study. 
The load flow results are laid out in a manner similar to that employed by 
the utility industry and monitors for each bus its voltage in polar form, any 
generated complex power output injected into the network, the load it serves 
and the line flows from that bus to every bus to which it makes a transmission 
connection. Note that for our tap-changing under load transformer which as 
aforesaid regulates the voltage magnitude at bus 8, its final tap ratio is 
tracked as well and accompanies the results shown for that bus. As 
afterthoughts to the load flow study, the total real and reactive losses through 
transmission are calculated after convergence in addition to the number of 
iterations used in finding both the "continuous" tap ratio and the regulated 
bus' final voltage magnitude subsequent to fixing the tap at the nearest 5/8% 
increment. 
From an initial glance, the first notion that seizes our regard is that 
even at 9:00 am the system is quite heavily loaded as apparent from two 
somewhat related considerations. Firstly, at this time in the morning the tap 
ratio at bus 8 has already plummetted to 0.87500, or 20 tap changes below the 
nominal at increments of 0.00625. Resigning to call this "physically 
realistic" would certainly be fallacious, but the following interpretation of 
this is redeeming insofar as the information it provides. 
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TABLE 4.1. LOAD FLOW AND DYNAMIC STABILITY STATUS AT 9:00 AM 
THE TIME IS 9 : 00 AM WITH 74 . 40~ OF TOT~L LOAD 
···············-······*························································ ··················~······ 
BUS DATA LINE FLOW 
t ·····························*····~·········~································· ······~·················· 
sus VOLTAGE ANOLE --- -- GENERATION- - - - - - -------LOAO-------- TAP RATIO - -------POWER FLOW -- -------
REAL REACTIVE REAL REACTIVE TO BUS REAL REACTIVE 
I . 0200 0.0000 4 . 0027 3 . 1~3~ 6 . 78!58 3 . 0!536 
---------- --------- --- ----· 
7 - 2 . 7831 2381 
2 1 . 0400 6.3160 17 . 8843 8 . 0397 . 7726 . 3476 ••••* 
---------------------------
4 3 . 8234 2 . 347!5 
!5 6 . 7716 4 . 1081 
6 2 . 165'5 . 97341 
7 4 . 3~11 . 9809 
3 . 9414 -4 . 2 .. 3!5 4 . 0000 1 . 9373 3 7970 1. 7086 .... :. 
-------- -- ----- ------------
4 . 2030 . 3988 
4 . 9321 -4 . 48!5!5 0 . 0000 0 . 0000 I . 71!58 . 7721 
-------- -------------- -----
2 -3.7602 -I . 4244 
3 - . 2027 - 3940 
!5 -2.!5687 - . 9768 
8 4.4299 - 3 0250 
. 9774 . 7603 0 . 0000 0 . 0000 0 . 0000 0 . 0000 ----- - -- - ---- ---- --- -------
2 - 6 . 7078 -3 . 2265 
4 2 . 5887 I . 2663 
9 4 . 1192 2 . 3787 
6 1 . 0376 6 . 04!52 0 . 0000 0 . 0000 0 . 0000 0 . 0000 
---------------------------
2 - 2 . 16!50 - . 9609 
10 2 . 1650 . 9843 
7 . 0213 2 . 1926 0 . 0000 0 . 0000 0 . 0000 0 . 0000 
------------- ---- ----------
' 
:! . 7936 - . 1316 
2 -4 . 3309 - . 653!5 
11 I . 5373 I . 0198 
8 . 9997 -10 . !52!53 0 . 0000 0 . 0000 4 . 7719 2 . 1473 . 87500 
--- -- ---------- ------------
4 - 4 . 3835 3 . 72t;3 
9 . 9167 -6 . 03!54 0 . 0000 0 . 0000 4 . 7411 ?. . 1335 
------- --- - - ~ -------------
!5 -4 . 1002 - 1 . 751'!2 
11 - . 64.()9 - . 34!50 
10 1 . 0129 2.7741 0 0000 0 . 0000 1 . 7!570 . 7907 
------------ ---------------
6 -2 . IG!50 - . 8388 
11 . 4080 . 0638 
11 . 9941!5 -.210 .. 0 . 0000 0.0000 1 . 2869 . 5790 
-- ----------- --------------
7 -1 . 5373 - . 929.4 
9 . 6536 . 4429 
10 - . 4032 - . 0417 
TOTAL REAL LOSS IN THE SYSTEM IS . 2!590 
TOTAL REACTIVE LOSS IN THE SYSTEM IS 1 . 59AO 
NUMeER OF ITERATIONS USED ITERATING ON THE TAP RATIO IS 7 
.Nt.IMBER OF ITERATIONS USED ITERATING ON VOL T.Mll!: IS z 
TABLE 4.1. 
...••.•.•...........•....•.••..• 
EIGENVALUES OF CAl 
......•......................... 
- -- - - REAL----- -- - IMAGINARY---
- . 998997£+03 0 . 
- . 998997£+03 0 . 
- . 999991E+02 0 . 
- . 20213-4E+02 0 . 
- . 201~48£+02 0 . 
- . 6-46~49E+OO . 122~30E+02 
- . 646~49E+OO - . 122~30E+02 
- . 4 79179£+00 . 10397~£+02 
- . 479179£+00 - . 10397~E+02 
- . 7-46766£+01 0 . 
- . 322731E+01 . 239191£+1)1 
- . 322731£+01 - . 239191E•01 
- . 8 79~26E•OO . 206046E•01 
- . 879~26E +OO - . 206046£+01 
- . 1 .. 7903£+01 . 129322!:+01 
- . , .. 7903!:+01 - . 129322£+01 
- . 137947E+01 0 . 
- . 489703E+OO .492~64£+00 
- . 489703£+00 - . 492~6-4£+00 
. 16!547!51!:-08 0 . 
- . 4108~7£-02 o. 
- . 920072£+00 o. 
- . ~0!5186£+00 0. 
- . ~80~2E+OO 0. 
CONTI NUED 
EIGENVALUES OF [J) 
-- ---REAL-----
- . 997431£+03 
- . 473-426E+03 
- . 187648£+03 
- . 183772E+03 
- . 180269E+03 
- . 11!0269E+03 
- 139193E+03 
- . 134000E+03 
- . 32142~E•OI. 
- . 724010E+02 
- . 724!548E•OI 
- . t77028E+02 
- . 224834E•02 
- . 323397£•02 
-.4!58!54!5£+02 
-.4~8~4!5£+02 
-.349970E+02 
- . 4216771!:+02 
-.421677E+02 
- . 1 OOOOOE+01 
- --IMAGINARV---
0 . 
0. 
0 . 
0 . 
. 1 08278E+02 
- . I 08278E +02 
0 . 
0 . 
0 . 
0 . 
0 . 
0 . 
0 . 
0 . 
. 3!5~776E+01 
- . 3~!5776£+01 
0 . 
. 21287~E+01 
- . 21287~£+01 
0 . 
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DETE~IHANT ~ OY~IC JACGBIAN IS - . 114248£+18 D!TERMINANT OF LOAOFLCW JACftBIAN IS . 2837181!:+3!5 
According to Lachs' arguments it is essential in any power system subjec-
tive to voltage collapse in the first place to possess the inherent ability to 
change taps at every level of voltage: transmission, subtransmission, distri-
bution, etc., indicating that from the highest voltage level to that of the 
smallest consumer there exists an ultimate capacity for as much as say a 50% 
per-unit boost in voltage. Regardless of how much, it is assumed to be large 
enough to eventually defy the limits of the system's available reactive 
generation. 
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And so, though a tap ratio of 0.87500 (or a voltage boost of 12.5%, 
coarsely assuming a linear relation) can't be physically realized by a single 
conventional transformer alone, it~ be realized to represent the equivalent 
voltage boosting capability of a number of cascaded transformers operating in 
conjunction to achieve the 12.5% hike in voltage. Granted, there are no 
voltage levels below the subtransmission level (138 kV) in the study system of 
Fig. 2.2, but the assumption that they do exist beyond its realm is not only a 
safe one, but gives a certain justice to the fact that only one load tap-
changing transformer has been chosen to operate in our system. 
A more obvious indicator of the extreme load conditions at 9:00 am rests 
in the voltage profile itself. The tap-changing mechanism does its job faith-
fully as the voltage at bus 8 reveals 0.9997 pu V, very close to the desired 
1.0000 pu V. Of particular interest for the moment, however, lies in the vol-
tage at bus 4, representing the high side of the LTC transformer. Its 
dangerously low voltage of 0.9321 pu V testifies to the nature of our trans-
former model and its interpretation as discussed in Section 2.3. The 
excessive reactive drain on the high-side busbar has rendered its voltage 
nearly 7% lower than that of the regulated si~e, which again is the price 
being paid to keep it nominal. This difference is far greater than what the 
mere reactive loss through a fixed tap transformer can account for, as evi-
denced by the more insignificant differences between the voltages at buses 6 
and 10 (2.38%) and those between buses 7 and 11 (2.62%). 
To elaborate on this even further, it is seen from the line flows that the 
under-load tap-changer is the only one of the four transformers in the system 
in which reactive power is being supplied by the low-side (voltage-regulated) 
busbar to that of the high voltage side. The reason for this of course lies 
in the fact that the purely capacitive shunting element in the TCUL transformer 
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model of Fig. 2.1 at bus 8 is supplying the reactive power necessary to keep 
its regulated voltage at close to unity, namely 3.7263 + 2.1473 = 5.8736 
pu MVAR. It would be reasonable to assume that about the same amount is atten-
dantly absorbed in the purely inductive shunting element at bus 4. To get an 
idea, it is seen that after 0.7013 pu MVAR are lost in the series element of 
the transformer model, 3.0250 pu MVAR are eventually injected into bus 4 from 
bus 8. In fact, all of its neighboring buses are forced at this point to make 
reactive contributions in order to maintain a sound voltage profile. In 
light of these, it is conclusive that at least 3.0250 + 0.9768 + 0.3940 + 
1.4244 = 5.8202 pu MVAR (aside of any additional line charging 
contributions) are absorbed as a result in the high-side busbar through the 
inductive element. 
To continue in the analysis of the voltage profile, the detrimental level 
at bus 4 can be observed to reflect itself further into the high voltage net-
work as bus 5 (0.9774 pu V) is showing early signs of deterioration as well. 
The fact that bus 5 is directly fed from generator 2 is consoling and for 
reasons that are twofold. Due to the economic weighting differences between 
the three generators discussed in Section 2.4, generator 2 is operating very 
close to its maximum output. Secondly, its small but allowable generating 
power factor of cos[tan-1(8.0397/17.8843)] = 0.9121 facilitates quite a 
healthy injection of reactive power into the system. However, nearly 40% of 
the total influx of reactive power into bus 5 on the parts of generator 2 and 
any line charging phenomena are transmitted in turn to bus 4, only to be 
absorbed (at least in part) through its inductive shunting element. Con-
sequently, this leaves an overly modest amount· of reactive power for 
transmission through the fixed tap transformer between buses 5 and 9, which is 
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readily apparent from the 0.9167 pu V level at its low-side busbar. 
Justifiably then, bus 9, which serves the largest load in the entire network 
save for those at buses 1 and 8, can be viewed as representing the "critical" 
load center in Lachs' discussions that will lead the way to an eventual system 
collapse. 
Shifting our attention now the total reactive losses in the system, it is 
seen that all three generators acting in consummate produce 1.5980 pu MVAR more 
than what is actually consumed in system loads. This has no striking signifi-
cance as of yet, but it is interesting to note that computing system losses in 
this fashion does not take into acount any "negative" reactive losses due to 
line charging characteristics. In fact, the total reactive power losses 
recorded from 1:00 am to 7:00am all took on negative values as the system 
loading during those six hours was light enough to allow the total line 
charging effect to relax the generated reactive power output to such a degree 
that it was actually less than the amount consumed in the load. 
It is also deemed worthy to accentuate the fact that a total of seven 
iterations was required to yield a convergent solution for the continuous tap 
ratio prior to fixing it at its nearest 5/8% value. The explanation for this 
lies in that after the first two iterations it was found that generator 3 had 
exceeded its excitation limit and was forced thereafter to operate at the 
constant 0.9 power factor limit. In effect this set the iterative process 
back to a new starting point and then took another five iterations to finally 
yield a solution. 
As a matter of foresight, this predicament alone is sure to play a dramat-
ic role in the ensuing collapse, for the generator's terminal bus 3 not only 
plunged 9.48% below its desired voltage level to 0.9414 pu V as a result, but 
it is this bus that directly feeds the presently wavering voltage at bus 4 , 
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the high-side busbar of the LTC transformer. From here on out, then, this 
generator's reactive loading responsibility will be seen to transfer itself to 
the other generators in compliance with Lachs' proposals until they will 
require the similar stringent intervention as well. 
4.2 Typical Dynamic Stability Observations 
Included along with the previously discussed load flow results in Table 
4.1 are the tabulated listings of the eigenvalues of the dynamic Jacobian 
matrix [A] and the load flow Jacobian matrix [J] as well as their respective 
determinants. We will initially focus on the [A] matrix eignenvalues which so 
measure the degree of stability of the system insofar as electromechanical and 
excitation system "motions" due to small perturbations are regarded. 
As more fully discussed in Section 3.1, these eigenvalues describe the dif-
ferent modes of response seen in the system. Real eigenvalues represent 
decaying exponentials as long as the system is stable, while those that are 
complex in nature represent oscillations of sorts, the imaginary parts of 
which correspond to the frequencies while the real parts represent the damping 
factors for each term. 
The eignevalues of [A] at 9:00 am can be seen to have all negative real 
-8 parts with the exception of one, namely (0.165475 x 10 ) + jO, which is of no 
concern as it effectively represents a zero eigenvalue. The reason that a 
zero eigenvalue consistently presents itself is that machine 1 is the swing 
machine and hence its rotor angle is no more than a reference to which the 
rotor angles of the remaining machines are expressed relatively. Therefore, as 
long as ~o 1 is included among the state-space variables in~ of Eq. (3.1.1), 
the corresponding row in [A] will yield all zero elements except for those 
corresponding to ~o1 , ~o2 and ~o3 (which are all one) and produce a zero eigen-
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value as a result. ~o 1 could have been handily eliminated from the state vec-
tor to avoid having the zero crop up every time, but it served as a convenient 
flag for ensuring the validity of the results. 
The fact that an "exact" zero eigenvalue is never seen makes a strong state-
ment regarding the nature of the numerical methods employed in calculating 
the eigenvalues of a matrix. The standard algorithmic techniques used in 
finding eigenvalues are time-consuming processes where digital applications 
are concerned and at times it is difficult to properly identify certain eigen-
values due to inherent computational error, especially in the case that 
multiple eigenvalues exist for multi-machine systems.[l6] 
The other eigenvalue of immediate concern, at least at a first glimpse, is 
the very small real eigenvalue (-0.410657 x 10-2) + jO. The quantity that 
this value represents has inherited many names, but is most descriptively 
referred to as the "center of inertia" or the "aggregate speed" of the power 
system. Amidst any transient phenomenon there exist on the part of the various 
machine rotors a potpourri, so to speak, of different oscillatio"ns, the 
relative weights (or inertias) of which are delegated by the masses of the 
rotors themselves. There is, however, a "center of inertia" which precisely 
follows a single equivalent trajectory of these inertias in consummate 
throughout the settling time of the disturbance. The rate of exponential 
decay of this trajectory is what the "aggregate speed" eigenvalue represents. 
Again, this is pending on the reference machine and so corresponds to the 
state variable ~w1 • Had a governor system been included in the control 
scheme, this eigenvalue would have been much closer to the origin in the fre-
quency domain than it is here and in the event of an infinite bus in the 
system, would have been exactly zero. Irregardless of its value, it will 
remain virtually insensitive to changes in system conditions and though very 
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minutely negative, will not pose serious threats to system stability either. 
As for the remaining eigenvalues, these will hopefully paint the picture 
as instability approaches later on in the day. It is evident that all of the 
oscillatory motions of the system at 9:00 am exhibit fairly healthy damping 
features and that consequently the system is stable. From previous 
discussions however it would appear that by this time it could well be 
expected that these eigenvalues will migrate rather quickly into the right-
half plane in the next few hours, but this remains yet to be seen. 
A few more of these eigenvalues can be paired with corresponding state 
variables on an intuitive basis. The complex pairs -0.646549 ± jl2.2530 and 
-0.479179 ± j10.3975 belong to variables ba2 , ~w2 , ~a3 and ~w3 and represent 
the natural mechanical oscillations of the rotors of generators 2 and 3 with 
respect to that of generator 1. This identification is made rather facilely 
as there are no eigenvalues corresponding to turbine-governor states that 
would look . somewhat identical and cause confusion. The frequencies as shown 
are expressed in radians and a simple conversion yields respective oscillatory 
frequencies between each of the latter machines and the swing machine of 
1.9501 Hz and 1.6548 Hz. 
Lastly, a few of the excitation system eigenvalues are recognizable, at 
least the ones that correspond to the fastest time constants and thus are ren-
dered the most largely negative. The first two real eigenvalues are both 
-998.997 + jO, close to perfect negative inverses of amplifier time constants 
T and T , both 0.001. Hence from Fig. 3.4 they are paired up with ~V and 
al a3 r1 
~vr3 • Likewise the next three eigenvalues, -99.99991 + j0,-20.2134 + jO and 
-20.1548 + jO are so related to the transformer/rectifier time constants Tr2 , 
T and T 3 respectively, the former being 0.01, while the latter two are r1 r 
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0.05. Again in reference to Fig. 3.4, we assign these eigenvalues in the order 
shown to state variables 6V 12 , 6V 11 and 6V 13 • 
And just as the remaining time constants in the three excitation systems 
are much larger than the rest and do not facilitate as fast a transient 
response in their state variables, so do their corresponding eigenvalues 
become more vulnerable to migration in the frequency domain under small 
disturbances, making them harder to identify. Along these same lines, state 
' ' variables ~ and ~ are so strongly coupled not only to each other through 
the · transmission network but to their accordant excitation systems through 
field voltages ~d' that any attempt to try and correlate them with specific 
' ' eigenvalues through time constants T and Td is nearly futile. In fact, it qo o 
is very well possible that any one electromechanical state variable could join 
ranks with any one excitation system state variable to form a complex pair of 
their own in the frequency domain! 
There is by virtue of control theory, however, an eigenvector associated 
with each eigenvalue containing information as to the relative magnitude of re-
sponse of its eigenvalue in each of the system variables.[l7] In the hopes 
that these eigenvectors would more broadly clarify each eigenvalue indivi-
dually, they were computed only to verify the correctness of those already 
identifiable. Unfortunately, the above mentioned eigenvalues that were 
unclear to begin with showed signs of being equally instrumental in many modes 
of response, thus accomplishing no more than to merely attest to their highly 
coupled nature in the system. 
A final option that was available (but one that time did not permit) was 
to completely decouple each electromechanical and excitation subsystem and 
calculate the eigenvalues of each one as a separate entity. Sometimes it is 
discovered that eigenvalues pertaining to certain state variables do not exhib-
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TABLE 4.2. LOAD FLOW AND DYNAMIC STABILITY STATUS AT 10:00 AM 
THE T IME IS 10 : 00 ~WITH 82.381 OF TOTAL LOAO 
BUS 
2 
3 
4 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
................•.............................................................. 
BUS OATA 
. 
......•.....••.•..•.••...........•.....................•.....•................. 
VOLTAGE AN9LE -----GENERATION----- --------LOAD-------- TAP RATIO 
REAL REACTIVE R£AL REACTIVE 
1. 0200 0 . 0000 4 . 3980 4 . 1863 7 . S138 3 . 3811 
1 . 02Se 7 . 2932 20.0000 9 . 6864 . sees . 3849 ..... 
. 8949 -!!1.4439 4.3303 2 . 0972 4 . 20·42 1 . 8819 ..... 
. 8882 -!5 . !5980 O . OOOtl 0 . 0000 1.8999 . 8S49 ..... 
. 9483 . 8288 0.0000 0 . 0000 0.0000 0 . 0000 ..... 
1 . 0227 8 . 9844 0 . 0000 0 . 0000 0 . 0000 0.0000 ..... 
1. 0121 2 . !!129!5 0 . 0000 0 . 0000 0 . 0000 0 . 0000 ..... 
1.0011 -12 . 2223 0 . 0000 0 . 0000 !5 . 2837 2 . 3777 . 82!500 
. 8780 -7 . 2738 0 . 0000 0.0000 !5 . 2498 2 . 3823 
. 89!53 3 . 2401 0 . 0000 0 . 0000 1 . ~!54 .87!5e ...... 
. 9781 - . 2..e2e 0.0000 0 . 0000 1.4249 . 6411 
TOTAL REAL LOSS IN THE: SYSTEM IS . 3!51!5 
TOTAL RE~CTIVE: LCSS IN THE: SYSTEM IS 3 . 2006 
Nut18ER OF ITERATieNS USE:D ITERATING ON THE: TAP RATIO IS 8 
NUI'IBE:R Of' ITE:RATimtS USE:D 1 TE:RATI NG ON VOLTACJE: IS 2 
••....••................. 
• LINE FLOW 
. ....................... . 
--------~ER FLOW------- - -
TO BUS REAL REACTIVE: 
---------------------------
7 -3 . 1 U58 . 943!5 
---------------------- -----
4 4 . 2988 3.04!58 
s 7 . !5838 S . 202S 
8 2 . 400!5 1 . 0830 
7 4.8837 . 6881 
------------ --- ------------
4 .1281 . 3e81 
----------------------- -- --
2 -4. 206~' -1 . 7378 
3 - . 12S8 -. 3!5!53 
s -2.9044 -1 . 238e 
8 4 . 7880 -s . 1202 
---------------------------
2 -7 . 47!56 -3.9843 
4 2 . 9336 1. 6812 
• 4 . !5420 2 . 71!54 
---------------- -----------
2 -2.3998 - 1 0872 
10 2 . 3998 1 . 0898 
--------------- --------- -- -
1 3 . 1299 - . 7981 
2 -4 . 8!583 - . 2!588 
11 1 . 7284 1 . 2881 
----------------- --- -------
4 - 4 . 70!54 6 . 3893 
------- -- ---- -- -- ----------
!5 -4 . !5170 -1 . 8960 
11 -.7328 
- . .. 388 
---------------------------
6 -2.3998 
- . 90!58 
11 . 4!544 . O•U5!5 
---------------------------
7 -1.7284 
- 1 . 1808 
9 . 7!519 , ,882 
10 - . 4484 
- . 0178 
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TABLE 4. 2. CONTINUED 
................................ 
................................ 
• • 
EIGENVALUES ~~ lAl • ~IOEHVALUES ~F (Jl • 
. . 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
................................ 
-----REAL----- ---lf1AGINARY--- -----REAL----- - --IP1AGI NARY---
- . 998987£+03 0 . - . 983484E+03 . 400094E+02 
- . 998997£+03 0 . - . 983484£+03 - . 4000G4E+02 
- . 989991£+02 0 . - . 190987£+03 . 1 06489E +02 
- . 2020~4£+02 0 . - . 190987£+0~ - . 108-469E+02 
- . 201~28£+02 0 . - . 174077E+03 . 887788E+01 
- . 6014!50E+OO . 122923E +02 - . 174077E+03 - . 887788E+01 
- . 8014!10E+OO - . 122923£+02 - . 140372E+03 . 7491281!:+01 
- . 440427£+00 . 998797£+01 - . 1 .. 0372E+03 -.749126£+01 
- . 440427E+OO - . 996797E+01 - . 72218o4E+02 0 . 
- . 788970£+01 o. - . 6922!51£+02 0 . 
-.321213E+01 . 2361GOE+01 - . 33968!5E+01 0 . 
- . 321213£•01 - . 236180E+01 -.6!591-40E .. OO 0 . 
- . 91126SJE+OO . 202473£•01 - . 141946E+02 0 . 
- . 911269E+OO - . 202A73E+01 -. 172499£+02 0. 
- . 1470M£+01 . 124337E+01 -.289689E+02 0. 
- . 1470881!:+01 -. 1243371!:+01 - . 331238£+02 0 . 
- . 148890E+01 0 . - . 43480!5E+02 . 3!53811£+01 
-. 1 0!57!58E+01 0 . - . 43480SE+02 - . 3!53811E+OI 
- . ~04798E+OO . !518A80E+OO - . 40!5718E+02 . 189177£+01 
-. !5047H~+OO - . S16480E+OO - . A0!5718E+02 - . 189177£+01 
- . 409782E-02 0. 
- . 119708E-08 0. 
- . 494966E+OO 0 . 
- . !589891~•00 0. 
DETERMINANT~ OVNAMIC JAOOBIAN IS - . 1302~31!:+18 MTERf11 NANT ~~ L~ADFU7W JAce81 AN IS . 1!57009£+38 
it drastic changes in response from their decoupled to coupled subsystems, 
thus allowing one to "match" known eigenvalues with those of the complete 
system that might appear ambiguous. 
In resignation to this, then, suffice it to say that the matter of imme-
diate concern here lies moreso with following the migratory trends of the [A] 
matrix eigenvalues rather than being able to identify them specifically. The 
last section will deal with the pursuit of the ultimate collapse of the system 
from which final conclusions will be made in Chapter 5. 
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4.3 The Pursuit of System Voltage Collapse 
In reference to Fig. 2.3 it is seen that the steepest positive load gra-
dients occur just prior to midday. And having borne in mind the seemingly 
delicate system status at 9:00 am, this fact certainly invites skeptical spec-
ulations as to the continual operating integrity of the system in the forth-
coming hours. Shown in Table 4.2 are the results of the computer simulation 
at 10:00 am at 82.38% of full load, where indeed the situation is beginning to 
take on a dismal air. 
The same features hold true at 10:00 am as were previously discussed for 
9:00 am, only to a far more aggravated degree. In this one hour alone the 
"equivalent" tap ratio dropped eight tap steps in order to upkeep the voltage 
at bus 8 at 1.0011 pu V, respectably close to unity. Again, this can be 
realized in a number of cascaded LTC transformers each undergoing one or two 
separate tap changes during the hour. The prices being paid for this con-
tinued convenience are now far greater, for now three buses, including the 
high-side busbar of the tap-changing transformer and the terminal bus of the 
generator directly feeding it, are sporting voltages below the proverbially 
"critical" 90% level. 
The reactive imbalance between transmission voltage levels is now greatly 
accentuated here, as seen from the fact that now bus 8 is supplying 5.1202 
pu MV~ to bus 4, up 69.26% from that at 9:00 am considering there has only 
been a 10.73% increase in reactive system loading. Notwithstanding this and a 
20.20% increase in reactive line flow support from adjacent buses, the voltage 
at bus 4 has managed to fall to 0.8862 pu V and reflect itself through the 
fixed tap transformer between buses 5 and 9, rendering bus 9 nearly incapable 
(0.8760 pu V) of wielding its hefty 5.2496 + j2.3623 pu MVA load. That 
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generator 3 has long since hit its excitation limit is disastrous, not only 
from the vantage point that additional reactive generation might have served to 
remedy the high-side LTC transformer voltage somewhat, but now generator 2, 
operating at maximum generation, has also fallen prey to excitation interven-
tion as well, its terminal voltage having fallen to 1.0255 pu V from 
1.0400 pu V. 
At this point it appears confidently deducible that tap-changing opera-
tions have dramatically helped to increase transmission line currents to 
dangerous heights. Escalated reactive line flows can be seen across the board 
while the reactive losses in these lines ate up 100.29% from the previous hour 
under the 10.73% increase in load. At 9:00 am, 1.1386 pu MVAR were generated 
for every 1.0000 pu MVAR absorbed in load while at 10:00 am 1.2506 pu MVAR were 
required. 
It was sincerely felt that a pronounced decrease in oscillatory damping 
capabilities would reveal themselves in the eigenvalues of [A] by 10:00- am, 
but those listed in Table 4.2 seem to have betrayed this notion. Logically, the 
immensely fast excitation system transients remained virtually unaffected, but 
those remaining not only still portray stable miens as well, but in fact are 
far cries from approaching instability to any degree whatsoever. Of course, 
most of the eigenvalues do actually exhibit smaller real parts. In particular, 
the machine rotor oscillation eigenvalues -0.601450 ± jl2.2923 and 
-0.440427 ± j9.96797 indicate that rotor motions in effect would take longer 
to synchronize themselves in post-disturbance than they would have at 9:00 am. 
The fact remains, however, that intuitively the universal decreases in the 
eigenvalues' real parts at 10:00 am seem trivial in contrast to the wavering 
integrity of the system's strength that the load flow results suggest. A 
strongly probable explanation for this is proposed in Chapter 5. 
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It was never the intention to drive the load flow to an apparently 
unstable condition lest the steady-state solutions reveal ridiculous answers. 
Obviously from Fig. 2.3, the hourly load level increases sharply on through 
11:00 am and in fact the attempted load flow solution for that hour rendered 
the actual numerical method unstable as it hit the 20-iteration limit. It was 
the intention, however, of finding a steady-state point that though appearing 
stable from a load flow standpoint, was actually unstable from that on a dynam-
ic level, spawning from the persistent operation of tap-changing mechanisms. 
Even if such a point were to be found, the question would still linger as 
to how major a part tap-changing operations played in the pending instability 
comparative to the pure increases in system loading. Up to this stage the 
steep load gradient~ well as the tap-changing phenomenon have had hands in 
the aggravation of the system's operating status. In an effort, then, to dif-
ferentiate between their respective roles, an additional simulation was run at 
10:00 am under the same 82.38% loading level only with the tap ratio fixed 
throughout at 0.83125, one tap step higher than it ended up in the previous 
10:00 am run. 
The underlying factor in Lachs' proposals regarding the load tap-changer's 
handle in voltage instability was that due to the large number of transformers 
cascaded on different voltage levels, there is a far greater equivalent capac-
ity for voltage boosting than the system's generation (particularly reactive) 
could facilitate. Taking this a step further, it would appear then that since 
the continual sequence of tap changes throughout distribution levels is con-
sidered primarily responsible for the collapse, there surely must be a point in 
which voltage stability would be saved (or at least prolonged) if · a certain 
tap change on that level was suppressed when under normal circumstances it 
TABLE 4.3. LOAD FLOW AND DYNAMIC STABILITY STATUS AT 10:00 AM UNDER 
THE SUPPRESSION OF THE MOST IMMEDIATELY PREVIOUS TAP 
CHANGE 
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THE TIME IS 10:00 AM WITH 82 . 38S OF T~TAL L~AD 
BUS 
2 
3 
4 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
............................................................................... 
• BUS DATA 
.............•.......•......................................................... 
V~LTAOE A HOt.. IE -----OENERATI~N----- --------L~AD-------- TAP RATI~ 
REAL REACTIVE REAL REACTIVE 
1 . 0200 0 . 0000 4.4021 4 . 2!597 7 . !5138 3 . 3811 
1. 0234 7.3152 20 . 0000 9 . 6864 855!5 . 3849 
. 8915 -5.4848 4 . 3303 2 . 0972 4 . 2042 1.8919 ..... 
. 8828 -!5.8803 0 . 0000 0 . 0000 I . 8999 . 8549 
.9436 . 8213 0 . 0000 0 . 0000 0 . 0000 0 . 0000 
1.0207 7.0052 0 . 0000 0 . 0000 0 . 0000 0 . 0000 ..... 
1.0111 2 . 53-48 0 . 0000 0 . 0000 0 . 0000 0 . 0000 
. 9877 -12 . 4431 0 . 0000 0 . 0000 5 . 2837 2 . 3777 . 83125 
. 8732 -7.3262 0 . 0000 0 . 0000 !5.2498 2. 3.823 ...... 
.99~ 3 . 2411 0. 0000 0.0000 1 . 9454 .8755 ..... 
. 8787 - . 2492 0 . 0000 0 . 0000 1.4249 . 6411 ..... 
T~TAL I' lEAL L~ IN THE SYSTEP1 IS . 3558 
T~TAL REACTIVE L~SS IN THE SYSTEP1 IS 3 . 2740 
NUP1BER Ofl' ITERATiaNS USED ITERATING ~N THE TAP RATIO IS 0 
NUP18ER ~ ITIIRATIONS USED ITERATING ~ V~LTAOE IS g 
. .......•...............• 
• 
Lll'fl:. FL~ 
··············~ ·· ········ 
--------~ER FLOW---------
T~ BUS REAL REACTIVE 
---------------------------
7 -3 . 111!5 1 . 0189 
---------------------------
4 4 . 2974 3 . 0729 
5 7.5848 5 . 2342 
6 2 . 3998 1 . 0795 
7 4 . 8827 . 6102 
---------------------------
4 1281 . 3579 
-------------------------- -
2 -4.2068 -1 . 7!513 
3 - . 12!58 - . 3~1 
5 -2 . 9080 -1.2538 
8 4 . 8211 -4 . 6193 
---------------------------
2 -7.4758 -4.0082 
4 2 . 9356 1. 6819 
9 4 . '5401 2 . 7144 
---------------------------
2 -2 . 3SUtl -1 . 0638 
10 2 . 3991 1 . 0862 
---------------------------
I 3 . 1259 - . 8708 
2 -4 . 8573 -.1987 
11 1. 7314 I . 2993 
---------------------------
4 -4 . 74!50 5 . 7701 
---------------------------
s -•S. 51 so -1 . 8~1 1 
" 
- . 7346 
- . 4437 
---------------------------
6 -2 . 3g91 
-.9018 
11 . 4537 . 0.14 
---------------------------
7 -1.7314 
-I . 1724 
9 . 7!542 . !5937 
10 - . 4477 
- . 0134 
TABLE 4.3. 
..............•................. 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
-----REAL----- ·-- I MAG I NARY---
- . !198997£+03 0 . 
- . !198997£+03 0 . 
- . 909991E+02 0 . 
- . 2020!51£+02 0 . 
- . 201!52SE+02 o. 
- . S99848E+OO . 122882E +02 
- . !599848£+00 -. 122882£+02 
- . 438878E+OO . 993373E+01 
- . 43887GE+OO - . 993373£+01 
- . 767811£+01 0. 
- . 321149E+01 . 236083E+01 
- . 321148£:+01 - . 236083E+01 
- . 913020E+OO . 202389£+01 
- . 913020E+OO - . 20~369E+01 
- . 146928£+01 . 124171E+01 
- . 148928£+01 - . 124171£+01 
- . 1 S00!52E+01 0 . 
- . 108848£+01 0 . 
- . SOS084E+OO . S1773SE+OO 
- . S0!5084E+OO - . !51773!5E+OO 
- . 40984SE-02 0. 
- . 104031E-09 0 . 
- . !588891E+OO 0. 
-. 494121 SE+OO 0 . 
CONTINUED 
....................•........... 
• 
• EIBENVALU£S t1F [J) 
................................ 
-----REAL----- ---IMAGINARY---
-.98082!5£+03 . 400108E+02 
- . 98082!5E+03 -.400198£+02 
- . 1 !10!580E +03 . 1 06288E+02 
- . 190!580!:+03 - . 1 06288E+02 
· - . 172468£+03 .881317£+01 
- . 172488E+03 - . 8!51317E+01 
- . 139\511£+03 .73S7!50E+01 
- . 139\511E+03 -.73!57!50£+01 
- . 7198\51E+02 0. 
- . 689171E+02 0 . 
- . 338949E+01 0 . 
- . 622916E+OO 0 . 
- . 140883E+02 0 . 
- . 171665E+02 0 . 
-.268\582E+02 0 . 
- . 330032£+02 0 . 
- . 433737E+02 . 353297E+01 
- . 433737E+02 -.3!53297E+01 
- . o400855E+02 . 181443E+01 
-.4008!5!5E+02 -. 181 ·443E•01 
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would have been called for. This of course demands a sacrifice on the distrib-
ution level's part in the way of decreased load, but it is a justifiable one 
when considering the vile threat on the entire system's intactness by this 
time. In any event, fixing the tap ratio at 0.83125 is in essence simulating 
the suppression of the most recent tap change made sometime prior to 10:00 am. 
The results of this run are listed in Table 4.3 but contradict the 
foregoing argument. The voltage at bus 8 is naturally less than the pre-
viously stipulated 1.0000 pu V (0.9877 pu V), but so are all the other bus 
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voltages slightly less than they were for the original 10:00 am .simulation! 
The central motive behind this attempt was underlaid by the expectation that 
suppressing the tap change would keep the high voltage line currents from 
increasing, which in turn would lessen the voltage drop in each line due to 
reactive loading. The prospect then, was to effectively "correct" the balance 
of reactive power flow between voltage levels until the price paid by the 
decreased voltage at the once regulated bus 8 would be felt by a subsequent 
increase in that at bus 4. Though a gallant notion, the results don't quite 
redeem it. 
The voltage reduction evident at bus 4, however, is far less ( 0.38%) than 
the one suffered by bus 8 (1.34%) but the line currents injected into bus 4 do 
increase nonetheless as seen from the marginal increases in the respective 
line flows. And though this might normally help remedy the high-side voltage 
at bus 4, the increases are not enough to offset the 9.78% reduction of r-eac-
tive power supplied by the transformer model's capacitive shunting element at 
bus 8. Reactive line losses on the whole are only up 2.29% from the previous 
10:00 am simulation but any increase at all would have yielded similarly 
frustrating results. 
In accordance with this, the eigenvalues of [A} as well show the signs of 
an even less stable operating point than before, .although again the decreases 
in their real parts are oddly trivial and still portray a relatively healthy 
system dynamically. 
As a final investigative measure, we turn to the determinants of both the 
dynamic and load flow Jacobian matrices [A] and [J] up through the point of 
load flow instability inbetween 10:00 am and 11:00 am. The graphs of both are 
shown below in relation to the tap ratio profile in Fig. 4.1: 
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Graphic view of the determinants of [A] and [J] throughout 
the course of the hourly load profile. 
The tap ratio profile is seen to include all the tap ratio values that 
were obviously taken on between the exact hours of the day. The values 
inbetween hours are shown in dotted lines, for not only are the precise times 
at which these tap changes were performed unclear, but there is also no indi-
cation as to how long each tap change endured during the course of the given 
hour. 
Surprisingly, the general curve of this profile is nearly duplicated on 
the part of the load flow Jacobian's determinant up until somewhere between 
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9:00 am and 10:00 am. There is a discrete jump of around an order of magni-
tude sometime during this hour and the reason for this is that the original 
10:00 am simulation showed for the first time during the day that generator 2 
had surpassed its excitation limit. From there on out, through each increase 
in system load, its terminal bus remained a load (PQ) bus as opposed to the 
voltage-controlled (PV) bus it had been at each hour prior to 10:00 am. Thus 
the original diagonal load flow Jacobian element aq2;a jv2 1 (which was -1 before) 
was sometime inbetween 9:00 am and 10:00 am replaced with the actual deriva-
tive expression. At that precise time the discrete jump in Fig. 4.1 was made 
and again this time is not known, explaining the dotted line interpolation 
between 9:00 am and 10:00 am. 
The determinants of both matrices were calculated as the product of 
their eigenvalues at each hour during the day and of course are always real. 
As the attempted load flow solution at 11:00 am yielded an unstable syste~ for 
the first time, it is easily discern~d that the actual event of collapse 
occured sometime just prior to that hour of the morning. A linear inter-
polation between load levels at ten-minute intervals between 10:00 am and 11:00 
am was made and similar simulations were run at these times with t he tap ratio 
fixed at its 10:00 am value of 0.82500. The determinant of [Jj dives dramati-
cally during this time duration (almost two orders of magnitude in only 40 
minutes) until finally by 10:40 am, the 20-iteration limit was hit again, 
signalling load flow instability. 
It is generally accepted that mathematical instability is assured if the 
determinant of the load flow Jacobian changes sign, or in qther words crosses 
zero. The dotted line extrapolation in Fig. 4.1 certainly testifies to this 
as its zero-crossing does occur sometime between 10:30 am and ·10:40 am. In 
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fact it appears that this determinant might just as well serve as a &trong 
candidate for tracking steady-state stability all around, for it does increase 
and decrease attendantly with system loading and does peak out at 5:00 am when 
the corresponding load level is at a maximum. This is not to say that the 
value of the determinant of [J] is the key, but rather its slope at continuous 
points in the curve. The discrete numerical jump it takes between 9:00 am and 
10:00 am due to generator 2 having its excitation limited does anything but 
signal an enhancement in stability. Clearly the numerical jump is positive, 
but there is a discretely negative jump in slope at the same point as well and 
this is what remains consistent throughout the dawning of the collapse. 
But once again our suspicions are aroused as to the practical validity of 
our dynamic stability formulation. In viewing the determinant locus of [A] in 
Fig. 4.1 it is apparent first of all that it takes on a ·consistently negative 
value. Of course this can only be expected considering the single zero e_igen-
value was alleviated from the calculations lest the results be virtually 
meaningless. It is bewildering to note, however, that just as with the load 
flow Jacobian, the determinant of [A] should have been found to tend toward 
zero with growing instability, but the results in Fig. 4.1 are absolutely 
contradictory to this! If anything, the general shape of the curve was 
expected to have the likes of one that is actually inverted from that shown in 
the graph. In a nutshell, intuitively it was thought that the corresponding 
slopes of each determinant locus would be consistently opposite in sign until 
at the point of voltage collapse they would both cross zero in close proximity. 
Ideally it was hoped that the [A]~determinant crossing would occur sooner 
during the day than that for the [J]-determinant, which is synonymous to 
saying that certain eigenvalues would migrate into the right-half plane by 
virtue of tap-changing operations before the numerical load flow method 
diverged. This will also be rigorously dealt with in the following chapter. 
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5. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
As with all types of research, it seems that toward its close there is 
just as inherent a knowledge of what could or should have been done to make it 
more valuable as there is a knowledge of what actually ~ done. This 
chapter will deal briefly with the drawbacks encountered during this research, 
recommendations as to how it could be improved for further investigation in 
this area and the basic valid conclusions that can be drawn from the work that 
is localized in this paper. 
Probably the most immediate subject warranting any comment is the unex-
pected differences between the results seen in the dynamic stability and load 
flow analyses. Undoubtedly, the heart of the discrepancy lies in the system 
constraints imposed on the loads in the formulation of each analysis. 
Recalling in the Newton-Raphson technique the set of nonlinear -equations being 
solved, namely Eqs. (2.2.1), it is verified that in the load flow problem all 
system loads by nature are inputs to the system that take the form of constant 
per-unit MVA quantities. They are delegated by a constant complex power 
constraint and the equations ~(~) = ~ solves for all load voltages and 
currents in strict obedience to this constraint. A typical operating curve 
for any load under such authority is shown in Fig. S.la below: 
/ 
/ 
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l ~ Point 0 /..-(zJ.~------- . 
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Figure 5.1. Comparison of constraints imposed on system loads employed 
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in (a) steady-state loadflow and (b) dynamic stability studies. 
On the other side of the coin, dynamic stability treats these same loads 
in a different manner. In this case the load voltages and currents are 
treated as the inputs to the system from which a constant load admittance is 
calculated and serves to partially augment the Y-bus admittance matrix before 
the Kron-reduction of the system down to its internal generator buses. This 
type of constraint is shown attendantly in Fig. S.lb. 
A comparison of these two curves reveals a blatant discrepancy in the ini-
tial assumption involved in representing the same load in each study. For at 
any common operating load point, the equivalent load impedance under each 
assumption is unfailingly opposite in sign from the other. This has striking 
implications insofar as that the complex sensitivities of load voltage to load 
current under each constraint are never the same and in most cases wi l l di ff er 
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by as much as 90° or more! This explains the anticlimatic migration~£ states 
in the dynamic st~bility study whenever load flow results told a different 
story. This argument seems to apply as well to the unexpectedly "inverted" 
shape of the dynamic Jacobian's determinant locus in Fig. 4.1. 
The dynamic stability approach to studying the nature of voltage collapse 
is indeed an intelligent one, but ev~dently some corrective measures need be 
sought to build a stronger union of load-representative assumptions first. 
Attempting to linearize the constant power constraint curve in Fig. S.la for 
incorporation into [A] seems to be the most immediately obvious strategy, but 
the "negative impedance" characteristic therein presents complications as far 
as its physical realization goes. 
The question also arises as to whether or not the system utilized in Fig. 
2.2 does the research of voltage collapse as much justice as it rightly 
deserves. Where the introductory scenario of collapse is derived out of .the 
existence several on-load tap-changers in cascade and their conjunctive opera-
tion on many levels of voltage, there is only one here. This might serve as 
an explanation as to why the tap change suppression simulation at 10:00 am did 
not yield a more stable system when system collapse was less than 40 minutes 
away. A more effective. strategem might be realized in a system that does 
indeed possess three or four different voltage levels between which TCUL trans-
formers are interposed. That way, the suppression of a single tap change on 
the lowest distribution level would have yielded a much smaller increase in 
the "effective" tap ratio seen at bus 8, raising it possibly to 0.82600 or 
0.82700 from 0.82500 instead of all the way up to 0.83125. It is felt that 
this much an increase in the ratio on the transmission level might have been 
too great to unfold the desired results, as again it represents the 
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suppression of several taps on many subtransmission levels. Despite ~hat was 
seen here, the intuition is still strong as far as enhancing system stability 
with fewer tap changes is concerned, and a modified simulation such as the one 
just described would certainly be worthwhile in the undertaking. 
Of additional controversial status is the matter of reflecting a 
generator's excitation intervention into the dynamic Jacobian matrix [A]. 
From the point at which a generator has its output power factor limit~d to 
prevent rotor overheating, that generator's field voltage Efd is constant. 
This in turn implies that excitation state variable Efd no longer has a dif-
ferential equation. In defiance of this, ~fd was still included in the state 
vector~ of Eq. (3.1.1) in this research and consequently maintained a 
corresponding row in [A] out of which an eigenvalue (valid or not) was 
extracted. Eliminating it as well as its row in [A] in the light of any 
exciter limitation might have given more accurate transient "motions" to the 
other state variables under consideration. 
It might also prove beneficial to try and incorporate a differential 
equation for the tap ratio t into the dynamic Jacobian as well. Tap changes 
are by no means instantaneous and possibly such an equation could be found 
taking into consideration the dynamics of the mechanism's voltage sensor, 
motor drive, etc. Such practical dynamic features of the tap-changing under 
load transformer are discussed briefly in Appendix D. Having accomplished 
this, valuable information might uncover itself through the calculations of 
sensitivities of the tap ratio to various other quantities. 
Lastly, considering how prominent a role system loading has played in this 
work, it might be advantageous to include load-variance relations to voltage 
magnitudes in the study as well. This would most certainly enhance the 
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"realism" of the collapsing scenario as depicted by Lachs and mor~ pionounced 
effects of tap-changing sequences on the system would be readily visible. 
To summarize the good majority of work presented here, load flow com-
parisons have shown without a doubt that the consistent action of LTC transform-
ers tremendously offsets the proper reactive balance between the voltage levels 
they serve in a power system. From a simulation vantage point, the steady-state 
model used is seen to trigger behavioral trends that are radically different 
from those felt when using conventionally modelled fixed tap transformers. 
Hints have emerged to the effect that the price being paid in the way of this 
reactive imbalance becomes overbearing at a certain critical point of abnormal 
system load and could instigate a universal deterioration of transmission level 
voltages. 
The determinant of the load flow Jacobian matrix [J] seems to have inherited 
a marked value in tracking the steady-state stability of a power system. - As a 
point of interjection it is well to note that the obvious continui.ty of the 
curve as seen from midnight to somewhere after 9:00 am in Fig. 4.1 is not 
entirely correct. Previous introductory work on the part of this researcher 
has shown that whenever a tap ratio undergoes discrete changes such as those 
depicted by the dotted lines inbetween the straight-up hours of the day, the · 
determinant of [J] also makes discontinuous jumps and at precisely the same 
instants. 
Under standard load conditions, these tap changes of course had a stabi-
lizing effect on the system inasmuch as what this determinant revealed, for its 
discrete jumps were seen to be positive at these points. It can be speculated 
however that at the brink of system instability a single tap change might yield 
a negatively discrete jump in the determinant of [J], possibly to the magnitude 
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that the system would go unstable at precisely the instant that t~e ~ap change 
is completed. 
Intuitively similar statements could possibly be made regarding the deter-
minant of the dynamic Jacobian matrix [A], but the stab at investigating the 
dynamic characteristics of voltage collapse here unfortunately missed the mark 
to an extent. Gratifying is the fact though, that the invalidities involved 
were able to have light shed upon them, and hopefully subsequent studies in 
this line will more properly and effectively identify the destabilizing nature 
of voltage collapse on large interconnected power systems. 
APPENDIX A 
SYSTEM NETWORK EQUATIONS AND PARTIAL DERIVATIVE EXPRESSIONS 
COMPRISING THE AUGMENTED LOAD FLOW JACOBIAN MATRIX 
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If the per-unit phasor expressions for all bus voltages are known, the 
calculation of real and reactive power injected into a bus in a transmission 
network is accomplished conveniently in complex form. We choose to express 
bus voltages and Y-bus admittance elements in the following pol~r notation: 
The total complex injected power flow into any bus i in an n-bus network 
is therefore 
* s. = V I 
~ i i 
n 
v c I y v. )* 
i j=l ij J 
n 
j 11 lv i Y ij v j I / o i - e ij - o j (A.l) 
and knowing that Si = Pi+ jQi we separate Eq. (A.l) into its real and imagi-
nary components, leaving in notation consistent with that of Section 2.2, 
n 
P = I IViY .. v. I cos( oi - eiJ. - o.) i , exp j = 1 ~J J J (A.2a) 
n 
q = I 
i,exp j=l IV Y v I sin( o - e - o ) i ij j i ij j (A. 2b) 
It is these expressions that are evaluated before every iteration of 
Newton's method at the present values taken on by the variable vector x in 
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order to establish the mismatch vector. The only exception, as mentioned 
previously, arises in the way of a bus whose voltage is controlled through 
means other than load tap-changing. In this case its reactive power 
expression need only be calculated after convergence is attained and its 
corresponding mismatch element consistently takes on a zero value in the 
meantime. 
Eqs. (A.2) are instrumental in formulating the broad family of partial 
differential expressions constituting the load flow Jacobian matrix [J]. The · 
matrices in Eqs. (2.2.2) and (2.2.3) are partitioned in the manner that they 
are to emphasize the different general types of partial derivatives appearing 
in each submatrix. For the time being we will evade the instance of any load 
tap-changers being present and intro4uce the following set of derivations: 
aP n 
i =- L lviY· .. v. I sin(oi- eiJ. - o.) 
aoi J=l l.J J J 
(A.3·) 
j*i 
aP 
__ i_ • IV Y v I sin( o - eiJ. - o ) 
aoj IJ *1 i ij j i J (A.4) 
(A.S) 
aQi 
0 = -I v Y .. v. 1 cos< oi - eiJ. - o.) a J I J *i i l.J J J (A.6) 
n 
L IY .. V. I cos( o i - e iJ" - o.) j =-1 l.J J J (A. 7) 
j*i 
aP 
1 
= lv
1
. Y
1
.J. 1 cos< o1 - e1J. - oj) a1vj1j*i 
n 
I IY V I sin(o - e~ - o) + 2IY v I sin(e ) j=l . ij j i ij j ii i ii 
j*i 
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-(A . 8) 
(A.9) 
(A.lO) 
The task of partially differentiating real and reactive power expressions 
with respect to tap ratios however is far less straightforward and in fact 
hurls us into a completely new league of thought. The reason for this is 
that according to the two-port steady-state LTC transformer model presented 
in Section 2.3 and Appendix B, any change in the tap ratio t at a voltage-
! 
regulated bus i is reflected iteration by iteration through the system's Y-
bus admittance matrix alone. The differentiating process therefore is 
realized in the following manner: 
n 
a 
v 1 at [ < I Y 1 · v · ) * 1 j=l J J 
n 
= v a [ I (Y .. V.)*] i at j=l l.J J 
n 
= vi I [ ~t (Yij vj )*] . j=l 
n 
= vi . I [ ~t (Y1 j*VJ. *)] j=l 
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n 
[VJ ~t Y!j] vi I j=l 
n 
[Vj :t Y!jl = vi I (A.ll) j=l 
and upon separating this into its real and imaginary components, 
(A.l2a) 
3Q. n d 
... t. ~ = Im {Vi L [ V*J. dt Y!J· ] } 
0 j=-1 
(A.l2b) 
The full derivatives appear in Eqs. (A.ll) and (A.l2) because each admit-
tance element Yij (and as a result its conjugate as well) is a function o_f 
only one state variable in the vector~' that is, the ~ap ratio t involved. 
There is an instance, however, in the case of parallel transformers that any 
single admittance element could be rendered a function of more than one tap 
variable, but in the system network under study here this possibility is con-
veniently neglected. 
Another note of considerable merit lies behind the restraint to label the 
variable t with a subscript. The reason for this is that the general form of 
the partial derivatives of real and reactive power expressions with respect 
to tap ratios are not delegated by their relative positions in the Jacobian 
matrix as those in Eqs. (A.3) through (A.lO) are. If the high-side and low-
side busbars of a TCUL transformer connected in a network are labelled a and 
b respectively and the tap ratio regulates the low voltage side (thus given 
the notation tb), the only admittance elements in theY-bus matrix that would 
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serve as a function of tb would be Y Y b Yb and Ybb• This in turn aa' a ' a 
implies that the only nonzero elements in the column of the Jacobian with 
which partial derivatives are taken with respect to tb would be aPa/atb, 
aQa/atb, aPb/atb and aQb/tb. Hence, if any attempt were to be made to try and 
tag these particular expressions with some type of general form, it might 
yield the following: 
(A.l3) 
(A.l4) 
(A.l5) 
aQj * d * * d * ~t = Im{v.v. -dt Y .. + v.vi ,-::--t Y .. } 
a • J ~ . J ~ J u~J .. J J 
J J 
(A.l6) 
where bus j is the on side of the transformer provided with the tap-changing 
mechanism (and thus the bus whose voltage is regulated) and bus i is that to 
which the other side of the transformer makes connection. In all other cases 
the partial derivatives are zero. 
Our attention now is drawn solely to Eqs. (A.l3) through (A.l6) as there 
is yet to express these equalities in terms of state variables lVI, o and t. 
Recall then in the conventional Y-bus admittance matrix that a particular 
diagonal element (or self-admittance) is typically the sum of many terms, 
namely all those line and shunt admittances connected to its corresponding 
bus. Reverting back to the example of buses a and b providing high-side and 
low-side connections to an LTC transformer, it is seen readily that if the 
transformer is modelled with the steady-state n-equivalent circuit depicted 
in Figs. B.4 and 2.1, the contribution on this model's part toY-bus element 
Y will be 
a a 
+ 1 yab t Yab = 
b 
while element Ybb will consist in part of the terms 
[ 1 - _1_] y + _1_ y = Yab tb ab tb ab 
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where yab has been substituted for y12pu as the single line equivalent per-
unit admittance of the transformer. The rest of the terms completing Y and 
a a 
Ybb are of course constant and will have no effect on their derivatives. 
Similarly, any off-diagonal element (or mutual admittance) of theY-bus 
matrix will consist of only one term (neglecting the possibility of parallel 
lines ), that is, the negative of the admittance joining its two 
corresponding buses. Again, in accordance with the transformer model the off-
diagonal elements Yab and Yba in our example will both be (due to symmetry) 
1 
- t Yab· 
b 
At last it is possible to make substitutions for the derivative factors in 
Eqs. (A.l3) through (A.l6). For now 
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d 
-- y* = 2 * dtb aa --3- Yab 
tb 
(A.17) 
d * d * 1 * 
d tb y ab = d't"'"" Yba =- -2- Y ab 
b tb 
Upon expressing yij = jyij I /~ij in polar form, the final generalized 
partial derivative expressions for real and reactive power with respect to a 
tap ratio become, as they are directly calculated for the Jacobian matrix, 
(A.19) 
aqi 2 2 I + _1_ I a =- -3- IV.Yi. sin(-~i.) 2 lviyiJ.vJ. sin(oi- <Pi]" - o.) (A.20) 
tj lj *i tj 1 J J tj J 
(A.21) 
where subscripts i and j obey the same stipulations as they do in Eqs. (A.l3) 
through (A.l6). 
APPENDIX B 
DERIVATION OF THE STEADY-STATE LOAD TAP-CHANGING TRANSFORMER MODEL 
Consider firstly the entire load tap-changing transformer as modelled in 
the form of two separate entities--a fixed nominal tap transformer cascaded 
with a lossless autotransformer as in Fig. B.l below: 
r , t : I -J II 
--.. 
/+ /+ 
-
_, 
VI VI 
~ \ 
IDEAL 
Figure B.l. Lossless autotransformer in series with a fixed nominal 
tap transformer. 
where 
N1:N2 is the turns ratio of the fixed nominal tap transformer 
t:l is the nominal . tap ratio of the autotransformer (and usually 
0.9 ~ t ~ 1.1) 
r 1,r2 are fixed nominal tap transformer winding resistances 
x1 ,x2 are fixed nominal tap transformer leakage reactances 
_, -
I 1,I 1,I2 are phasor currents 
_, -
v1,v1,v2 are phasor voltages 
Note that along with neglecting autotransformer winding resistances and 
leakage impedances, all core losses and magnetizing reactances are also 
assumed negligible as the magnetizing current of a transformer is usually 
insignificant compared to its full-load current. Now for purely aesthetic 
reasons we transfer all impedances to the transformer side opposite that of 
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the autotransformer and introduce an equivalent fixed tap transformer imped-
ance z12 : 
(B .1) 
leaving our model diagram in the following form as in Fig. B.2: 
r, 
t : I 
r; 1,2 12 
(+ /+ +'\ 
VI -I v, -I v2 v2 
\_ \ J I , 
IDEAL 
Figure B.2. Lossless autotransformer and fixed nominal tap transformer 
after a one-side impedance referral. 
Now on the premise that both transformers are indeed ideal, 
1 N2 -
•- I 
t N1 2 
1 N2 
-· 
= •- (V - v ) yl2 t N1 2 2 
1 N2 N2 _, 
=-- •- (V -- v) yl2 t N1 2 N1 1 
1 N2 - N2ll =-- •- (V -- -V) yl2 
. t N1 2 N1 t 1 
tN2 r _ . 
N1t Y12 
vl [~- . 
- N1t Y12 
v2 (B.2a) 
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--1 
where Y12 = z12. And by the same token, 
.. , 
I2 = (V2 - V2) Y12 
(B.2b) 
We now define the per-unit quantities with which we will deal throughout the 
duration of the development: 
I lpu 
6. vl 
v =--lpu 
6. I2 
I =--2pu .. 
v 2pu 
1 2B 
where the denominators represent arbitrary base quantities, possibly the 
rated values of both the transformers. In any event, substitutions of these 
expressions into Eqs. (B.2) yield: 
(B.3a) 
(B.3b) 
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Now dividing Eq. (B.3a) by I 1B and Eq. (B.3b) by I 2B, 
1 lpu- r :~t ) 2 yl2 ~~: vlpu- [ :~t)yl2 ;~: v2pu 
[
N 2 ] - V 1 B - V 2B 
I =--- y V +y V 2pu N 1 t 12 l2a" 1pu 12 l2a" 2pu 
and as suggested before it will be arbitrarily selected that 
t d (nominal) ra e 
/1 
v2B = v2 rated (nominal) 
and so it follows that v1 B/V2B = N1/N 2• 
(B.4a) 
(B.4b) 
In viewing Eqs. (B.4) it is readily apparent that what has been derived 
up to this point is actually a ~-equivalent or two-port network that is _ 
easily implemented into the Y-bus admittance matrix. It is desired then to 
equate the "off-diagonal" coefficients of the circuit, so I 1B and I 2B are 
chosen such that 
or 
thus establishing the same power base on each side of the transformer, which 
clearly stands to reason. 
Note at this stage that 
(B.S) 
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and therefore 
Similarly, 
Nl V2B 
= ~ • I2B 
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(B.6) 
(B.7) 
and upon the substitution of these expressions into Eqs. (B.5) we have 
(B .8a) 
I = 1 [- V 2B l V + [y V 2B ] V 
2pu - t Y12 IzB lpu 12 I 2B 2pu 
(B.8b) 
~ - v2B Yl2 
Lastly, let us define ylZpu = y12 -I--= I /V , where clearly 2B 2B 2B 
I /V serves as a proper admittance base. This substitution clears up Eqs. 2B 2B 
(B.8) quite handsomely as now 
1 1 -I =-y V --y V (B.9a) lpu t2 12pu lpu t 12pu 2pu 
I 2pu 
1 - -
=--y v +y v 
t 12pu lpu 12pu 2pu (B.9b) 
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It is now appropriate to look more closely at the rr-equivalent circu~t model 
we are trying to attain, as depicted in Fig. B.3 as follows: 
I ,pu I2pu 
! + +\ 
vlpu v2pu 
\ ) 
Figure B.3. Intended n-equivalent form of the final steady-state load 
tap-changing transformer model. 
It behooves us to find the circuit's per-unit admittances A, B and C to fit 
the load tap-changing transformer model. In examining the circuit further, a 
bit of trivial circuit analysis reveals that 
or 
I lpu 
I 2pu 
I lpu 
v2 c + <v2 - v1 ) A pu pu pu 
(A + B) v1 - AV 2 pu pu 
I2pu a -AVlpu + (A+ C) V2pu 
And comparison of these equations with those of (B.9) renders 
1 
A + B = "J y 12 pu 
(B.l_Oa) 
(B.lOb) 
(B.11a) 
(B .11 b) 
A + C = Y12pu 
1 -
A= t Y12pu 
and finally 
1 -A=-y t 12pu 
C s Y 12pu - ! Y 12 pu s [ 1 - ~ ) Y 12 pu 
-(B.l2) 
(B.l3) 
And so at last, in accordance with the circuit diagram in Fig. B.3, the 
resultant working model of our load tap-changing transformer in the steady-
state becomes, as follows in Fig. B.4, 
v lpu 
\ 
-
I !pu 
l-t-
7Yt2pu 
-== 
-
I -
-t- Yt2pu 
t-1 -
-t- Yt2pu 
~ 
-
-
\ 
v, 
_pu 
) 
Figure B.4. Final steady-state load tap-changing transformer model 
in terms of its single-line equivalent admittance. 
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or in terms of the single-line equivalent transformer impedance z12 , -
+ t I 12pu ( 
\ 
t 
t=T!t2pu 
_,_ 
\ 
\ 
J 
Figure B.S. Final steady-state load tap-changing transformer model 
in terms of its single-line equivalent impedance. 
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APPENDIX C 
BLOCK STRUCTURE TECHNIQUE OF FORMULATING THE DYNAMIC JACOBIAN MATRIX 
In order to perform dynamic stability studies using eigenvalue analysis 
for large power systems, an efficient yet simple algorithm is an essential 
requirement. This appendix presents one such formulation for obtaining the 
dynamic Jacobian matrix [A] of state equation (3.1.1), an att.ractive develop-
ment that involves absolutely no matrix inversion.[14], [15] The method is 
extremely well suited for both dynamic stability and sensitivity analyses of 
large interconnected power systems, arid the hybrid two-axis E' synchronous 
machine model along with the dynamic model of the IEEE Type 1 excitation 
system (both introduced in Section 3.2) are used to develop the state 
equations. This research demonstrates a highly practical application of 
the technique. 
It becomes our first order of business to express all equations of con-
cern in first order linear appoximations, doing so about an operating point, 
that is, in terms of the quantities calculated in Section 3.3. Beginning 
with Eq. (3.4.1) the synchronous machine's linearized electromechanical 
equations become, again adhering to the assumption that transient saliency is 
negligible, 
dflE 
__ q = 
dt 
1 
T' do 
1 
T' qo 
(C.1) 
(C.2) 
dflw D wo w ' wo o wo 'o 
-- = - - flw + 2H 6Pm - ~ E 0 fli - - I f1E - -2H Ed flid dt 2H 2H q q 2H q q 
dt.o 
-- = flw dt 
or 
f1E q 
t.Ed 
= 
flw 
1 
---
T' do 
0 
w 
--E. Io 
2H q 
0 
0 
X - X q q 
T ' qo 
wo 'o 
--E 2H q 
0 
' 0 0 0 liE 0 q 
1 0 0 f1Ed 0 
T' qo 
+ 6P 
w 
D w 0 0 0 flw 0 
- 2H Id - 2H 2H 
0 0 . 0 0 
X -d xd 1 
T' T' do do 
0 fli 0 q 
+ liEfd 
wo 'o 
- 2H Ed t.Id 0 
0 0 
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(C.3) 
(C.4) 
m 
(C.S) 
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or 
(C.6) 
where any subscript m designates machine-referenced quantities. As for the 
excitation system equations, the matrix form of Eq. (3.4.2) will remain 
essentially unchanged due to the fact that all the matrix coefficients are 
comprised solely by algebraic constants whether they be time constants or 
linear filter gains. Se is indeed a function of state variable Efd but for 
analytical studies it is conveniently assigned a value of zero and thus is 
alleviated from any linearization. The varible IV I, however, cannot be left 
t 
untreated and is accounted for easily bearing in mind that IV 12 = v2 + v2• 
t Q D 
The linearization of this variable alone then renders 
2 lvtl
0 
6lvtl = 2V
0 ~v + 2V0 ~v Q Q D D 
and 
vo vo 
~lvtl = Q ~VQ + D ~ (C.7) IV 10 !vtlo t 
and replacing ~IV I with [~V ~V ]T in the linearized version of Eq. (3.4.2) 
t Q D 
gives us 
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0 0 
~vl 1 0 0 0 ~vl 
KrVQ KrVD 
L 
Lrlvtlo Lrlvtlo r 
~v3 0 1 
Kf KfKe 
~v3 0 0 ~VQ --- ---Lf LfLe LfLe 
= + 
K K 1 ~v a a 0 ~v 0 0 ~VD --r L La La r a 
aEfd 0 0 
1 Ke 
aEfd 0 0 - L L e e 
0 
0 
+ ~v 
ref (C.8) 
K 
a 
L 
a 
0 
or 
(C .9) 
where the subscript n denotes any network-referenced quantity and e is a 
flag for those related to the excitation system itself. 
With regards to the machine-to-system reference transformation, 
linearizing Eq. (3.4.4) leaves 
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'o 
sin o0 (!::.o) + ' 00 - 'o o0 (t::.o) - ' 0 !::.EQ = -E !::.E cos Ed cos !::.Ed sin o q q (C.lO) 
'o 
o0 ( !::.o) + sin o0 - 'o sin o0 < t::.o) + !::.Ed 00 !::.E = E cos !::.E Ed cos D q q (C.ll) 
which in matrix form becomes 
00 
-sin o0 !::.E 'o sin o0 - 'o 00 !::.EQ cos -E Ed cos 
=-
q 
+ 
q t::.o (C.l2) 
' 00 00 ' 'o 00 - 'o 00 !::.ED sin cos !::.Ed E cos Ed sin q 
but looking more closely at the matrix coefficient accompanying !::.o, it can be 
'o 
verified from Eq. (3.4.4) that the two elements are equivalent to -ED and 
'o EQ respectively! Accepting these equalities Eq. (C.l2) can be rewritten in 
the form 
r cos 00 - sin o0 'o !::.EQ -E D !::.Ed = 
' 00 cos o0 'o !::.ED L sin EQ 
(C.l3) 
t::.o 
or 
' ~ =- [TJ_;. (C.l4) 
Linearizing the network equations shown in Eq. (3.4.8) will leave [YN} 
untouched as its conductance and susceptance elements have been assigned pre-
viously calculated constant values in the Kron-reduction of the system net-
work. Therefore 
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' -6IQl Gll -B 11 Glk -Blk 6EQl 
6ID1 Bll Gll Blk Glk 6ED1 
= (C.l5) 
' 6IQk Gkl -B kl Gkk -Bkk 6EQk 
6IDk ·Bkl Gkl Bkk Gkk 6EDk 
or 
' 61 = 
==N [YN]~ (C.l6) 
as before, where k is the number of generators in the system. 
Again from Eq. (3.4.3) we come across the second axis transformation, this 
time from the system to the machine reference frame. This linearization 
reveals 
(C.l7) 
(C.l8) 
and just as with the linearizing of the opposite transformation equation it 
becomes evident from Eq. (3.4.3) that similar type substitutions can be made, 
0 0 thus extracting Id and -Iq from the long strings of terms. However, for 
reasons that will become obvious later in this development, we choose not to 
incorporate 6o into the same vector as 6IQ and 6I0 as was done with 
' ' T [6Eq 6Ed 6o] in Eq. (C.l3). For the time being we shall remain content with 
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cos o0 0 Io ~I sin 0 ~IQ q d 
+ ~0 (C.l9) 
-sin o0 0 -Io ~Id cos 0 ~ID q 
or 
~i = [ S] ~I + [ R] ~0 
--m ~ (C.20 ) 
Finally the algebraic stator equations in matrix Eq. (3.4.5) look very 
much the same in post-linearization, for 
~VQ ~Q 0 xd f1IQ 
= + (C.21) 
f f 
f1VD ~ -x 0 f1I D q D 
or 
' f1V = ~ + [ Z] ~ :..:..ri ~ (C.22) 
The reason for proposing the condensed forms that attend each of the pre-
ceding linearized matrix equations is mainly due to convenience, as will soon 
become readily apparent from the mathematical brutality with which our tech-
nique proceeds from this point. These are the equations, then, with which we 
shall operate presently to construct [A] : 
x = [A ]x + [E] f1V + [B ] f1V 
-e e -e ~ e -ref 
[T]x 
-r 
(C.23) 
(C.24) 
(C.25) 
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' ~ = [ y ] ~ (C.26) N ~ 
ld = [ S] ~I + [R] ~0 (C.27) 
-m ~ 
' ~v = 4l ~ + --N [Z] ~ (C.28) 
Two important considerations are deserving of our appraisal at this time. 
Firstly, the state variables in x and x are the ones forming the machine's 
-m -e 
subvector and the excitation system's subvector of~ in Eq. (3.1.1). Perhaps 
this is seen a bit more clearly by writing Eq. (3.1.1) as 
[A] 
X 
-m 
X 
-e 
+ [B]~ (C.29) 
As a result of this, Eqs. (C.23) and (C.24) will be ones into which major 
substitutions will be made. And secondly, in the case of multi-machine 
systems, every matrix in Eqs. (C.23) through (C.28) with the exception of [YN] 
is actually a matrix of diagonal sub-blocks, each block containing the same 
information only for a different machine. As an example, like in our 
3-machine system being studied, the matrix [D] is actually 
[ D] = 
[ 01] ! 
I ______ ..J ______ _ 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I (D ] I I 2 · : 
I I 1------.J--------1 
I 
I l [ 0 3 J 
(C.30) 
where [o11 is the same as [D) in Eq. (C.S) only evaluated for the first 
machine, and so on. The structure o. f [YN] can be seen from Eq. ( C.15) to have 
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already lent itself for use in a multi-machine case. In turn, Eq. (C.29) 
would expand for the 3-machine case into 
X 
1111 .;1 
~ ~ 
.;u 
:. [A] .;u + [B)~ (C.31) 
X X 
--e1 -e1 
X 
-e2 .;2 
X 
.;3 
-e3 
We begin then by solving for 6i with the help of Eqs. (C.25) through 
-m 
(C.27): 
61 = [S] 61 + [R] 6~ 
-m -N 
= [S] [YN] [T].;_ + [R] 6~ (C.32) 
and we look to Eqs. (C.25), (C.26) and (C.28) to expand ~: 
~ = ~ + [Z] ~ 
= [T]~ + [Z) [YN] [T]~ 
( [T] + [Z] [YN ] [T] ).;. (C.33) 
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Upon the substitution of Eqs. (C.32) and (C.33) into Eqs. (C.23) and (C.24), 
we have so far: 
_; = [D]_; + [F] [S] [YN] (T]~ + [F] [R] t:.o + [G] ~d + [Bm] ~ (C.34) 
x [A ]x + ( [E] [T] + .[E] [Z] [Y ] [T] )x + [B ] t:.V 
-e e -e N --r e -ref (C.35) 
The equations don't look all that enlightening yet, but fortunately they 
' t:.E~ t:.olT are deceiving because x = [ t:.E is actually a subvector of 
--'[' q 
' ' T X = [t:.E t:.Ed t:.w t:.o] as t:.l, is, and ~d is likewise a subvector of -m q 
X = [ t:.V 1 t:.V3 t:.V t:.E ]Tt In light of this discovery we shall adopt the 
-e r fd . 
following transformations for incorporating these subvectors into x and x : 
----,n -e 
t:.o = [0 0 0 l]x = [T ]x (C.36) 
-m 1 ----,n 
t:.Efd [0 0 0 1 ]x = [T ]x 
-e 1 -e 
(C.37) 
3 [ : 
0 0 :l~ = X 1 0 [ T2 l.!m --r 
0 0 
(C.38) 
where again, in the multi-machine case, the matrices [T1] and [T2] as shown 
will merely be diagonal sub-blocks of a larger matrix. 
Now making these substitutions into Eqs. (C.34) and (C.35) we attain a 
result from which a general matrix representation is directly (and finally) 
accessible: 
(C.39) 
and that matrix representation is 
X 
m 
[G] [T
1
] 
= ----------------------------------------------
X = 
( 8k X 1) 
+ [B] 
(8k X 2k) 
[A] 
(8k X 8k) 
[A ] 
e 
where k is the number of generators in the study system. 
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(C.41) 
The vector u = [~ ~V f]T is nothing more than an input vector and 
- ~ --re 
indeed this lies in accordance with Fig. (3.7) which shows these quantities as 
such. Therefore, neither [B] nor~ carry much weight where dynamic stability 
is concerned and in fact are not even calculated in the computer simulation. 
One should be kept mindful of the fact that even though this example was 
done with machine and excitation system state variables alone, the general strat-
egy of this technique would remain unaltered with the inclusion of any turbine-
governor control and power system stabilization as well.[lS] The number of state 
variables per machine would simply increase and more than likely involve a 
greater number of substitutions in order to be coupled into the resultant matrix. 
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APPENDIX D 
DYNAMIC FEATURES OF THE LOAD TAP-CHANGING TRANSFORMER 
When a transformer is supplied with power through a transmission circuit 
with a relatively high impedance, the primary terminal voltage has the capabil-
ity to vary with changes in load over an undesirably sizable range due to the 
corresponding changes in the circuit's impedance drop. It is this that makes 
the taps in the primary winding of a load tap-changing transformer an attrac-
tive feature, for under their delegation the secondary voltage can be main-
tained at its rated value under these varying load and power factor conditions. 
The number of turns in use in the primary winding is selected by an 
arrangement of contactors in order to keep the primary induced voltage per 
primary turn nearly constant. The flux of the transformer core and the second-
ary induced voltage are therefor~ nearly constant as well. Larger tap-
changing transformers are also frequently used to control the reactive power 
flow between two interconnected power systems or between component parts of 
the same system while at the same time permitting voltages at specified points 
to be maintained at least close to nominal values. 
Under-load tap-changing apparatus are designed to facilitate the adjust-
ment of its transformation ratio without the interruption of the load circuit. 
The essentials of one extremely fundamental scheme for accomplishing this are 
illustrated in Fig. D.l.[7] 
PRIMARY 
TERMINALS SECONDARY TERMINALS 
Figure D.l. Elementary circuit for changing taps under load. 
The coil xis a center-tapped iron-core reactor while 1,2 and 3 are relay-
operated contactors. 
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Suppose then that the transformer is operating on tap position 1 when a sud-
den increase in load reduces the primary voltage so that it is desired to shift 
downward to tap position 2 in order to upkeep secondary voltage. Now if the pri-
mary circuit is to remain uninterrupted, contactor 2 will have to close before 
contactor 1 is opened. The reactor's purpose is clearly defined then as it pre-
vents the transformer coils between tap positions 1 and 2 from being short-
circuited while contactors 1 and 2 are both closed. Although the voltage 
induced by the core flux in these coils between positions 1 and 2 is but a 
small fraction of the primary voltage, the leakage impedance of these coils is 
also small, allowing in some cases for the current in the coils between the 
taps to reach 10 to 20 times rated primary current if they were actually 
short-circuited together. 
The sequence of events in changing from tap position 1 to position 2 is shown 
in Table D.l. The contactors may be either manually or automatically controlled. 
In the nominal operating position, contactor 3 is closed, thus short-circuiting 
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the reactor. The primary current divides equally between each half of the reac-
tor and since the currents through each half flow in directions opposite each 
other, their consequential magnetomotive force is zero along with the core flux 
in the reactor. 
TABLE D.l OPERATIONAL SEQUENCE OF A SINGLE TAP-CHANGING OPERATION 
TYPICAL TAP-CHANGING SEQUENCE 
Contactor Status* 
Step Tap Position 
1 2 3 
1 tap 1 X 0 X 
2 transition X 0 0 
I 
3 tap "1-1/2" X X 0 I 
4 transition 0 X 0 
5 tap 2 0 X X 
*X • cloaed and 0 • open 
In the second and fourth steps of the table, current flows in only half of 
the reactor altogether. With there existing no oppositely directed current in 
the other half, the magnetomotive force acting on its magnetic circuit will now 
be equal to the primary current multiplied by the number of turns in half of the 
reactor. In efforts to ·prevent a dangerously large impedance drop in the reactor 
during these two transition sequences, design specifications will sometimes 
require the core of the reactor to saturate when the current in either half of 
the reactor is near the full-load primary current. In the third step of the 
table the reactor is actually connected across the coils between tap positions 1 
and 2, and the current through this section of the primary coils is limited by 
the magnetizing reactance of the reactor. If this reactance is sufficiently 
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large, this current is not excessive but this does introduce a compromise in 
reactor design which should meet the numerous requirements in the most satisfac-
tory manner. 
Conventionally, most modern distribution load tap-changing transformers 
operate with a 16-tap capability at ±5/8% of rated voltage, facilitating a 
±10% range of voltage buck (boost). However, the total range of tapping 
widely varies with transformer use, as generator transformers may typically go 
from +2% all the way down to -16% of nominal voltage in 18_ tapping steps. 
This small increment between taps is necessary to avoid large voltage distur-
bances at consumer busbars. A schematic block diagram of the complete on-load 
tapping system is shown below in Fig. D.2. The line drop compensation (LDC) 
HV 
HV/LV 
POTENTIAL 
TRANSFORMER 
CURRENT 
TRANSFORMER 
v 
( Ic /_:<PL )( z /!!_) 
Figure D.2. Schematic diagram on on-load tap-changing control incorporat ing 
line drop compensation (LDC). 
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is utilized to compensate for the voltage drop along the feeder to the load 
point so that effectively the actual load voltage is seen and then corrected 
by the transformer. 
Lastly, where the relative timing of transformer tap changes is concerned, 
generally the higher the rated transformer voltage the faster the tap-changing 
operation is. In fact, it can hardly be considered that lower voltage TCUL 
transformers should operate any quicker than those interconnected within the 
same system that are rated any higher. For in that instance, higher level 
voltages would become even more severely depressed before they had time to 
have themselves corrected initially, resulting in a much worse reactive 
loading overshoot. With this conventional timing scheme there stands a fringe 
benefit of fewer tapping operations and less tap-change maintenance at lower 
voltage levels, where the greatest number of transformers are situated. Where 
the actual time lapses in tap changes for various sized transformers are con-
cerned, a 345 kV transformer roughly takes 20 seconds to complete a tap 
change, and it can be estimated that for each lower voltage level (138 kV, 45 
kV, etc.) another 20 seconds can be added to this. 
APPENDIX E 
PROGRAM LISTINGS 
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The forthcoming pages include the listings of the digital computer program 
VCLAPSE written for use in this research on the CDC CYBER 175 computer. The 
program is used to solve the steady-state load flow problem, calculate a sub-
sequent quiescent point and formulate the dynamic Jacobian matrix out of which 
its eigenvalues are extracted. 
The main program is shown on the following page and its many subroutines 
follow thereafter. 
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OLDTAP•NEWTAfi'•TAfi'STEP 
Kl.AaS(•J•2 
TA""'-..A8•1 
aG TO 2S 
CCINTJNUE 
I'OMATll41,fl'l . 1) 
FCRMATCI'10 . 2) 
STOP 
!NO 
111 
t7 c 
98C 
HC 
100 c 
101 c 
102 
103 
ICW C 
toe 
108 
107 
108 
toe 
110 
111 
I 12 
113 
11 .. 
l iS 
118 
117 
I 18 
11. 
120 c 
121 c 
122 
123 c 
12 .. c 
IZS C 
128 c 
127 c 
128 
1D 
130 
131 
132 
133 10 
'~ 135 
l38 c 
137 c 
138 
t3e c 
140 c 
141 
, .. 2 
1 .. 3 
, .... 
t•a 
, •• 20 
, .. 7 
, ... 
14. c 
ISO C 
1St 
1S2 
153 
IS.. 
ISIS ,.,. 
IS7 
1S8 
19 
teo ~.o 
181 
, .. a s 
·. ~IS 
l .W 2S 
188 3S 
l H 40 
1!57 
••••••••••••••••••••• 
• • 
SUIRGUTINE DATA 
••••••••••••••••••••• 
THIS SUBRaUTINI! "EADS IN ALL ,..ACHtte AHO SYST~ I'C~ DATA 
Sl.eRGUTI HE DATA 
JNTEWR ~.TO 
~ KR,KP',KA,Kf: 
~IX sacN,SLOAO,SI~CT , ZLIH€,YSHUNT , Y,OYOT,VN 
/NACHINI!/ ,_.,., T~Ul, Toaf" .... (3l ,HC3) ,X0(31 ,XDP~PU3), 
+XQ(3),~C3t,TRC3),TP'f3t,TAC3l , TE(3) , KRC3),KP'C3),KA(3),Kf:C3l, 
+SCI3),0Cf3J 
caPMCliN /SUS/ NBUS,SLaAOC 1 I l ,KUSSf 11 J , SINJ-CTI 11), YC 11,11 >, 
+w.Mf 11), DU. TAC 1 I J , YNACIC 11, 11 I , YANGC 11 , 11 J , TAPC 11), OYOTC 1 1 , I I l , 
+OYDTMOC 1 1 , II l, OYDTA .. f 11 , 1 I l , SGENC 1 1 l , VNC 11, I J 
~/LINE/ HLINI,FROMC13J,Tec131,ZLINEC13) , YSHUNTI1~l . ~LC131 
I'EAD IN THE ~R tJP' 81.1Sf:S AS '4LL AS Tl«l R SASE CASE Lt'AD LEV~LS 
AND CA Tf:QGRI Zf: EACH ONE AS FeLLOWS: 
•Kua•o• DCMtT!:S rHE SWING SUS 
•KLASa•1• oueeTES A SUS WHeat: Vet. TAGE IS CmtTftel.LED 
THReUGH TAP-CHANGING ~RATiaN 
•KLASS• a• DENOTES A .-G (LOAD 1 SUS 
•KLASS•3• ODIOTES A PV tVOL TAM:·CmtTRel.LED, SUS 
MADC 1, SJ ..US 
DG 10 1•1,1'8US 
~C1,18l SLOAOCIJ,KLASSCIJ 
CONTINUE 
~ IN THE ~ t!!1P' L I NI!S AS WELL AS Tl4f: I R Rf:SPt:CT I Vf: PARAM~RS 
.ue CATEUeltl Zf: EACH OIIC AS FeLLOWS: 
·MaDG. • I • Oa«JTf:S A TMNSfU SS I CIN L I HE ,.,._L 
-~·z• Df:NOTES A LOAD TAP-CHANGING TRANS~R MCDf:L 
REAOC 1, SJ Nl.ltC 
DG 20 J•t,NI.IfC 
REAOC1,28) MGQELCJ),~CJt,TOCJ),ZLINf:CJJ,YSHUNTCJJ 
CCJMT1 ... 
READ IN THE HUMBER ~ QCHERATORS WITH THEIR RE~CTIVE PAR~TERS 
AS wa.L. AS ALL VCCITATlaN SYST~ GAINS AND Tl .. cettaTANTS 
MAl)( 1 'S) N8EN 
DG 30 K• 1 , NIIEN 
MAOC 1, 38) HfK l, Taafi'M't(l( J, T~CI(), XQCIO, XDCK J , )(~(I( J, 
+ X~CKJ,OC(Kl 
~C 1· , COl TRCI(J, T11'CK), TA(K I, TECK I ,I<.ROO, K,. !K) ,KAOO ,l<.f:IIO, 
+ SECK) 
X~CKl•XD~CI() 
caNTI ... 
~
,.ON'tATC 14 J 
P'~TC2P'10 . 4,14J 
FCHW'tATl 314, ~,., 0. ~ l 
,.~Ttetrl0 . 4) 
Fmw1ATCWI0.4) 
OG 
112 
f73 c 
17.e c 
17S c 
178 c 
Inc 
178 17, 
110 c 
181 c 
182 
183 
Ia.. 
188 
, .. 
187 
... 
'" 1., 
'" ,,. 
IN 
1 .. c 
'" , ..
187 
IN ,., 
200 
201 
202 
203, 
2CM 
zoe 
:zoe 
20'7 
208 
ao. 
210 
211 
212 
213 
21.e c 
218 c 
218 c 
217 
218 
218 
220 
221 
222 
zn 
zz.e " 
2r.J 
He 
227 c 
228 c 
n• 
He) 
231 
232 
233 
n.e 
2ft 
238 
237 20 
na 
~ 
2410 
z.et c 
z.ez c 
z.e3 
244 
z•s 10 
z•8 
247 ~ 
z.ee 70 
248 
2SO 
251 
a a 
2t'3 c 
zs.e c 
2SS 
zse 
2e7 
ne 
zs• 
...............•....... 
SUBMRIT I~ LDfi'LCIW 
....................... 
THIS SUBMIUTINE P!:RFORPfS A NI:WTOH-RAPH5aN LOADF'LCIW OM THE HETWC~ 
IN ORDER TO OBTAIN A STEADY-STATE O~RATING POINT 
SUBReUTINI L~ewc~TLOAD.~.SASE~CT , J,OROJ,TAPSTE~,OLDTA~. 
•TAPf'Uflt 
I NTEGER OROJ, Hal.lft, T1 M, T A"'-ACI 
~IX Y,SINJCT,SLOAO,SGEN,DYDT,VN,SF'LCIWC11,111,LOSSES 
~L ~tNSUMC11l,QI~C11t,~TCHC20J,XC20J,JC20,20J,PCTLaADC24t 
~/BUS/ N8US,SLaAOC11l,KLASSCIIl,SINJCTC11J,YC11,11J, 
+VMeC 11), D1EL. TAC II I, Yl'tAeC 1 1, 11 l, YAtGC 1 I , 1 I I, TA~C 11 J, DYDTC 11 , 1 1 J, 
+DYDTMA8C11,11t,DYDTAN8C11,11t,seENC11J , VNC11,1) 
INITIALIZE ALL TtC fCCESSA«Y QUANTITIES ~fUaR TO ITERATINCI 
~·1 . 01:-8 
I TER•I Tnt •O 
CONV•4S . /ATANC1.0) 
oa s H•t. HBUS 
~CNt•TA~CNJ•1 . 0 
DG.TACN)•O.O 
~TINUE 
VPU.IIC11•1.02 
~GC2)•VMA8C3J•1 . 04 
vt1ACIC 1 1 t• I. 03 
T AI' ( 8 t •CILOTA~ 
~TaTAL•O.O 
NEM'IAX•20. 0 
~IN•.e . o 
IF'CT~ . !0. 1) CJa TO 10 
!STAIM..ISH ALL THIE INDIVIDUAL LOADS IN THt: SYSTE!'f F'Oft THE 91VEN 
Tl ... (Jp DAY· AND CAL~TE TlC TOTAL R~L ~R TO BE A&Saft&Ea 
THMJUGM THDt 
OG IS I•I,MBUS 
seENCf)a~(O.O,O.OJ 
IF'CHGUit. !Q. 1 l Sl.GADC I J•SLOADC I J•~TLOAOCHOUIU/8AS~T 
IF'CHCNit.IC. 1 J Sl.CIAOC I J•SLCIADI I ta~TLOADCHOUtU.f.~TLOADCHOUft- 1 J 
~TGTAL•~TOTAL+~LCSLaADIIJl 
caNTINUE 
SAS!D ON THE SYST~'S TOTAL ~L LOAD, Eca~ICALLY DIS~ATCH THE 
REAL ~TIOH ..,..,...,T Tl4€ RCTATING UNITS IN THt: SYSTa. 
~TAL•~TGTAL•1 . 01 
,_NC2J•~C0 . 81•e•~TaTAL•8. 3ft17 , 0. OJ 
IF'C~CS&INC2JJ.9T .~J SGENC2J•CMPLXCNE""AX,O . OJ 
S81NC1J•eeENC3)•CMPI..XCC~TGTAL·REALfSGENl2>l)/2 . , 0.0l 
IF'CRIEALfSMMttli.LT . ~INJ CJa TO 20 
QG TG 10 
~(1)•8GENt3>•~t~IN,O . OJ 
SOEMC2J•~C~TaTAL-~N•2 . ,O . Ot 
~T!: CGf'Pt..O PeWCR INJECT I OMS AT EACH BUS BASED eN ~fCRAT I ON 
AND LOAD AND FON'tULATE THE MI:T\IOM AO..I TTANC! MATRIX [Y] 
DO~ K•l,teUS 
SINJCTCKJ•SGENCK>-SLGAD(K> 
CONTINUE 
CALL Y8U8 
I "-MaO 
OROJ•O 
CALCULATE ~EAL AND REACTIVE ~!RS INJECTED AT !ACH BUS BASED ON 
THE VALUES ASSIGNED TO !ACH VARIASL~ FOR THIS PARTI~R ITERATION 
oa :JO t•1,..us 
~I ..... CIJ•O . O 
QI~(I>•O . O 
113 
2eo 
2e1 
ze2 
2e3 
21W 
2eS 
ae 
H7 
28a 
289 
270 3S 
271 
272 
273 c 
27.. c 
Z7S C 
278 c 
277 c 
278 
2'79 
280 
281 
2az 
283 
ze. 
zes 
2M •o 
287 
288 
289 
ztM) 
H1 
za 
2H 
z~ •s 
2e 30 
2M 
H7 
298 c 
2M 
300 
. 301 
302 
303 
3o.. c 
~c 
308 c 
307C 
308 c 
30e 
310 
311 
312 
313 190 
31 .. -318 
318 
317 
318 110 
319 
320 
321 
322 
323 
32. 
328 
3ft 
32? c 
328 c 
329 c 
no c. 
331 
332 
333 ss 
~ 
338 
338 
337 
338 
338 
3410 
~1 
3"'2 
~3 
~· 3 .. 8 
~· 3"'7 
DO 38 N•1 , leUS 
I~(Y(J,NJ.EQ.Ol Qa Ta 3S 
~(f,Nt•CABSCY(I,NJJ 
YANa(I,NJ•ATAN2CAl"AGfY(I,NJJ,~LCYCI,NJJJ 
~IN•~CI)eY~(I,NJ•V"A8(NJaCOSCO!LTACII·VA~CI,NJ-
+ Da.TACNJt 
~~~ffJ•~IMSUMCII+~IN 
QfN•VKA8CIJ•Y~Cl,NI•~AQCNl•SINCD!LTA(fl·YA~fi , NJ· 
+ DEL.TACNI J 
Ql~Cil•QI~fli•QIN 
eaNTINUC 
~ A "I~TCH VECTGR SY TESTING THE INJECTED ~E~ 
CALCULATiaNS AeAI~T THE STIPULATED ~~ ALLCNAHCE WHILE 
RECATeJeltiZIN8 Alff NCHI,_ TEMINAL SUSES WHGSE Gf:Nt!~ATEO REACTIVE 
~ I NJI:CT I eN HAS SURI'ASSED THC «NT~T CA.-&el L I TV Ofl' TtC 
~~CTIVI: Gf:NI~A~ 
l~fiTER.LE.2.0R.ITEW1 . BT.Ot BeTa •o 
l~<KLASSCIJ.NE.3J BeTa •o 
aet:NNAX•8GRTC0.19/0.8tJ•RaAL(SQf:M(lll 
I~(Qf~(IJ . LE.C~A~·AI~8CSLGAOflllJI BeTa 40 
KLASSt I h2 
SINJCTtfJ•~(~L(SINJCTflii,~~-Af~(SLOAO(JJil 
1~<1 ro.t> BG re 30 
CMO.I•~J+ 1 
~CHC~I• .. t~Cil-REALfSINJCTCJJJ 
J~(AaSCMSMTCMt~Jl . BT . E~~J IFLAG•t 
f~(KLASSCIJ . EQ.3J Qa Ta •S 
~CHCaROU+MBUS•1J•QINS~C1 I-AI1'1AGCSINJCTflll 
I~CA8Sf~TCHfaROJ+N8US-11l . BT . !~J I~AO•I 
Qa TCJ 30 
~TCHCCJRDJ+NaUS-Il•O . O 
CONTINUE 
ESTABLISH TH!: ~ft Ofl' THE JACaB.fAN 1'1ATRIX CJl 
IF CCJNVEftU€NCE IS OBTAINED FCJR ITERATING ~N THE TAP RATICJ, SET 
THE FINAL TA.- VALUE Ta THE ~REST S/4S INCREMENT WITHIN THE 
aauNDAin' LJ"ITS Sflt:CIFIED ANO SEGIN TH€ LOA~LCN AllAIN, mel..'f 
ITOATtMI eN THE SUS IICJLTAQE THAT THAT P'A"TICULAR TRANSJI'~~ 
ltf:IIUl.A TO 
l~(lfl't.AQ.IC.OJ Qa TO SO 
IFCKLASSf8l.!0.2J BOTe SS 
TAftTEST• I. 0 
I~CA8S(TA~(8J·TA .. TESTJ . LI[.CTA~TE~/2 . JI Bet TO 60 
IFCTA~(8J.GT.1.0J TA~TEST•T~TEST+TA~STE~ 
I~CT~C8J . LT. 1.0) TA~TEST•TAPT!ST-TA.-ST!P 
BO M 88 
TA~C8)•TA~T!ST 
KLASS(8J•2 
I~CTW(8) .CIT. I. I l T~C8J•I . 1 
IFCTA~C8) . LT . 0.82SJ TA.-C8l•0.82S 
I Tf:IU • I TER 
ITD•O 
(JO , 70 
I~ TtC VMIML£ QUANTITIES IN THIS ITPATieN ARI: SUCH THAT THE 
1!JtM11t ALLCNAMCE IS NaT EX~Df:U SY Afff S I f«Jl.! SUS ALONI!:. T1CN 
CALCULA Tl: Afff UNKMCIWM BUT Hf:Cf:SSARY QUANT IT I ES AND Pft I NT e'-IT ALL 
MSULTS 
TIN•HINR-1 
I~CHGUR.EQ . I) TJ"£•12 
I~(HCJUR . Q! . 1lJ Tl~•10 
1'11NUTE•CHaUR•I1)•10 
I~C~.EQ.17l TJ"I•Il 
J~CHGUR.UE.11.GW.HGUR.EQ.17l WRlT!C2,7~J TIM!,PCTLOAOCHeURl 
I~(HeUft.QT.It . ANO.HOUR.LT . 171 W~ITEC2,80J Tt"E,MINUTE,PCTLOAO 
+(HetJR) 
WRI TaC2, etn 
W~ITI:C2,!JO) 
W"ITECZ, 9et 
IMITaCZ,.Ol 
WAITEC2,1fl) 
WRITEC2, 100) 
IM1Taf2,108l 
114 
380 c 
351 
382 
3153 
~ 
3158 110 
388 
3S7 
388 
35. 
~ 120. 
381 ItS 
382 
383 
3S. c 
3811 
38C 
3.7 
3M 
38e 
370 
371 
37Z 130 
373 
374 '" 3~ 
378 
3'77 c 
378 c 
3H 
~ 
3e1 
3e2 
38:1 
3 .. 
388 
3M 
387 
3M 
, •• 140 
380 ISO ,, 
3U 
3ea 
3~ 180 
3M 
3M 138 
3e7 
3M 
39it 
.00 
.. o, c 
402 c 
403 c 
4CM 
.. os 
... 
407 
408 
4U. 
410 
411 
412 c 
.. 1:t c 
.. ,4 c 
415 
41. 
"'' 50 418 
.... 
420 
421 c 
"" c 
"" . 424 
428 
428 
•27 
428 
4U 
430 188 
•at teo 
DO 110 Net,HBUS 
VNCN,IJ•~C~AG«HJ•ceSCCELTAINJJ . V"AGCHJ•SlNCOELTACNJJI 
CONTI flUE 
DO liS l•l,HBUS 
DO 1 20 M• 1 , HBUS 
l~CYCI,MJ . !Q.OJ Qe ra 120 
~awc&,MJ•VHCIJ•CaNJQC(VNCIJ·VH<MJJaf-Vfl,MJJJ 
CGNTINUE 
CaNTINUE 
CALCULATE THE ~INAL C~!X OEHF.RATION QUANTITIES FaR EACH MACHI~ 
oa 12S K•t,NBUS 
IPCK.OT.3J QG Ta 125 
Nae•~LCMCNCKJ J 
fP(KLAS8CKJ.NI.OJ 00 Ta 130 
~·~INIUMCKJ+ACALCSLaAOCKJJ 
aaiM•GIHSUMCKJ+AI~CSLaAOCKJJ 
~CKJ•~C~,QGENJ 
caNT I~ 
CALCULATE THE caMPLEX ~R La5SES IN THE SYSTEM SASEO aN TaTAL 
QEMRAT I aN AND LaAO 
LOSSES•CMPLXCO.O,O.OJ 
DO 1315 K•t ,HBUS 
DELTACKJ•OELTACKJ•CONV 
LOSSES•LOSSIS+~C~AL(SOEHfKit-REALCSLaAOCKII,AI"AG«SGCNCKJI 
+ -AI~CSLaAOCKJJJ 
IPCK.EQ . 8J 00 TG lAO 
WRITEC2,14SJ K,VMAGCKJ,DELTA(KJ,SOENfKJ,SLaAOCKJ 
oe ra teo 
WftiTEC2,1SSl K,VMAGfKI,DELTA(KJ,SGEMfKI,SLaAOCKJ,TA~CKI 
oa '" &..•1 ,reus 
IFCYCK,LJ.EQ.OJ Ga Ta 180 
IFCSFLGWCK,LJ . EQ.OJ 00 ra 180. 
WRITEC2.188) L,SPLawCK,LI 
CONTINUE 
OILTACKJ•OELTACKJ/oaNV 
caNTINUIE 
WIU TE ( 2. I 70 J LOSSES 
WRITEt2,17SJ ITER1,1T!R 
ltC·ESTAeLISH Tte aRIGINAL CATEGaRIES ·FaR EACH OI:HEMTmt TE ..... INAL 
SU8 IN THE !VENT TMAT Aff't a'F THEM Ml CJHT HAVE CHAHCJ€0 IN TH€ 
I TEMTI VE fi'RGCESS 
KLASSl8J•1 
KLASSC2J•KLASSt3J•3 
KLASS( 1 I •O 
MTU. 
FafW'IUI.ATE floC LOAI:WLGW JAca81AN l'tATRIX [Jl AND CALCULATE T~ 
VARIA8LE caRMCTiaN VECTaR FaR THIS ITERATiett USING LU-
p AC'Teltl ZA T I eft 
CALL JffTIUC f .J , aRD.I l 
CAU. LUf'ACTt.J,,...TCH,aftOJ,XI 
MASS ICIN 4 MEV VALUf: T" EACH VAIU ABLE B.& SED aN THE M:SUL TS Cf' THE 
LU•PACTaRIZATtaN 
DO teo ,...2.reus 
DELTAC")•Dn.TAt")•X(M·I I 
lf'CKL4SSC").N!,Il Be TO 18S 
TAPtMI•fAP(M)+XCM•NBUS•2) 
CJO TO 180 
~CM)•~fMJ+XC"+MaUS•2J 
CCMTINUC 
115 
.4:12 
.433 
.4:W 
4ft 
.438 
.43? c 
438 
.43. 
.440 
.441 71S 
442 
.443 10 
.... 
•.es 85 
•.e• eo 
44'7M 
~8 100 
~· 480 
451 105 
452 
.483 148 
484 
.4M ISS 
4H lA 
48'7 1'70 
.4H 
45e 175 
480 
.481 
•a 
.483 
.484 
488 
... 
.487 
.488 c 
••• c 
.470 c 
.4'7-1 c 
.4?2 c 
473 
4'74 
4?5 c 
.478 c 
• .,., c 
478 
479 
•eo 
481 
482 
483 
4 .. 
485 
.... 
487 
••• 
••• 
•eo 
.. , 
·-493 .... 
..... 
4M 
... ., 
.... 
4H 
sao c 
501 c 
502 c 
503 
~a. 
S05 
soe 
S07 
soe 
soe c 
510 c 
511 
512 
S13 
514 
515 s 
ITD•ITD+1 
I~<ITD.E0 . 20.ANO.KLASSC8l . EO . 1) Qe Ta 180 
I~(ITIW.EQ.ZO.ANO.KLASSC81.EQ.2l QC ra 55 
~A N1V ITERATJaN WITH THE ~ VARIABLE ASSJQNMENTS 
., ra ?O 
~~T(•1•,3X,•THE Tl~ ts·· , l3,~:oo AM WITH·.~? . 2,"S ~ TaTAL LOAD 
•",Ill) 
~Tl•1•,3x,•THC fl"' ts• , 13,":",12," AM WITH•,F7 . 2,"S ~ TaTAL 
•LOAD'",///) 
~TCIX,7•c•e•J,IX,2S("•"II 
~Ttex,·•·.??X,·•·,ex,···.z3x,···' 
~TCex,•e•,38X,•SUS OATA·.~x.·••,ax,•••,?X,"LINE FLOW.,7X,•a•) 
~ATf•·•,• SUS VOLTAGE ANGLE ·····eENERATiaN····· 
. 
.. , 
········L~········ TAP RATia -······-~ ~LOW··-····-- _ 
~TC37X,•MAL REACTIVE MACTIYI 
• TG BUS REAL RRACTtVE•.tJ 
~eRMArc·a·,3x,l2,8r12 . •,ex.·•••••·.sx,·-------·-----·-------------
•'",/l 
~rc•a•,3X,I2,8P1Z.4,~11 . 5,5X,·---------------·-----------· ,/ 1 
~TC .. X,I2,2P12.4J 
~~Tf·o•,ex,•Ttn'AL REM. L.CJSS IN TlC SYSTEM ts•,fi'8 .4,/,P , •raTAL 
•REACtiVE LG88 IN THC SYS~ ts•,Fe.4,/l 
~Tt•a•,ex, ·~' ITERATIONS USED IT£RATI,_ ON THE TA~ RAT1 
+0 ts•,I4,/,IX,•NUPB£R tJP IT!RATJaNS ~D IT!RAT1 .. ON vet...TM! ts•, 
+14,//) 
END 
•••••••••••••••••••••• 
• ~TINE~ 
• 
•••••••••••••••••••••• 
THIS S ...... TINE caNSTRUCTS THE "DY~IC JACC81AN• MTRIX [Al USINCJ 
ALL l'tACHifC fiARAIW:TERS AND O~ERA T I ,_ PO I NT QUANT I T I ES CALCULATED 
"""" THIIE LGAOI'\.OW . ~tA. TS 
SUBRGUTifC AMTRX 
INTEeER aRDA,HOI"C4J 
REAL KR,K~,KE,KA,IC~,ICAPOO,IOO,JDa,F<l2,8),Sf6,81,T(8,91, 
+ T2C g, 12 J , DC 12, I 2 -J , T1 t 3, 12) , E C 12. 6 I , Z C 8 , 8 J , A! c 1 2, I 2 l , G C 12, 3 J , 
+A 1 1< t 2, 12) . A 1 2f12, 1 2) , A21 C I 2. 1 2 J , R t 8, 3 I , A I 1 "Tt. ( 1 2, 1 2 I , 
+U1~Tt.C 12, 12), YNC8, 81 ,A11~f 12, 121, A21fl'""f 12, 12l. At2X8C 12. 8t, 
•81ZX8CI2,SJ,A12X8C12,91,AI2X3(12,31 
~EX Y,OYDT,SGEN,S~OAD,SIHJCT,VH 
I*CHI HE/ Hllf.:N. TIXI~f 31 . Taet-M'tf 3 l , Hf 3 I . X Of 3 I , XDP'""C 3 l . 
+XQ(~J.~C~t,TRC~J,T~(~J,TA(3J,TaC31 , KRf31,K~(~J.KAC3J,KEC31, 
•Rf3J,OCC3t 
~ /8US/ MSUS,SLOADC111,KLAS$C111,SINJCTt111,Yf11,11J, 
• ..,.,..( 1,. OELTA(11). YMMC 11 . '1), YANIIC 11 . I 1 I I TA~(1,,. OYDTt I 1. 1 t,. 
+OYDTMNI< 11 , 1 1 l, D\'OTAHCIC 11 , I 1 ) . SG!Nf 11 J , VNC 1 1 , 1 J 
~ /fiCIINT/ I~C3J, ICAitOOC3J ,100(31, IDCU3) ,ECA~C31, 
+~C3t,!Qet31,ED0(3),0ELTAaf31,V~AGe(3J,VCA~t3J,VCAPDeC31 
 lfl'tN.JACI A C 14, 2• J , OROA 
W0•480.•ATANC1 . 0J 
!STMLJSM TtC ~ ' Tte DYNAMIC JAeaBIAN I'UlTRIX tAl ANO 
CALCULATE llC NECESSARY QUANTI TIES ~ THE O~RATIHG flat NT Ta BE 
STUOCED 
ESTABLISH ALL flaSSISLE OI"!HSiaNS THAT THE VARiau8 S~ATRIC!S 
caNTRI8UTIN8 Ta TtC A·P'tATRIX CAN TAKE ON 
oa 5 K•1,4 
NOI"CK) •IUNrJ!N 
ceNT I HUE 
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Sl8 c 
,,. c 
520 
52f 
522 
523 
524 
szs 
528 
527 
528 10 
529 
530 
531 
532 
533 
s:w 
53S IS 
538 
537 
538 
538 
~0 
~· ,.2 
~3 
544 
~s 
~8 
~7 20 ,.. 
, .. 
seo 
Sel 
92 
553 
sa. ze 
see 
SH 
557 
ssa 
ss• 
seo 
581 
582 
583 
58;1 30 
S8S 
, .. 
587 
sea 
see 
570 35 
571 
S72 
573 
574 
S?S 40 
578 
577 
578 
578 
sao c 
S81 c 
sea 
583 ,... 
see 
, .. 
587 
588 45 
588 
580 
,., 
Sft 
583 
, .. 
, .. so 
SH 
587 
, .. 
, .. 
600 
ceNSTRUCT ,_ ~lit LEP'T·HAtiO QUAOWANT 0' T~ DY~IC JAeaBIAN 
CCAIIJ•tDJ•C~l(SJCYNJCTJCTZJ•C~lCIItl[TIJJ 
CALL MTXINTLC~.NDI"C4J,NDI"f2JJ 
DG 10 L•l I Na€N 
,-c4aL•3, Z•LJ•CXDCL> ·XD~_.,ULJ l/T~CLJ 
~(4aL·Z,2•L·1J•·CXQCLJ-XGr""CLJJITOOP""fLJ 
~C4•L-1,2•L·IJ•·WGIC2.•HCLIJ•!OGCLJ 
~t4•L·1,z-L>•·WGIC2.•HCLJJ•!DeCL) 
caNTINUE 
CALL "TXINTLCS,NDI"t2J,NOI"f2JJ 
De IS "•I,NIJEN 
SCI•"·t,2•M-1J•CGSCOELTACC"l) 
SC2•"•t,2•"J•SINCO!LTACC"JI 
SC2a",2•"·1J•·SINCDELTACC"JI 
scz•"· z•"J•'CGScon. r.ar"•, 
CGNTINUE 
CALL MT~TC~ 1 S,HDI"C4J,NOI"C2l , NOI"C2J , AI2X81 
CALL YCQUIVCYNJ 
CALL "TlU'tULTCA12X8, YN, HDI·"f4), NOI"f2J, NOI"C 2), &12X8) 
CALL ~INTLCT,NOI"f2J,NOI"C31t 
DO 20 N• I , N11EN 
TtZ•N·1,3•N·21•CdSCOELTACtNtl 
T<2•N·1,3•N·IJ•·SINCOCLTACfNJJ 
TC2•N·1,3•Nt•·!CAPDCCNJ 
TC2aN,3aN•2J•SINCOELTACfNt) 
TC2aM,3•N•IJ•CCSCDCLTAGfNtJ 
TC2aM,3aMJ•!CAr0GCNJ 
CGNTINUE 
CALL "T~TC812X8,T,NOI"f4t,NOI"C21,NDI"C3J,At2X91 
CALL "TX!NTLtT2,NDI"C3l,NOI"f4J) 
oa ze •• ,,....,. 
T2c3•1·Z,4al·3t•1.0 
TZ<3•1·1,4•1·ZJ•1.0 
TIC3el , 4•fl•1 . 0 
caNTINUE 
CALL "T~Tc"A12XS, T2 , Hoi"C4J, NDI"f3t, NOI"(4t ,All. l 
CALL ~INTLCD,NDI"C4t , NOI"C4tl 
DG 30 J•' I N80t 
OC4•.J-3, 4•.J-3J•·I./TDCPM(J) 
DC4a.J·Z,4•.J·2J•·1./T~f.JJ 
DC4•J·1,4•J·3J•·WCIC2. •HfJtJ•IQGC.JJ 
DC4•J•1,4•J-ZJ••WC/C2 . •HCJtt•IDGC.JJ 
OC4aJ•t,4•.J·IJ•·OCC.JJ/f2.•Ht.JJJ 
Dt4aJ,4•J·1t•I . O 
CGNTINUI!: 
CALL P'tTXstMCD,AII, NOI"C4J, N01"(4 t . A11PRTL) 
CALL ~INTLf",NDI"C2J,NDI"C1JJ 
DO 3S K•l , NIJ£N 
RCZ•K·I,KJ•IDGCKJ 
IU ZaK, KJ••IQOCKJ 
caNT I NUl!: 
CALL "TXMULTC,-,IIt,NDI"(4J,NOI"C2J,NOI"C1J , A12X3J 
CALL ~IMTLCT1,NOI"f1J,NOI"C4tJ 
DO 40 Lat,NOCN 
T1CL,48LJ•t . O 
caNT I NUl: 
CALL ~~TCA12X3,T1,NOI"C4J.NOI"C1l,HDI"C4J,A11~RMJ 
CALL ~XstMU1 1~,.411~,NOI"C4l,NDI"f4J ,All) 
caN811NCT THE Lc:ND L.E"•HANO QUADRANT Of!' THE OY~IC JACCIBIAN 
C[A21J•tEltTJCT2J+tEJtZJtYNJtT1tT2Jl 
CALL ~INTLC!,HOI"C4J,NDI"C211 
DG •e "• I , N&EN 
!C4•"•3, 2•"·1 J•KIU"J •VCAPOGC"J /C TlltC,.)aVJMAOCtC"l) 
£(4a"•3,2•"J•KIItl"1•VCA~C"1/CT~C"l•V~AQGC"J) 
cattTtNUC 
CALL f'tTXI'IUL.TlE, T,NOI"C4l ,NOif'tCZJ ,NOI"f31 ,A12X9J 
CALL ~MULTCA12X.,T2,NOI"C4J,NDI"f3J,NDif'tC4J,A21P~TLl 
CALL "TXINTLCZ,NDI"t2J,NDI"C2lJ 
DO SO N•l,,..,. 
zcz·~-•.z•MJ•x~cNJ 
ZCZaN,2•N·Il•·X~CNJ 
ceNTINUC 
CALL "tXMULTf!,Z,NOI"C4J,NOI"f2J,NOI"f2J,A12X8J 
CALL "~TCA12X8,YN,NOI"C4J,NDI"C2l,NOI"C2l,&12X8l 
CALL ~TCB12X8,T,NDI"(41,NOI"C2l,NOI"C3l,A12X9l 
CALL f't~TfA12X9,T2,NOI"f4l,NDIMf3J,NOI"C4J,A21PRMJ 
CALL "TXS~fA21~TL.A21~.NOI"C4l,NOI"CAl , A211 
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80:1 c 
~ c 
.,. 
.. 
.07 
eoe 
leN 
••o 
"' ••z ··~ ••• 
••s 
••• .,, 
,,. ss 
••• en 
121 c 
•zz c 
en 
•z• us 
•• .. , 
••• eo sa 
830 
"' •u-c 
." c ·~ 
·=-IM 
8~7 
•• 838 
MO 
.. , 
... 
.. ~ 
... eo 
.. s 78 
... 70 
.. , " ... 
... 
CONSTRUCT TMI L~R ~IGMT·HAND QUADRANT 0~ THE DY~IC JACeBIAN 
<CA22J•CAC11 
CALL ~INTLCAC,HDI"C.l,NDI"f411 
oa ss t•t,NeCH 
A~(.al-~,4at-3J•·I./TRCIJ 
AE<•••-•.••t-21•-t.tnrctJ 
~C••I·Z,4•1•1J•K~CIJ/CTFCIJ•TEtiiJ 
ACC••t-z,••ti•·K~CIJ•CSECI)+KECIII/(T~fl)aTECIJI 
~c••J·I,4•1·3l•·KACIJ/TACIJ 
ACC••r-1,4•1-2J•·KACIJ/TACIJ 
AEC••t·1,4ai·IJ••1.1TACil 
ACC4at,••t •1 J•l. /TI:C J I 
AEC.al,4aiJ•·<S~CIJ+KECIJ)/TElll 
ceMTIHUI! 
COMSTRUCT THI ~ ~IGHT-HAND QUADRANT 0~ TH€ DY~IC JAC081AN 
<CA12J•C8UT11l 
CALL ~TXINTLC8,HDI"C4J,NDI"C111 
oa eo J•t ,Neat 
Qc••J·:J,JJ•t ; /~CJJ 
caNTIHUE 
CALL ~T~TCe,T1,NDI"C.J,NDI"f1J,NOI"C4J,~12J 
a..UC 11C QUADRANTS TacMTHER TO OBTAIN THI: fi"ULL DY...,.IC 
JACGBI AN CAl 
oa n K•t,..at 
Da 70 L•I,*IEN 
oa 11t "••.• 
oaeoN•t.• 
Ac"•••K·•,N•••L·4l•AttC"+4aK-4,N+••L·4J 
AU••••K·•, H••• CL+HOPl ·4l•A12f"+4•K·4, N•••L·4J 
AC"•••<K•H81Nt·•,N•••L·4J•A21<"•••K·•,N•4•L·•t 
AC"•••cK•N8!NJ-4,N+4atL+NGENJ·•)•AE<"+4aK-4,N+4aL-41 
CCMTIHUC 
caMTINUIE 
cefiTIHUI! 
caNT I HUE 
MTUMI 
!MD 
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ees c 
eae c 
887 c 
sse c 
sa• c 
880 
881 
M2C 
H3C 
S4W c 
ees e 
888 
set 
... 
888 
870 
871 
872 
873 
87 .. 
87S 
878 
877 
878 c 
an c 
MO 
881 
HZ 
••:a 
s ... 
HS 
888 
887 5 
••• 8H 
880 
881 IS 
e•z 10 
883 
, ... 
see 
8M 
887 c 
... 
Sft 
700 
701 
702 
703 
7CM 20 
70S 
708 
101 e 
708 
708 
710 
711 
712 
713 
n .. 
718 
718 
717 
7t8 
718 
720 ss 
721 ~ 
722 
723 
724 
7~ 
728 ~ 
727 30 
728 38 
728 
730 40 
731 45 
7~2 so 
733 70 
734 
738 IS 
73e 
••••••••••••••••••••••• 
~TINE !:IGENV 
••••••••••••••••••••••• 
THIS SUBMJUTitC l'ti!:MLY CALLS A. STA.HOANO LIBRARY ReruTINE RG THAT 
WILL CALCULATE TH1: !IGI:NVALUES OfF aiiTH THE DYNAI'tiC JACCftSIAN l'tATIUX 
tAl AND THE LOA~LCN JA.C081 ·A.N t'tAT"IX CJJ A.S WELL A.S THEIR 
Rt:S~CTIVE OETE~INANTS 
SUBROUTINI !IGI:NYCJ,ORDJJ 
~ DCTaPA,D!T~J,!:IGGFA<24J,!:I~JC20J 
INTEGCR ORDA,IY1<24J,ORDJ 
REAL A,ZC24,24J,WftC24J,WIC24J,FV1C24J,Jf~J.~JJ 
caPMWt /r:J'fMJAC/ A c 24 , 24 J , CMOA 
N•ONM 
,.._CIMM 
Mn•o 
CALCUl.ATI: llC !IGCNVALUES Ofl' CAl AND ITS OI:T~INANT HAVING 
,. I L TEMO CJUT T'H« ZERe ! I GI:MYALUI: 
CALL ~C"",N,A,WR,WI,f1ATZ,Z,IY1,"V1,1!:RRJ 
DCTaFA•O!T~J•CMPLXC1 . D;O.OJ 
Z~ICI•O.O 
Del, l•l,eROA 
I,.CABSCWRCIJJ . LT . 1 . 0!:-3J Z!:~IG•WRCIJ 
CGMTINUE 
Del 10 l•t,ORQA 
I,.CWRCJJ.!Q.Z!:~IGJ Qa TO 15 
' DCTaFA•OETeFA•~CWWCIJ,WI(ItJ 
EIGGFACI>•CMPLX<WRCIJ,WICIJJ 
CCMTINUI! N•..,_, 
.... aM).~ 
CALCUI..ATE T1C EltJONALUI:S 0,. [JJ A.NO ITS Dt!TE~INANT 
CALL lftiU .. ,M,J,WW,WI,I'tATZ,Z,IV1,FV1, l~l 
DCI 20 IC.. I I OM)J . 
DE'nPJ•O!Teii'J•CI9UCCWfUKJ ,WI CKJ J 
EIGGFJCKJ•C .. UUWRCKJ, WICK J J 
CGNTtNUI! 
~INT etJT A.LL MSULTS 
WWITI:CZ,ZSJ 
WWITEC2,30J 
Wftl TECZ, 381 
WRITEC2,30J 
WRITECZ, .. OJ 
WRITI:CZ,41SJ 
Del ~ I..•I,CMDA 
I,.CL.GT . DI'OJ> GG TO SS 
WWITI:12,80) !I~ACLJ,!:I~J(L) 
GO TO SO 
WRITEC2,HJ !:ICJOII'ACLJ 
CONTINUE 
DCTA•RI:ALCD!TotrAJ 
DI:T J•RI:A&.'< ot:nJP' J J 
WRITI:C2,70J OETA,OITJ 
qTURN 
,.~rc·-·.tox,zc3zc·•~>.32XJI 
,.~Tc'l IX,2C •a•, 3011(, ~.~, 32XJ J 
~T(11Jl(, "a EIGENVALUE5 0,. (AJ a" ,32X, "• EIGE:NVAL 
+UES ~ CJl ••) 
~~Tl11X,2C32(•w•),32XJ,///) 
~ATC 8X , ~~~-----MAL----- -- ·lt'tAGI NA.RY--- .. , 2SX I . I l 
F~ATC9X . !1~ . 8.12X,Et~ . 8,28X . E1~ . 8.12X,E12.6,/l 
F~T( •-• ,IX, ~ocr~INANT Ofl DYNAI'tiC J•C081AN ts•, !:141. 8, t SX, ~DETE 
+ ... I KANT aP LOAOif'L~ J Ace8 I .N I S • , E 1 4. 8 J 
~~Tc•x.E12.8, 12X,E12.e,/l 
!ND 
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7~2 c 
,... c 
, ..... c 
7 .. 8 c 
,... c 
7 .. 7 
7 ... 
74. c 
7eO c 
7S1 
7S2 c 
7113 c 
~c 
?H c 
~c 
7!17 
nse c 
ns• 
780 
7el 
182 
1e3 
1 ... 
1a 
7M 
787 
, .. 
, .. 
770 
771 
172 . 
773 c 
17 .. c 
7'7S 
778 
117 
778 
779 
180 
781 
782 
183 
1 ... 
18S 
1M C 
787 c 
7M 
7 .. 
7M 10 ,, 
1 •• 
793 7,. 
,. 
1M 
1.1 
1M 
'1H 
800 
801 
802 
10:1 
ICN 
108 
toes 
ect7 
808 
eo. 
110 
811 
812 
813 
814 c 
118 e 
... c 
817 c 
818 c 
818 
820 
••• c 
8H c 
lr.l 
.... 
IZS 
an 
127 
••• 
'" 830 
831 
au 
••••••••••••••••••••• 
• SUBMNTI HE Y8US 
••••••••••••••••••••• 
THIS SUBReUTtNE TAKES ALL LINE DATA AHO F""""-A.ATES FeR THE 
LctADn.CN: 
C 1) TtC NETWORK Y-SUS ADI"I TTA~ ,.AT,_IX 
C2l THEY-SUS OlftiVATIVE KAT,_IX WITH ~S~CT TO 
TlC TA~ UTI OS 
<3) TIC Y-SUS DOtiVATIVI: MCMUTUOE ,.AT,_IX 
C4J TlC Y-SUS OERIYATIVI: ~t«k.l! ,...,,_IX 
AS OU.I!UTm SY TlC ~CitriC ~S ~ISIN8 THE SYSTEI'I 
StaMIUTIIC YSUS 
I NTEGCR """', TO 
~ 't, DYOT, ZLlfC, YSHUNT, ~N, SLOAO . S •NJCT, VN 
~/SUS/ NIUS,SLOAOf11J,KLAS8CliJ,SINJCT(J1J,Y(11, 111, 
+VMAIIC 11 J, DG. TAl 11 J, VItAe( 11, 11 J, YANG( 11 . 11 J, T~t 1 1 J, DYOTt 11 , 11 J , 
+OYO~C11,11J,DYOTANGC11,111,~11J,VNC11,1J 
c:MWM /LINE/ NLifC,tr'""C 13J , TOC 13J, Z1..JNEC 131, YSHUNTC 13), 
+ftDI!l. c 1 ~, 
CALL CMXI NT\. C Y , PeUS, NMJS I 
CALL Cl'tx I NT\. C O'fOT, NIUS, PeUS J 
CON11U BUTE !L~S TO THE Y -SUS ,.A TRI X WITH EACH TR~I SS I ON 
LINC ~ !NCCJ\ItfnMD 
oa s 1•1,.._, .. 
Jtr(~CJI . !Q.2J GO TO 10 
YC,-...,.( I J, TOC I I l •-1 . IZLJ NEC I I •Y C FRCII"C I I , roc I) I 
Y ( TOC I J, """''I I) • -I . IZ1..1 ICC I I +Y t TOC I I, F~C I J I 
YC~CIJ,~CIIJ•I . /ZLJN!CII•YSHUNTCIJ•YCtr~(II , F~CIIJ 
Y C TO( I ) , TOC I I I • t . /ZL I NEt I I +YSHUfiiTC I I +Y CTOC I I , roc I I I 
GO TO S 
CON11U8UTE !LEJ'W:NTS TO 1lC THM!: Y-SUs DERIVATIVE "A~IC!;S WITH 
EACH LOAD TA~-Ct4ANCJINCJ TRANStr~R MeDEL !NCOUNTEMD 
YRKAL~REALC1./ZLIN!CIII 
YI~•AI~Ct . /ZLINCCIII 
YC~CIJ,TOCIJJ•-1 . /CTA~CTOCill•ZLJNECIJI+YCF~Cfl,rOCIII 
DYOTl,-...,.CII,TOCI11•1 . /(TA~CTOCIJJ••~•ZLlN!fiiJ 
DY~Ctr~ClJ,TOCIJJ•t . /fTA~~TOCIJJ••2J•CA8S(1 . /ZLINEflll 
DYOTANeC~CIJ,TOCIJJ•ATAN2CVI,.AG,Y~) 
YCTGCJJ,tr...,.CIJJ•-1./CTA~fTOttiJ•ZLJHI!CIII+YCTOCll,F~flll 
OYOTCT8C1J,~CIJI•I . /CT~CT0fii1••2•ZLINE(Ill 
DY~CT8CIJ,tr~CIJJ•I,/CT~fTOCil1••2J•CABSC1,/ZLINI!flll 
OYOTANeCTeCIJ,~ReM(IJJ•ATAM2CVI~,YREALJ 
YC~CIJ,~Cili•1./(TA.CTOCIIJ••2•ZL1Nit1Jl+YC,-...,.CII, 
. ,.,.,...,,, 
OYOTCtrRGMCJJ,,.,.,..CliJ•-2./CT~CTOCI11••3•ZLJN!(IIl 
OYO.,.....CtrftefiiC I J . fl'lteMC I J J• •2. / CTA~C TOC I I l .. 3J •CMSC 1 . IZ\..INCC I J 1 
DYOTANaC,.,.,..CIJ,,.,.,..CIJJ•ATANZfYI~,YREALl 
YCTeCI),TOCtlJ•I . /ZLJNI!Cil•VCTOCII,TOCIJI 
CGNTINUIE 
RCl'UMt 
END 
•••••••••••••••••••••• 
• SUBNIUT 1,_ .nn'RX • 
• • 
•••••••••••••••••••••• 
THIS S\8MJUT1 .. JII'GRMULAT!:S TH£ JACOBIAN KA~IX [JJ CW PARTIAL 
DUtiVATIVES ~ THE L~LCN 
suaRCIUT lfC JMTRX « .J, OROJ J 
INTI!HW ORO.J 
ReAL JCORO.J.~J 
~IX DYOT,Y,3GI!N,SLOAO,SINJCT,VN 
/808~ NBUS,SLctAOC11l,KLASSCIIl,SINJCTC111,YC11,11J, 
·~C11J,DILTAC11J,Y"AGC11, 11l,VANQC11 , 11l,TAPC11l , DYDTC11 , 111 , 
+OYO'T111Mt 1 1 , If J, DYOTANIC 11 , 1 I l , StiEHl 11 I , VN( 1 I , 1 l 
CALL rn1C1Nn.CJ,~.~.IJ 
120 
83e c 
138 c 
137 c 
138 
138 
.. o 
.. , 
.. 2 
.. 3 
.. ~ 
.. a 
.. 8 
.. 7 
.. 8 
.. 8 
ISO 
181 
asz 
183 
·~ 20 ass 
188 IS 
887 
eM 
.. 
MO 
"' M2 10 
183 s 
... 
·-
, .. c 
M7 
, .. c 
'" ·c 170 
171 c 
112 c 
173 c 
17~ c 
an 
878 
17? 
178 
878 
NO 
.. , 
182 
183 
lttw 
18S 
... 
187 
... 
188 
•• so 
181 
182 
•• ... 
.. 
... ~s 
.. 7 
... 
... 
~ 
901 goz 
903 
..,.. 
90S c 
908 c 
.07 c 
90e c 
M8 c 
810 
911 
812 •o 
113 
"~ ss 918 
918 
917 ,. 
... 
920 
.. , 
92Z 
923 
924 
gr,s 80 
928 
EVALUAn TIC IXJ'IVAT1VES M REAL AND MACTIVE ~R VCrMSSieNS 
· wiTH -~CT TG SUS VGLTACJE ANGLES, THUS UTABt..JSHIJ«t T~ TWCJ 
L!YT•HAND QUA~ANTS 0~ T~ LOAOFLOW JACOBIAN 
OG S I •2, N8US 
DG 10 K•Z, reus 
I~CI.NE.KJ OG TO 18 
DPUO•O.O 
OQDO•O.O _ 
DG 20 L• 1 , NBUS 
l~tl. EQ. L.OR. Yfl ,LJ . EQ. OJ CJG TO 20 
DPOD•-~CIJ•Y"A8CI,L>•~CLJ•SINCOELTACil-YANCJ(J,L)-
+ IXLTACLJ J 
JCI·I,K·IJ•JCI-I,K·Il-~0 
I~CKLASSCIJ . EQ.3J Be TO 20 
DODD•~AO<II•V"ACJCI,L>~~CICL>•COS<DELTACIJ-VANCICI,Ll-
+ OELTACL>I 
JCI+N8US·Z,K-1l•JCI•H8US-2,K-1l-OODO 
CONTINUE 
IJrJ TG 10 
I~CYCI,K).!Q.OJ Ba TG 10 
JII•I,K·IJ•-~Clt•V~fi,KJ•~CKt•SINCOELTACIJ·VANOCI,KJ 
+ •O!LTACKJJ 
I~CKLASSCIJ.EQ.3J 00 TG 10 
JCI+NaUS•2,K·1J•~Cit•V"A8CI,K>•~AOCKl•COSCDELTACil­
YA~(I,Kl·O!LTACKJJ 
caMTIMUI: 
caNTINUE 
PROVIDED THAT A ~ARTICULAR SUS VOl-TAGE IS NOT REGULATED BV : 
C 1 J A TC\A. TRAMS~~ 
C Z J A IJI!:JIII;RATCM AVR 
EVA1..UATE n4E DeRIVATIVES Of' MAL ANO R!'ACTIVE PeWP EX~RESSIONS 
WI TM ~CT TG THAT BUS Vat. T AGE 11ACiftll'UOE, THUS COMTRI SUT I NG TO 
nc ESTAal.IS~T M THE TVCJ RIGHT-HAMO QUADftANTS D' THE LOADP'LOW 
JAca81AM 
OG ze L•Z, NBUS 
OG 3D . "•2 I NBUS 
II'CKLASSC"J . f:Q. 3t 00 TO 38 
li'(KLA8SC"t.f:Q.I) OG TO 40 
li'CL.NE."t QG TG AS 
r:.GV•O.O 
DaDV•O.O 
DG SO N•l ,.US 
II'CL.EO.N.OR.VCL,NJ . EQ.OJ 00 TO SO 
OPDV•Y~CL,N>•~CNJaCOSCOELTACLJ·YAMGCL,Nl·OELTACNJt 
JCL·l,,..+N8US-Zl•JCL·I,,..•N8US-2J-~ 
OODV•Y~CL,NJ•~CJCNt•SINCOELTACLJ-YAMaCL,NJ·O!LTACHll 
JCL•~·Z,,..+N8US·ZJ•JC~•HSUS·2,,..•HSUS-ZJ-OQOV 
caNTINUE 
JC~·t,,..+MBUS·ZJ•JC~·t,,..+N8US•2J·Z . •Y"AGlL,L>•~ACilLJ•COS 
+ (•YAN8CL,LJ) 
JI~+NaUS•Z,"•~·ZJ•J(L+N8US-2,~•NBUS-ZJ·Z.•~CJCL,L>• 
• ~(LJ•SINC-YAN8CL,L)J 
., re 30 
l~fYC~,,..J.IQ.Ol Qa TG 30 
J(L·I,,..+NIUS•ZJ•·~CLJ•V~(~,,..t•CGSCO!LTACLJ·YANeC~;,.., • 
+ Dm.TAC") t 
I~CKL.ASSCL). !Q. 3) CIG TG 30 
JCL•NBUS·Z,"•NBUS·ZJ•-~CL>•~CL,~J•S1NCOE~TACLJ·Y~NCI 
+ CL,,..J-OG.TAC,..tJ 
Qa TG . 30 
I~ A P~RTICULAR BUS VOLTAGE IS REOULAT~ SY A TCUL TRANS~~R. 
EVALUATE THE DERIVATIVES ~ ~E~L AND -~ACTIVE POWER EXPRESSiaNS 
WITH RES~ECT TO THE TA~ RATIO a~ THE TRAHS~~R REGULATING THAT 
~ARTICULAR BUS - Vat.T~GE. THUS ·C~ET•NG THE TWe RIGHT-HAND 
QUADftANTS M n4E LC!ADFLOW J Aca8 I ~M 
I~«".EQ.L.OR . <~·~J EQ.L> Be TeSS 
oa TG 30 
DPOT•O.O 
OQOT•O . O 
OG 80 N• 1 , NBUS 
I~CDYDTCL,NJ.EQ.OJ Qa TO 80 
DPOT•~lLJ•DYOY,..AOCL,N••~G«Ht•COS«OELTA•L>·OYOTANCJ 
CL, NJ ·DEL TAC NJ J 
JCL-I,,..+N8US-2J•J<L-I,,..+NBUS-2J-~OT 
JI'<KLASSCLJ . EQ . 3J 3G TO 60 
OOOT•V~(L)•OVDY,..ACJ(L,H)•~~GlNJ•SJNfDELTACLJ-DYDTAN8 
CL,HJ•OELT~CNJJ 
JCL+NBUS•Z,,..+NBUS·2):J(L+N8US-2,~+H8US-2J·OQDT 
CGNTINUE 
Qa TG :10 
121 
... c 
r.IO c 
H1 C 
132 c 
133 e 
!t34e 
ns 
138 3S 
!137 30 
138 2S 
.. 
940 
941 
942 
943 
N• 
94S 
,... c 
N7 C 
N8 c 
N8 c 
.eo c 
•• ft2 
!IS3 c 
""' c !ISS C 
-.c 
9S7 
!ltl8 
•• 9410 
181 
HZ 
H3 
,... c 
"" ...
H7 
... 
.... 
170 
!171 
172 
173 
17 .. 
17S 
17e ze 
977 20 
178 In IS 
NO 
181 
182 
H3 
ltW 
9815 3'5 
Me 30 
H7 TO 
988 5 
H. 
·-"' c nz 
ltl3 
... 
'" ... H7 
... 
n• 
1000 4S 
1001 
1002 40 
1003 
100. 
lOOtS 
tooe 
1007 
1008 
1009 
1010 sa 
1011 
1012 so 
1013 
101. 
IN TtC CAaC tW A ~ fVc:JI.TAGE-CGMTRal.LEDl BUS, Tte OIACJOMM. EL!MtrNT 
~TI .. TlC OCI'IVATI-n 011' TtC ~CTIVE .-ewE.- !X~SSIOM WITH 
RESPI:C'f Te THAT JltA.-T I CULA._ BUS VCft.. TACJC 1'1AGN I TUOE J S SET Te • 1 . 0, 
WHILE ALL THE LCIAIWLeN JAca81AN !LEJ1ENTS IN THAT SA,_ I'CJW ANO 
COL~ HAVE BEEN KE~T AT 0 . 0 
JCN+NIUS•2,,.+N8US·2J•·I . O 
CCIIfTtMUE 
CGMTIMUE 
a'TUMI 
END 
••••••••••••••••••••••• 
• • 
SUIRaUTI.. LUP'ACT 
• 
••••••••••••••••••••••• 
THIS ~IIC JltEia'eRIIS A (JAUSSIAN ELI,.INATimt ALGGfUT"" FeR THE 
LeADI'LGV IN .,...,... Te CALCULATE A VAitiA8LE CGRMCTIGN Vt:CTCIII Te 
WHICH T1C ~IGUa.Y ASSICINED VALUES ~ THE VAitiA8l.E Vt:CTett WILL 
N AOOt:O 
~TINE LUP'ACTCA,B,ewD,Xl 
I NTEGCJI ClltO 
.-t:AL ACGRD,aRDl,SfeltOl , L(20,20J,U(20,20J,LU,LUSUN,LX,LXSUN,XCOROJ 
DG S l•l.c:MD 
OG 1 0 J• t , mft) 
I~CI . LT . Jl aG Te 15 
LUSUPt-0 . 0 
r~cJ.Ea. ,, GG re 20 
00 2S K•1,J 
J~(J . t:Q.KJ fJa Tel 2S 
LU•L<I,KJ•UCK,JJ 
LUStM•LUSUP't•LU 
Cftlffl~ 
LCI,JJ•Afi,J)•LUSUM 
I~CJ.GC.Jl GG TG 10 
LUSW.•O.O 
I~CI.~.IJ GG Te 30 
DG3S,._1,1 
I~C".EQ . IJ aG TO 3S 
LU•LCI,,.J•UC",Jl 
LUStl't-LUSUPt+LU 
CONTI NUl! 
U(J,JJ•(ACI,JI•I.U~l/Lfi,IJ 
CCMTINUI! 
ceNT I NUt! 
callfTINUK WITH TIC SACK·SUIISTI TUTIOM ST~ 
DO 4G I • I • CIRD 
~o.a 
DG 4S J•l,l 
I~(J.EQ.JJ aD Te 4S 
LX•LC I, J )aJCC J J 
I.XSUtt•UC .... U 
CGMTINUt! 
XC I J•CBC I 1 ·LXSW.J/I.C I, I) 
CONTINUE 
00 SO K•t, c:MD 
1~CK.~.CIRDJ GG re so 
UXSUM•O.O 
00 SS ... , ,K 
l~tK.!Q.,., aa re ss 
UX•UfeltD•K,CIRO·"J•XCORO-"J 
UXSU'feUJCS...•UX 
caNTIMUE 
X(ORD•KJ•KCOftD·KJ·UXSUN·UfORO·K,OftDI•X(~ItQJ 
CGNTINUIE 
RETUMI 
DIU 
122 
1020 c 
1021 c 
1022 c 
1023 c 
102. c 
10ft 
102e 
1027 c 
1oae c 
•oa• c 
1030 
1031 c 
10SZ C 
1033 c 
1~ c 
1038 c 
1038 c 
1037 c 
to3e c 
~~ c 
1<MO C 
10.1 c 
10.2 c 
10.3 c 
IO.W 
IO.S C 
10.8 
10.7 
1o.e 
10.8 
10t50 
ICHSl 
ICHSZ 
1CHS3 
toe. 
1058 
1ose 
1087 
1058 
toee 
1080 
1Ge1 
1082 
1083 
10 .. 
lOSS 
1088 
1087 
1088 
1088 
1070 
1071 
1072 
1073 
107. 
107S 
1078 s 
1077 
to7e 
••••••••••••••••••••••• 
• • 
. . 
••••••••••••••••••••••• 
TMIS SUBMNTffC CALCULATES l1C Fet..LOWIHG ~EMTII«< PeiNT 
QUANTITIES FeR THE A·MT .. IX fl'aRf1ULATIOH BASED ON THE I..CADfi'LCN 
"'E5UL. TS 4MD THE T\IG • AX f S E ' I'ICIOf:L USED fi'Cit THE 11ACH I HIES: 
<VCAP'QCU+.JlVC.APOGJ IS THE IJ€NERATCR ~IN.AL vet..TAGit 
IN THE SYSRM AEFEMHCE 
CECAPQGJ+.J(ECAPQOJ IS THE GENERATaw VOLTAGE BEHIND 
T"AHSIENT REACTANCE IN THE SYSTEM REFEMHCtE 
l!QD)+.JCEDO) IS THE GE~"ATa" VaLTAGE BEHIND TRANSIENT 
REACTANCE I N THE 1'1ACH I HI: REFERENCE 
< IC.A~J+J( ICAPOaJ IS TH€ 1'1ACHitl£ CUM!NT IN THE SYST£?1 
NUEN£NCE 
CIQOJ+JUDaJ IS THE 1'1ACHINE CUitMNT IN THt; 11ACHIHE 
~
V~ IS THE KAGNITUOE OF THE OENE .. ATaR TIER"IHAL veLiAGE 
DEL T Aa IS nc AMCil.E OF TME 1'1ACH I HE REF'E"EHCE AXES WITH 
M~CT T_, THIE SYSTEM REFERENCE AXES 
WHf:RI THE SUFFIX ·o· DENOTES A ~A .. T1CULA" ~RATING Pe1NT 
S~1HI: ~T 
MAl. I CA.-acl, I CAftOa, I 01', I Da , KR, KA , KE, KF 
~ Y, VN, INC 11, I J, DYOT, SOlEN, SLCAO, SINJCT 
 /MACHINE/ ....... T~(3J, T~""<3J ,H(3J ,X0(3J , XOft""C3J, 
•JCCU3J .~(3) , T"C:U, TFC3J, TAC3J, TEf3J , KftC3J ,KFC3a ,KA(3J ,KEC3l, 
•SI:(3J,DCt3J 
~ I&Ual H8US,SLOADC11J,KLASSCI1J,SIHJCTliiJ,Y(11,11J, 
+W'ACU 11), Da. TA( 11 J, YMGC 11, 11 J , YANOC 11 , I 1 J, TA~C 11), DYOTC 11 , Ill, 
•OYOn.Afl( 11, 11 ) , OYOTAMGC 11 , 11 a, aGENt 11 J , VNC 11 , 1 ) 
cet9laN /IIOINT/ lc:N"QQC3J, ICAftOa(3t ,IQCH3J, IDGUJ ,!~t3), 
•ECArOet3J, EQCU3J , !OGf 3) , DEL TACU 3J, VT .. ACJCU :n, VCA'.-cJCI( 3l, VCAftOaC 3J 
CALL ~T(Y,VN,H8US,NBUS,1,1N) 
oa s J•t ,~'Gat 
INfJ,1J•INC.J,1J+CeNJCJ<SLOAOCJll/«:aN.JCJCVNC.J,1Ja 
~(.J)·~·(J) 
VCAP'QG(J)•V~(.J)aCOSfOILTACJ)J 
VC.APOGCJJ•V~(JJ•SINCOELTA(Jlt 
ICAPQO(JJa~(INCJ,IlJ 
ICArDOC.JJ•AI~CINCJ,1)J 
!QAREAL•VC.A~(~)-)(QCJJ•ICA~DaCJ) 
!OAI~•YCAP'OaCJ)+XQ(Jl•IC.ArOOCJJ 
OILTAaCJI•ATANaCEQAI~ . EQAR!AL) 
IQOCJJ•ICA~CJI•COSlOELTAGCJlt+ICAPOafJJaSINCDILTAafJll 
i~JJ•·ICAP'OaCJJ•SINCOELTAGCJll+ICAPOaCJ)aCCSCOELTAC(J)J 
ECAraot.JJ•YCAP'aOCJJ·X~(Jl•ICAPOe(Jl 
ECAPDGCJJ•YCAft~Ja(J)+K~CJJaiCA~CJJ 
EQGC.Jl•!CAPQO(Jl•CDSCOELTACCJll+ECAP'OaC.JJ•SINCOELTACCJlt 
EDOCJJ•·ECA~C.Jl•SINCD!LTACCJ)t•€CAftOa(Jl•COSCOELTAacJJJ 
cat!fTINUC 
"i!TURN 
DC) 
123 
10~ c 
1088 c 
IOM c 
1087 c 
1088 c 
108. 
10.0 
10.1 c 
10•2 c 
10ft c 
ION c 
10M 
10M 
10.7 
10M 
lOft 
1100 
1101 
1102 
1103 
IICM 
1108 
1108 
1107 
1108 
11M c 
1110 c 
1111 
1112 
1113 
,,,. 
111!5 
tit• 
111? 
1118 
111. 
1120 
1121 
1122 5 
1123 
112. 
112S c 
112e c 
1127 
1128 
112. 
1130 
1l31 
1l32 IS 
1133 
11:W 
11:JS 
113e 10 
1137 
1138 
113tt c 
n•o c 
114tl 
114t2 
11•3 
11~ 
114tS 
11 •• 
11•7 
11.8 
114. 2S 
11!50 20 
1181 
1152 
118!1 
1154t c 
1158 c 
11!58 
1157 
1158 
11!'. 
1180 
1181 
1182 
1183 
1184 3tS 
11ft 30 
., .. 
1187 
....................... 
SU81WJUTINI: Y~QUIV 
• 
.....•................. 
THIS S~INE A~TS TH~ O~IOINAL NETWGRK A~ITT.NCE ~AT~IK 
[ Y] WI TH CJCICRA TaR TRANS I EMT REACT AHCES ANO LOAD A~ I TTANC~S AND 
KROM•ItEDUCES IT DaWN TO AN EQUIVALENT C~SED a~ ONLY INT~RNAL 
HHEWA TaR SUSES 
S....,.,TIJC YEOUIVCYNJ 
~EX SLOAD, YLCIADC 11 J, Y, YOCJC3, 3J, YON< 3, 11 I, 'fHOC 11, 3J, YHNC 11, 11) 
•,YEQ1C3,11l,DYDT,semt,SINJCT,YHNINVC11 , 11J,Yml!f3,3J,YEQf3,3J,VN 
~ YNt.,tJ,KR,K~.KA,KE 
 /MCMIIC/ HCIEN, TDCW,...C3J, T~C 3), tH 3J , XDC 3J, X~C 3), 
+MOC3J,XGPRMC3J,fRl3J.~C3J,TAC3J,TEC3J , KRC3J,K~f3l , KAC3J,KEC3J, 
•SIC31,DC(3) • 
~/BUS/ HBUS,SLaADC11l,KLASSf111,SINJCTC11l,YC11, 11J, 
+VMAeC 1 1 J, DG.TAC 11 J, Yl'tACIC 11, 1 1), YAHO( 1 1 , I 1 J, TA~C 11 I, DYOTl t I, 11 I, 
+O'tO'fMAGC 1 1 , 1 1 I , DYDTAHOC 11 , 1 1 J , SCIENC 1 1 J , VfiC 1 1 , I J 
INITIAI.JU THE ,.OUR SUW.An.ICES ~ THI! AUCif'H!NnO A~ITTANCE l'tATRIX 
AND ADO IN ALL TRANSIENT REACTANCE ~~TS 
CALL CPOC I NTL f v•, HliP, NGOf J 
CALL CPOCINTLtYGN,NGCN,H8USI 
CALL CPOC I NTL C Y,_, H8US, HGEH J 
CALL CPDC I NTL C Y"'" . H8US, H8US I 
oe s ,.,,....,. 
YGe(l,ll•t . /~(O.O,XO~CIIl 
YaNCI,I)••t./~XCO.O,X~CIII 
YN8fi,IJ•·1.1~XCO.O,X~CIII 
YNNCI,J)•t . /~CO.O,X~CIIl 
caNT1NUE 
I~T! THI! ORIGINAL NETWORIC ADMITTANCE l'tATRIX [Yl INTO OM CW 
THE SUifiA T" I CES, I NCLUO 1,_ ALL LOADS ceNV!"T~D I NT a A~ I TT ANCES 
oa 10 J•t,..us 
oa lSK•t,,.ua 
YNN(J,Kl•VNN(J,Kl+V(J , KI 
caNTINUE 
I~{SLGADCJ).~Q.OJ aa Ta 10 
YLeJADCJJ•~GCSLCIADCJII/(~Q(Jl••21 
YNNCJ,Jl•YNNCJ,J)+VLCADfJJ 
ceNT I NUl! 
KltaN-~ THC A~NTED KATRIX DaWN Tel AN INT~AL Q~HE~ATett SUS 
CDUIVALENT ([YEQJ•CY&aJ·(YGN1tYHNJ••·tCYN8Jl 
CAI.L CJitTlCINVfYNN, NBUS, YNNINV) 
CALL CftJCPtUL TCYGN, YNNINV, HGEH, H8US, H8US, Y!Q1 I 
CAI.L ~TIY~01,YN8,H8EN,H8US,Ne!ft,YEQ2J 
oa 20 ,.,,,.... 
oe ze J • ' • HillEN 
YIQifi,J)a•YEQ2(1,JI 
caNT I NUl! 
ctJMTINUIE 
CALL Cl'tTXSUMCVOG,YE02,HG~N,HOEN,YEQ) 
ESTABLISH THE FINAL EQUIVALENT CYNJ, A R~AL l'tATR1X OOMP~ISEO a,. 
THE REAL ANO ll'tACJINARY C~HENTS OF CV!:Ol 
Da 30 L .. 1,HG!H 
Da 3S l't• 1 , HIJEN 
YNC2•L·I,2•"·1>•REALCYEQCL,~)I 
YNCI•L·1,2•"J•·AI"AGCY!QCL,I'tlt 
YNC2aL,2•"·tJ•AI"AGCYEQfL,I'tll 
YNC2aL,2•"t•REALCY~QCL,I'ttl 
caNTINUE 
CGNTIHUE 
MT\Mat 
!JIG 
124 
1173 c 
1174 c 
11~ c 
1176 c 
1177 c 
1.178 
117g 
1180 c 
1181 
1182 
1183 
1184 
118!5 
1186 
1187 
,, .. 
tte• 
11M 
t ,g., 1!5 
ttU 10 
11as 
11SN 
11ft 
11M 
!lg7 
1 "8 
"" 1200 
1201 c 
1202 c 
1203 c 
1204 c 
120e c 
12oe 
1207 
1208 e 
12og 
1210 
1211 
1212 
1213 
1214 
121!5 
1216 10 
l 217 s 
1218 
121g 
1220 
1221 
1222 
1223 
1224 
122S c 
1226 c 
1227 c 
l228 c 
12ft c 
1230 
1231 
1232 c 
1233 c 
123. 
123!5 
1238 
1237 
1236 
1ZH 
1240 
12 .. 1 10 
1242, 
1243 
1 z.e.e 
•••••••••••••••••••••••• 
• 
• S~TIN! MTKMULT 
• • 
•••••••••••••••••••••••• 
TH I S SU8RGUT INC 'I NOS THE PftaDUCT Of" Twa REAL MA TR I CES 
SUBROUTINI MT~TfMTX1,MTX2,~1,HCeLI , HCeL2,~Tl 
REAL HTX 1 t JIMaW 1 , NeaL t l , ,..TXZ ( HCOL 1 , HCOL2 l . PRCOUCT ( NRml I , NCOL2 J 
De !5 ,. ' • "'"""' De tO J•l ,NCOL2 
~T(I,JJ•O . O 
De HS K•t,HCGL1 
ADDCND~1ti,KJ•"TX2tK , JJ 
fi'Mfi:JucTCI,JJ•~Tti,Jl•~ooeto 
ceNTI ... 
CGNTINUE 
ceNTINUE 
RnUMe 
!NO 
••••••••••••••••••••••• 
• 5\eMIUTINI!: HTXSUM 
.........•............. 
ntiS S~INI! "IMOS THE SUM Of" TWO REAL ,..ATRICES 
suaRGUTINE HTXSUMt"TX1,HTX2,NRew,HCOL , SUMl 
MAL HTX 1 t NRCW, HCtiL J , "TX2 t NfteW. HeeL l , SUM C NReW, NCel. l · 
oe s r•t,HMIW 
oe 10 J•t ,NeaL 
SUMfi,J)•"TJC1(1 , JJ+"TXZCI , J) 
caNTI,.._ 
CGNTIMUE 
~ 
END 
•••••••••••••••••••••••• 
• SU811GUT I HIE f'n')CI N1'L 
• • 
•••••••••••••••••••••••• 
THIS SUBRGUTIH! INITIALJZES ALL THE !L~NTS mr A REAL 
Mntf)( Ttl %EM 
S~INI HTX I NTL( HTX I HMIW ,NCGLJ 
MAL l'tTX C...,.,, NeaL J 
oe s 1•1,NIIeW 
oe 10 J•t ,NeaL 
HT)C(I,JJ•O . O 
CCINTIMUE 
ceNT I.._ 
MT1JMt 
END 
125 
tzeo C 
12e1 c 
12S2 c 
tZS:J C 
1n4 c 
1255 
12M 
l Z57 c 
1288 c 
12S!I 
taG 
tnt 
tze2 
1H:J 
12 .. 
12ft 
12M 10 
tze7 s 
12M 
1H!I 
1270 
1271 
1272 
1273 
127• 
12~ c 
1278 c 
127'7 c 
1278 c 
127!1 c 
1280 
1281 
tz••· c 
12H 
12 .. 
12ae 
12M 
1287 
12 .. 
128!1 
12!10 
12!11 
1292 
1293 
12 .. 1!5 
12!15 10 
12!18 s 
12!17 
12M 
12ft 
1300 
1301 
t:t02 
t:JO:J 
1301e c 
1300 c 
130e c 
1307 c 
t3oe c 
130tt 
1310 
1311 c 
1312 
l313 
131. 
1318 
1318 
1317 
1318 
131!1 10 
1320 s 
1321 
13ft 
•••••••••••••••••••••••• 
• • 
• S.....,.,TINE CI'D( I MTL 
• 
•••••••••••••••••••••••• 
THIS SUBMNTI .. IMITIALIHS .\LL nc !LE1'1t!:MTS OF .\ ~EX 
MATRIX . Tel %ERe 
S~T 1.. CliVI I MTL < OtTX, MMN, HeeL) 
~EX Cf'n1C c...,..' I'ICCl.) 
DG II 1•1,....,., 
DG 10 J•t,MCGL 
QKTX(l,J)•(0.0,0 . 0) 
ceNT I ... 
CGNTIMUE ,.,... 
END 
........................ 
• 
• SueMNT 1M Cl'tJtPftll. T 
• 
........................ 
THIS St8RGUTHC FIHOS THf.: PMOUCT tJF "Net cef'Pt..VC 1'4ATRIC!:S 
SUBII!eUTI .. ~ Tf CMTX 1, CMTX2, I'MGWt , NCCft.l , HCeL2, ~RaDUCT l 
~ CPITJt1(...,.,1,NCal.l) ,CPITX2f~I . NCet.2) ,P..aDUCTf~1,NCaL2) 
•,ADOCND 
.,., s ,., ·""""' 
.,., 10 J• 1. rteaL2 
~T(J,J)a(O.O,O,Ot 
DG 111 K•1, NCGLI 
AOODD•CMTX 1 C .1 , K > •CI'tTX2 C K , J) 
~TCI,JI•~TCI ,Jl•ADO!:ND 
CGMTIMUE 
ceNT I NUl!: 
ceNT tHUlE 
~
01) 
•••••••••••••••••••••••• 
• • 
• suaMRJT I NE Cfn'XSW. • 
• • 
•••••••••••••••••••••••• 
THIS SUBRaUTINI ~INOS THE SU1'4 OF TWG ~L!:X 1'4ATRICES 
SUIRGUTIN! CMTX~fCMTX1 , CMTX2.HReW,HCOL,S~) 
~EX CMTX1C~,NCaL),CMTX2<NReW , NeeL>,S~(~ , NCeLl 
oa s ,.,,,...,.. 
DG 10 J•I,ICGL 
~(I,JJ•CMTXtfi,Jt•CI'tTX2<f,J) 
ceNTIMUE 
caNTIMUC 
..,.. 
IMD 
126 
132. c 
13H C 
1330 c 
1331 c 
1332 c 
1333 
1~ 
133& c 
1338 c 
1337 
133. 
1339 
1340 
1341 
1~2 
1343 
~~ 
134S 
1348 
1347 IS 
~~· 10 134. 
1380 
1381 
1382 
1383 
'~ 20 1388 s 
13H 
13S7 
13M 
t3S8 30 
1380 2S 
1381 
1382 
........................ 
• 
• s-..~T I ME ~TJC 11W 
• 
•••••••••••••••••••••••• 
THIS SUBRaUTIN! ~OYS THE SHIPLEY-cm.ErtAN T~CHNIQUf: Tel 
II' I NO THE I ftVPSC f!JII A ctJPPL!X "'" T" I X 
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